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More specifically, the answer is a participation
loan in which your client's bank and Heller
form a "partnership" that utilizes the
additional credit capacity created by
secured financing.
Your client keeps his good banking
relationship, with access to full bank services.
And, the cost is practical: an "averaged"
interest cost between the bank's usual charge

for unsecured accommodations, and Heller's
normal charge for secured financing.
Ask any bank —or your nearest Heller
office —for details.
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PRESIDENT'S PERSPECTIVE

Free Enterprise
And Accountants
In the series of columns published on t his page during the last
year, I have emphasized four major t opics. They have included
self - development, participation in Association activities, and the
improvement of t he educat ion and st at ure of t he management
account ant (t hrough t he Certificat e in Management Account ing
program and other NAA educat ional programs).
I have also urged NAA members t o get involved in public
affairs. One way of doing t his is to speak out against the
anti - business bias that pervades the media in this country.
Whether it is consumerism or pollution problems, the tendency
is t o seek increasing government control over the private sect or.
As accountant s you and I know how cost s mount as
c o mp a n i es a t t e mp t t o c o mp l y wi t h a mu l t it u de o f r u l e s a n d

regulations. Costs that, of course, must be passed on to the
consumer. Oppressive regulat ions also make it more and more
difficult for businessmen to conduct their businesses.
Hamstringing business is not the solution to our
socio- economic problems. Nor is the abandonment of free
enterprise, as some have seriously proposed.
Like millions of other Americans, we have benefitted
enormously from free enterprise, but we have taken it for
granted. I believe it is our responsibility to tell the public not
only how it works but also how well it has worked. All of us
have the opport unit y, by speaking before communit y groups,
speaking on college campuses or support ing organizat ions like
junior Achievement.
Too long have we been wat ching t he corporat e profit and
loss st at ement wit hout paying att ent ion t o the overall balance
sheet on free enterprise. It's time we took our critics seriously
and defended what has made us t he wealt hiest count ry in
history —and the time to start is now.
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NAA Makes A Contribution
Last January, MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING announced to our members
that NAA had been invited by the AICPA to submit a report covering
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recommendations for revision in the methods and operation of the
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Accounting Principles Board. After many meetings of the NAA Special

NATIONAL
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Comm ittee, such a report was subm itted on October 28, 1971, to the

919 Third Avenue, New York

Wheat Study Group, which was appointed for this purpose by the
President of the AICPA.
This Study Group released its report on March 29 1972. 1 am gratified
that there were many similar conclusions reached by our Special Com-
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mittee and the W heat Group. Som e of the m ost im portant are:

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
William M. Young, Jr.

1. W e recomm ended that the responsibility for establishing and en-

MANAGING DIRECTOR
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forcing financial and accounting reporting standards should be
vested in a non - governmental b od y, th us retaining fr e e d om of
operation from political pressures. The Wheat Report emphatically

John E. Vavasour

MANAGING EDITOR

Erwin S. Koval

agreed with this position.

SENIOR TECHNICAL EDITOR

2. We recommended that the composition of the rules- making body

Albert Cohen

should include members from industry and the public who need

FEATURE EDITOR
Robert F. Randall
EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS

not be CPA's. The W heat Report confirmed this objective.

3. We deplored the lack of adequate research prior to the i ssuance
of opinions and emphasized the urgent need to correct this deficiency. In agreement, the Wheat Report stated "By no standard
that we can think of can this program [research] be called a striking
success." It further recommended that future research projects
should be more carefully defined and carried out expeditiously.
4. As a matter of passing interest, we recommended that th e name
of the APB should be changed to "Financial Reporting Standards
Authority." The name recommended in the Wheat Report for the
rules- making body is "Financial Accounting Standards Board."
It is particularly significant that the Wheat Report recommended
that NAA should be considered a source of suggestions for nominees
as trustees of the Financial Accou nting Foundation which, in turn ,
wil l ap poin t th e me mb er s of t he F ina ncia l Accoun ti ng S ta nd ar ds Boa rd

and the Financial Accounting Standards Advisory Council.
Although there may be elements of the lengthy Wheat Report with
which we may have some reservations, I believe that the overall recommendations represent a tremendous step in the right direction to
achieve the objectives and cooperation of industry relative to the
establishment of financial a c c o u n t i n g s t a n d a r d s .
NAA has a right to be justly proud of its contribution to the final
recommendations submitted by the Wheat Study Group.

Debbie Rienzi
Lucile Lawrence
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Letters

TO THE EDITOR

Inherent Limitations of the Restricted Audit
In her article, "Internal Auditing: Hamilton County," appearing
In the January 1972 issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, Louise
R. Williams very competently describes the role of the internal
auditor in reviewing the fiscal accountability of offices and officers
of Hamilton County, Tennessee. My concern with her article is
the implication that stems from the inherent limitations of a
restricted audit of that type.
An accountability system for a governmental enterprise embraces
three elements, of which fiscal accountability —which should include fiscal integrity, disclosure, and compliance with applicable
laws and regulations —is only one. The other elements are managerial accountability, which is concerned with the efficient and
economical use of personnel and other resources, and program
accountability, which is concerned with whether programs are
achieving their intended objectives and whether the best program
options have been selected to achieve those objectives from the
standpoint of total cost and outputs.
At a time when expenditures at State and local governmental
levels are rising rapidly and when pressures for sharing revenues
of the Federal Government with State and local governments are
increasing, there must be public confidence as to fiscal integrity
in the spending of public funds; there must be assurance that
waste does not occur through mismanagement; and there must
be an assessment of whether programs are accomplishing their
intended objectives with due regard to costs and results.
While it is recognized that arbitrary restrictions or practical
limitations on the scope of activities of an internal audit staff
frequently exist, ideally, internal auditing should include reviews
of all three elements of accountability. We must constantly be
aware of the inherent limitations of a restricted audit and of the
desirability of having an internal audit that embraces all three
elements of management's accountability.
A. T. Samuelson
Washington Chapter

formed by internal auditors to be a part of his examination. The
work done by the internal auditor can be considered as an integral
part of the internal control system and as evidence of the existence
and functioning of the client's system of internal control.
The distinction between the work performed by internal auditors
and work performed by independent auditors is significant because
it relates to the basic philosophy of an independent audit. The
independent auditor can base his opinion only on evidence that
lie has obtained from work that he has performed. The amount
of such evidence required involves his professional judgment, which
is based, in part, on his evaluation of the client's internal control,
including the effectiveness of internal audit work.
John J. Gibbons
Delaware County Chapter
Philadelphia, Pa.

Toward a Metric World
The article titled, "America Inches ( ?) Toward a Metric World"
in the December 1971 issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING presents
succinctly the case for national adoption of the metric system.
While most of us would be directly involved with the conversion
problems, the benefits which would accrue to us would certainly
justify any inconvenience. The enormous costs of the transition
period will be mitigated, not only by the benefits subsequently
derived, but by avoiding the needless costs surely to result from
the continued use of the customary system in a Metric world.
John Keenan, CPA
Price Waterhouse & Co.
South Bend, ind.

The Changes ... Have Already Taken Place

Washington, D.C.

The Basic Philosophy of An Independent Audit
Louise R. Williams' article, "Internal Auditing: Hamilton
County," In the January 1972 Issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
discusses how internal auditors help to minimize risks to the
County by an audit of transactions in areas where establishment
of adequate control procedures is impractical. In concluding the
article, Mrs. Williams states in part "By coordinating audit work
with the internal auditing department and relying, where justified,
upon the tests made by that department, the independent accountants can eliminate much of the detail checking otherwise considered necessary."
I believe as a practicing CPA that this conclusion somewhat
overstates the reliance an independent accountant can place on
the work of internal auditors.
While it is recognized that internal auditing is an integral and
important part of a business system of internal control, it also
should be recognized that, ordinarily, internal auditors, by definition, have an employee relationship with the business and therefore
regardless of the internal auditor's training, experience or ability,
the independent accountant cannot consider auditing work per 6

In the November 1971 Issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, the
authors of the article titled "Are Accountants Adjusting to
Change ?" expressed a need for a new image for accountants. They
called for a movement away from "our role as financial custodians"
to one of being "creative, adaptive, flexible, and imaginative."
Unless I am grossly mistaken, I believe that the changes called
for have already taken place. Evidence of this change can be seen
in the composition of large business concerns with their various
departments to handle financial matters. The problem is that the
traditional accountants' functions of accountability, verifiability,
and interpretation have been split and become so specialized that
the public forgets or fails to see that the bookkeeper, the auditor,
the financial analyst, the systems designer, and the information
specialist are basically accountants or accounting- oriented.
The changes, if any, should not be made to the accountant,
but to educating the public about the accountant. In court suits
against accountants, the public only notes the names of the accountants involved and the enormous amounts they are being sued
for. Oftentimes the "accountant's side" of the story is printed
in technical journals which are read only by other sympathizing
practitioners who understand the problem of the accountants being
sued. Meanwhile, the public remains uneducated about the accountants and their problems. Granted, the problem of educating
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1972

Hem's a better way of
sending out statements,
paying people, or
keeping your books...
send for our books.
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE SERVICE
ADP's Accounts Receivable Service
means prompt preparation of monthly
statements; timely generation of
management analyses & reports;
pick -up and delivery of data;
elimination of overtime; reversal of a
fixed overhead to a variable cost;
computer speed & accuracy; no
investment in equipment; no
contract; flexibility to accommodate
growth; improved sales and financial
management.
Invoices, cash receipts and credit
memos —as is —are good input to the
system. No machine preparation
by you is necessary.
PAYROLL SERVICE
ADP's Payroll Service is the
largest, most experienced in
the world. It means immediate
time and money savings; no
investment in equipment; free
tax report preparation;
elimination of pay - period crises;
more constructive use of key
personnel; valuable
management reports;
confidential payroll; reduction in overhead; simplicity of
operation; no contract.
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GENERAL LEDGER SERVICE
ADP's General Ledger Service is the most comprehensive
financial reporting system available today. Among other
things, it insures prompt availability of financial reports; fast
turn - around time; elimination of overtime; alphabetic journal
entries for clear audit trail; computer speed and accuracy;
no investment in equipment; variable cost based on actual
work done; complete confidentiality; flexibility to
accommodate growth.
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and informing the public will be difficult because accounting is
highly technical and often unexciting. However, lawyers and doctors have succeeded, using the television media. Why can't we?
Mervin A. Yoshida
Ernst & Ernst

Ilonolulu, Hawaii
All We Need Is Some Common Sense
The article "Are Accountants Adjusting To Change?" by Messrs.
Milton Alexander and Leonard Robinson in the November 1971
Issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING was a good summarization Of
the challenges that face today's accounting profession. However,
all we need is some common sense which is something we are
supposed to have.
There is no question that the accountant who fights the invasion
of his traditional domain by information system specialists and
mathematicians invites only disaster for himself. These specialists
are aiding the accountant to do the job that he is doing.
Whether the accountant is viewed as the green - eyeshade bookkeeper or a sophisticated member of the management team, he
is responsible for reporting accurately the current financial status
and the results of what has happened. To be responsible requires
authority over the functions which accumulate and evaluate financial data. However, we must have empathy and realism in working
with the other professionals who process financial data.
The accountant, who understands the financial results of what
has happened, who has the perspective to understand what management needs to plan the future, and who knows what the other
professionals can do to obtain this information, has to be one
of the strongest and respected voices on the management team.
The future for accountants, who have the proper perspective, never
looked brighter, even for those accountants who like to wear green
eyeshades as "doing their thing."
Fred Bittner
International Accounting Manager
Wagner Electric Corporation

Union, N. J.
Bridging the Gap
The November 1971 Issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING contains
an article by James H. Combes titled "Communication Gaps:
Internal and External." The author suggests various ways the
accounting profession can improve its service to users of accounting
information. My company has embarked on a new program which
Mr. Combes would surely appreciate.
The Finance Department has recently developed an excellent
presentation dealing with "Financial Concepts and Standard
Costs." This presentation is part of a program of management
development courses designed for all supervisory and pre supervisory salaried employees. The Finance Department phase
of the program -is composed of two full -day sessions conducted
in company conference rooms on company time. Various Finance
Departmnt personnel are involved in discussing the company's
standard cost system, emphasizing its fundamental principles, its
structures and its applications. Insights are provided into how
budgets and standards are established, how actual events are reported, and how source data affects the cost information system.
In addition, the basic financial and accounting concepts are reviewed, together with the company's approach to economic evaluations and method of financial reporting.

These classes have been well received by our employees. In fact,
the demand has been so great that the number of sessions have
been extended several months beyond the original termination
date to accommodate all potential participants.
These sessions have proven an excellent vehicle for exchange
of thoughts and ideas. Participants are leaving the program with
a much better understanding of the role accounting and finance
plays in the company's economic well- being. On the other side
of the coin, we in Finance are made more aware of the expanding
operating needs for accounting information. The educational process is working both ways.
Adolph M. Ferber
Supervisor
Cost & Operations Accounting
Indiana Harbor Works
Inland Steel Co.
East Chicago, Ind.

Goal-Setting Techniques
The article "Goal- Setting Techniques" by Homer R. Figler
which appeared in the November 1971 issue Of MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING was well done and seemed to describe, or at least
is closely related to, a program which my company recently
adopted, "Management By Objectives."
There is one point which I think is very important in setting
goals or objectives which wasn't specifically identified in the article
and which the author seemed to circumvent on several occasions.
It is very important that goals be quantified if at all possible.
They should be definite and measurable. For example, a short
range goal may be to reduce the backlog in processing invoices
by 20 percent within 30 days. The 20 percent backlog reduction
may represent 200 invoices. If at the end of 30 days an inventory
of the backlog is taken, and if it has been reduced by 10 percent
or 100, there can be no doubt as to whether the employee is making
progress toward his objective. If the backlog is reduced 200 or
more in the first quarter, the employee has reached or exceeded
his goal and that of higher management.
I wholeheartedly agree with the author that if goal setting is
envisioned as a big "Program," this only indicates a lack of current
specification plans to achieve an objective. Goals must be realistic
and a time limit which is reasonable, but not too lenient, must
be set for achieving them. It should represent a challenge to the
employee. If our goals have these characteristics, tasks will be
accomplished in an efficient manner.
Ron Clasgens
Cincinnati Chapter
Cincinnati, Ohio

Further Sophistication and Meaningfulness
In the July 1971 Issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, Robert
Calas brings to light some meaningful interpretations in analyzing
a company's past performance, but he could have gone one step
further. For example, the accountant could use these analyses to
inform management of immediate solutions to current problems
as opposed to a mere explanation of historical data. This would
ideally be done on a monthly basis in which a firm's yearly budget
or profit plan is calendarized and monthly results are measured
against this plan. In this manner every segment of a manufacturing
concern could be measured and corrective action could be taken
immediately.
Continued on page 48
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Over 11,200 successful CPA candidates
have been coached by
International Accountants Society, Inc.

"If you don't pass your CPA examination
after our CPA Coaching Course, we'll coach you
without additional cost until you do!"
DONALD R. MORRISON, CPA,
Director of Education of IAS

I

Internatio nal Accoun tant s Soci ety
A Home Study School Since 1903
209 W est Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Illinois 60606
Att: Director of CPA Coaching

o

a

r

Any CPA will tell you it takes more than
You m ay be eligible for
accounting knowledge and experience
GI Bill benefits
to pass the CPA examination. You must
If you qualify, you may be eligible for
know the quick, correct way to apply
GI Bill benefits. You may start the IAS
your knowledge, under examination
CPA Coaching Course, or the full IAS
room conditions.
accounting curriculum any time you
How you budget your exam time, for
please —there are no classes, no fixed
example —how you approach each
enrollment periods. So you can make
problem or question —how you decide,
maximum use of the time available,
quickly, the exact requirements for the
starting as soon as you enroll and consolution— construct an acceptable pretinuing right up to the exam ination
DONALD R. MORRISON, CPA
sentation— extract relevant data —and
dates.
use accounting terms acceptable to the examiners.
Send today for free report
That's where the International Accountants Society can
To get the complete story on how you (or some member of
help you. As of June 1, 1971, 11,247 former IAS students
your staff) can benefit from the proven IAS C PA Coaching
who had obtained all or a part of their accounting training
Course, just fill out and m ail the co upon below. No
through IA S had passed CPA examinations. Our CPA
obligation.
Coaching Course is proven so effective we can make this
agreement with you:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Please send me your new report on the IAS CPA Coaching Course.
I understand there is no obligation.

I

Name
Address

I
The IAS CPA Coaching Course is designed for busy accountants. You train at home in your spare time, at your
own pace. Most important, every lesson is examined and
graded by one of our faculty of CPA's, who knows exactly
the problems you'll face in your CPA examination.
If you need refresher training in certain areas, IAS w i l l
supply, at no extra cost, up to 30 additional elective assignments, complete with model answers, for brush up study.
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MAP Assesses Opinions of Business Community on Financial Reporting
After a series of four public forum discussion meetings held in March, the Committee on
Management Accounting Practices is weighing comments prior to issuing final position papers
on financial reporting by diversified companies, and interim financial reporting. The meetings,
which were held in Chicago, Los Angeles, Atlanta and New York, attracted a broad -based
representation from users, CPA firms, academe and business. I. Wayne Keller, chairman of the
MAP Committee, said that valuable input was received and that this input will be considered
in the drafting of final papers. The Committee noted that while disclosure of data by segments
of a company and interim financial statements are required by certain SEC regulations, no body
of generally accepted principles relative to their form and content has been promulgated.
Preliminary papers on the two topics were published in the January and February issues of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING. The Committee hopes to publish final position papers in the summer
or early fall of 1972.

How Do You Feel About Publishing Earnings Forecasts, Chairman Keller Asks
During the MAP Forum meetings on financial reporting, Chairman Keller introduced the subject
of earnings forecasts which he noted was an accounting issue receiving growing attention by
the Securities & Exchange Commission and accounting groups. Pointing out that the Financial
Executives Institute had a research project on the topic under way, he said that the MAP
Committee was following developments very closely but would not initiate its own study at
this time.
Corporate Capital Spending Plans Brighter, Says Conference Board
Corporations are planning to increase capital spending this year, according to the Conference
Board. Martin R. Gainsbrugh, the Board's chief economist says, "Advance estimates now indicate
a 7% increase in capital appropriations in the first quarter of 1972." In a separate survey, 55%
of 462 large manufacturers responding in January and early February expected to spend more
in 1972 than last year for new plant and equipment. In the Board's survey, there were two
primary reasons for the optimism about 1972 spending: improved sales and cost reduction
through technological innovation.
Former Secretary of Commerce Maurice H. Stans Creates Financial Management Award
The first annual Maurice H. Stans Awards for Distinguished Federal Financial Management were
delivered to John P. Abbadessa, controller, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and J. Patrick Dugan,
senior vice president and treasurer - controller, Export- Import Bank of the United States. The
award was created by Mr. Stans to give public recognition to Federal employees who, through
the practice of financial management, have achieved significant economies, efficiencies and
improvements in the Federal Government.
New Realism in Management Information Systems Seen
The popularity of management information systems (MIS) in the mid -60's has now given way
to a more realistic appreciation of MIS capabilities and drawbacks, according to Data Processing
Digest. There is a growing emphasis on practical results among designers of these computer based systems. As a result, corporate managers can look forward to greater responsiveness from
management information systems.

U.S. Is Losing Industrial Productivity Race, Says NAM Chairman
"The United States is being beaten — beaten at its own game," M. P. Venema, chairman of the
National Association of Manufacturers, recently warned. "We are rapidly reaching a point where
we will find ourselves being out - produced and 'out- competed' by almost every industrial nation
in the free world." He said this predicament had resulted from many things, including high
costs for labor and material, high taxes, aging industrial plant and the absence of incentives
to improve it, trade barriers and demands for increasing expenditures on pollution control.
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ECONOMIC
EXPANSION IN 1972
The Positive Acceptance Of The President's New Economic Program
Has Provided The Basis For Solid Economic Expansion
In 1972, With Good Prospects For Reduced Unemployment
And Lower Inflationary Expectations

By Robert P. Mayo

This article was adapted from a speech delivered before the Indianapolis Chapter
in January 1972.

Nineteen seventy -one was quite a year —quite a year
for businessmen, consumers, and governments —quite
a year for the domestic economy and the international
economy —quite a year for prices, unemployment, and
economic growth. No matter how you cut it —quite
a year.
It started off with a general acceptance of the idea
that we were in the recovery stage of the business
cycle. It was the first cycle since 1960 -61 and the fifth
cycle in the postwar period, but with considerable
disagreement as to the most likely or most desirable
speed of recovery in real output or to the decline in
the rate of inflation. Remember the consensus forecast
of around $1,050 billion for the gross national product
for 1971? Do you remember $1,065 billion —the optimistic forecast? Well it looks like the consensus was
about right. Maybe a little high now with the revisions
in the GNP data recently announced, but close. The
significant recollection is that a modest recovery pace
had been expected and that's what we got.

post World War II recessions. But business recessions
have two basic dimensions: amplitude and duration
or, if you prefer, depth and length. The length of time
that the economy has operated well below potential
has been of unprecedented duration for the postwar
period. Among major sectors of the economy, only
residential construction was operating at virtual capacity in 1971. Moreover, output in some manufacturing
industries was less in 1971 than in 1970.
During the first half of 1971, the continuation of
rapid price inflation in the face of substantial unused
resources of manpower and facilities raised a growing
chorus of dissatisfaction. Domestic problems were
compounded by the Nation's worsening international
trade balance, and increasing doubts concerning the
value of the dollar relative to other currencies. Impatience with the apparent ineffectiveness of monetary
and fiscal policies in restraining inflation and restoring
full prosperity brought widespread demands for more
drastic action.

Fed Aimed to Stimulate Recovery in 1971

The Wage -Price Freeze

At the Fed we aimed at providing enough money
to stimulate economic recovery in 1971, but not too
much, which would reinvigorate inflationary pressures.
I think we succeeded in that, with a little over six
percent increase in the narrowly defined money supply,
eleven percent in the broader money supply (which
includes savings in banks as well as checking accounts
and currency), and seven percent in member bank
reserves —the factors that the Federal Reserve can
influence most directly.
In the closing months of 1971, the economy appeared to be emerging, after a series of false starts,
from a lethargy of more than two years. Retail sales
were strengthening, employment was rising gradually,
residual construction was at record levels, and prospects for business investments in inventory and plant
and equipment were improving.
The decline in real activity from the 1969 peak to
the 1970 trough had been shallow compared to earlier

On August 15, 1971, the President announced his
dynamic program to deal with the Nation's economic
problems. He declared a 90 -day wage -price freeze,
suspended the convertibility of the dollar into gold,
and imposed a ten percent surcharge on most imports.
He also proposed certain government expenditures and
asked Congress to provide tax relief. The "New Economic Policy" received general support.
Following August 15, a number of bodies were
established to administer direct controls. They included the Cost of Living Council, the Wage Board,
the Price Commission, and the Committee on Interest
and Dividends. In general, the public cooperated very
well with the 90 -day wage -price freeze, and with the
rules and regulations of Phase II, which started November 14 of that year.
Advances in prices and wages, on the average, had
slowed somewhat prior to August 15, and it is probable
that this trend would have continued. But under con-
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"The trend in
rulings of the
Price
Commission
has been
toward
flexibility . . . "

troll, the rise in consumer prices appeared to have
stopped almost completely.

International Financial Crisis
Nineteen seventy -one was also quite a year in international monetary affairs. Not since the early Thirties
had the world been confronted with an international
financial crisis of such scope and severity. For a period
of several months, from August until late December,
foreign exchange markets were in an unsettled state.
Uncertainties concerning the value of the dollar relative to other major currencies hampered foreign trade
and the international flow of funds. Concerned with
the threat to the collective prosperity of the free world,
monetary authorities of the major noncommunist
countries applied themselves to the task of reestablishing a smoothly functioning international payments mechanism.

A Trend Toward Flexibility
Clearly, so much happened to our economic life
in 1971 that telling the "history" alone would be
interesting. But just as clearly, the events of 1971
cannot be ignored as we look ahead into 1972. It is
after all the prognosis for the success of wage and
price controls, the provision of tax incentives, and the
realignment of world currencies that will determine
the unfolding of economic developments in 1972.
I have no great enthusiasm for wage and price
controls. But I fully support the efforts that are being
made to stop the rise in prices and change the expectations about the prospects for reasonable price stability.
There is no question that whatever success these direct
controls achieve in the short run, over the long run
such measures will be associated with inequities and
inefficiencies in the allocation of income and resources. Administration spokesmen have emphasized
that the controls are temporary expedients, intended
to pave the way for a return to a freely competitive
market. I agree with this position.
And this appears to be what is happening in actual
operation. The trend in rulings of the Price Commission has been toward flexibility — flexibility to permit
businesses to operate with a minimum of interference
in making specific decisions. The Wage Board took
into accoun't the Price Commission's goal of restraining
average price increases to 2.5 percent, setting its general standard of 5.5 percent per annum increases in
worker compensation. The Board assumed a rise in
output per man -hour consistent with the historic trend
of three percent. The wage formula is the sum of the
anticipated increase in average prices and the anticipated rise in productivity. Allowances in wage rulings
were to be made for hardship cases, and the need to
"catch up," as in the case of price decisions.

Approximate Free Market Conditions
The basic policies of the Price Commission, the Pay
Board, and the coordinating Cost of Living Council
are intended to create an economic framework that
approximates free market conditions, overriding the
monopolistic power of some elements in industry and
labor. For this reason, administrators have followed
a strategy of concentrating on the largest units in labor
and industry. The measurement of success in this
12

formidable undertaking will not be clear until 1972
is well advanced.
As I mentioned earlier, the volume of total activity
in 1971 was about in line with the median forecasts
made at the start of the year. However, there was
a general tendency to overestimate activity in the
manufacturing sector, and to underestimate the persistence of the problem of unemployment. In addition,
most projections envisaged a more pronounced slowing
of price inflation than actually occurred, at least prior
to the introduction of price and wage controls. Of
course, such important developments as the imposition
of direct controls, the provision of new tax incentives,
the international monetary crisis, and the realignment
of world currencies were not foreseen when economic
forecasts for 1971 were constructed.

$1,140 to $1,150 Billion GNP
With so much behind us, perhaps we can be more
confident that a similar set of unusual events will not
confront us in 1972. And, interestingly enough, we
do see a fairly tight grouping of forecasts for this year.
In my view, the chances are very good that we will
achieve a current dollar GNP in the $1,140 to $1,150
billion range— around $100 billion higher than in 1971.
Like so many others, I look for the major strength
to come in the consumer sector and residential construction with strong assists from fixed investment,
inventories, and government.
Consumer purchases of nondurable goods were unspectacular throughout 1971, rising less than disposable
income. But purchases of major household goods —
including household appliances, furniture, and color
television —were at very high rates, showing renewed
strength before the auto sector did. Manufacturers'
shipments of household durables exceeded the year earlier level by about 20 percent from August through
November. Part of the strength in household durables
probably resulted from the need to furnish newly
completed residential units, up sharply in the second
half of 1971. The boom in autos and other consumer
durables aided Midwest centers in Michigan, Illinois,
and Indiana, which produce a large share of the nation's output of these items.

Savings Deposits or Job Security?
Consumers played an important role in the improvement in economic activity in 1971, but, on the
whole, they did not extend themselves. Many families
were saving a larger- than - normal share of their current
income, much of this in the form of savings deposits,
because of uncertainties concerning job security. Late
in 1971, surveys showed no significant improvement
in consumer confidence, which had been badly shaken
by events of the past two years.
Nevertheless, the same factors suggest the possibility
of considerable strength in personal consumption expenditures as the year wears on. As business conditions
improve generally, consumer confidence should be
restored. Sustained increases in personal income and
the high level of personal savings accumulated over
the past two years are positive factors in the picture.
Durables should show further strength from furnishing
requirements for new homes and from autos, for which
another good year is being forecast.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1972

10.5 Million Cars for 1972
As 1971 drew to a close, auto industry executives
were again optimistic, despite a distinct slowing in sales
in December. Sales of passenger cars were projected
at 10.5 million or more for 1972, with no further
inroads from overseas imports. The import surcharge
had been removed in late December, but currency
realignments would have the effect of raising prices
of imports by about 15 percent, and, in addition,
foreign producers have experienced even more severe
upward cost pressures than have U.S. producers. Truck
sales were projected for 1972 at about 2.2 million,
another record, with demand for heavy trucks especially strong.
I am also optimistic on plant and equipment spending for 1972. In the second half of 1971, accumulating
evidence suggested that a general revival of plant and
equipment spending had begun. Total production of
producer equipment rose slowly but steadily after
midyear. Surveys of business intentions indicated that
total outlays on plant and equipment would rise eight
to ten percent in 1972, about as much as the rise
anticipated for the gross national product. Such a
prospect, of course, does not suggest a new surge in
plant and equipment spending, but it indicates solid
improvement in place of the decline of 1970 and early

1971.
Asset Depreciation Range System

(retroactive to April 1, 1971) that had been repealed
in 1969. The investment tax credit (approximately
equivalent to a price cut of similar proportion), coupled with faster depreciation, will stimulate some
marginal investments. Finally, U. S. equipment producers will be aided by the realignment of international currencies that makes their prices more competitive with those of foreign companies.
The critical element for 1972 is, I think, the progress
we can make toward reducing unemployment. Unemployment has continued relatively high mainly because
of the failure of production to rise at a faster pace.
But the idling of marginal facilities with high labor
inputs, and the usual tendency of output to rise faster
than employment in the early stages of a business
revival (with resultant increases in output per man hour) have minimized the need for additional workers.
In addition, many employers have been under pressure
to improve reduced profit margins and have been
operating under policies that restrict new hirings more
closely than in the past.
Consequently, I expect the unemployment rate to
be fairly sticky — especially in the first half of the year.
And I suspect that this will result in increased pressure
for a new look later in the year at our economic policies
to determine whether we are focusing properly. The
monetary and fiscal policies necessary to provide maximum economic expansion with minimum price pressures for this year have already been largely charted.
And you can be assured that the Federal Reserve will
do everything it can to promote maximum economic
recovery with minimum inflation.

"... the
Federal
Reserve will
do everything
it can to
promote
maximum
economic
recovery with
minimum
inflation."

The major factor determining the trend of capital
outlays is the rate of growth in demand for goods and
services produced by these facilities. But profit prospects can also be enhanced, at least temporarily, by Conclusion
favorable tax measures. In June 1971, the Treasury
Even the most optimistic do not argue that we will
published its Asset Depreciation Range System close the gap between potential and actual output
(ADR), which was approved in essentially the same in 1 9 7 2 . E v e n t h e m o st p e ssim i st ic d o n o t a r g u e t h a t
form by Congress late in the year. These rules permit we will fall b e h i n d 1971 growth this year. Be twee n
many buyers to write off purchases of new equipment the two ext reme s, I lo ok for sol id e con omic ex pa nsion
for tax purposes at a rate 20 percent faster than allowed in 1972 and expect that we will have reduced unemformerly. In addition, the Congress approved a rein- ployment without increasing inflationary expectations
F
statement of the seven percent investment tax credit in the year ahead.
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A TOTAL SYSTEMS
APPROACH TO
GOVERNMENTAL
ACCOUNTING
To Be Of Value, The Data Produced By The Accounts
Must Effectively Serve The Needs Of All Levels Of Management

By E. Reece Harrill and
Thomas E. Richards
The primary function of accounting in government
is not different than that of accounting elsewhere.
Accounting, properly organized and capably executed,
provides an effective means of controlling operations
and of appraising organizational functions and activities. In government, as in business, accounting should
be regarded fundamentally as an aid to management,
deriving its chief importance from the vital role it
plays in support of management functions.
In order for accounting to serve management, however, it must be organized and directed to provide
data which will effectively indicate the performance
of assigned individual responsibility. The accounting
process, then, is chiefly one of selecting, classifying,
accumulating, reporting and evaluating financial data
in terms that are meaningful to management. This
is best accomplished through accounts that reflect
actual costs incurred in the attainment of objectives
relative to the cost planned for such objectives. There
must be both an identification of operations and
programs, so that accomplishments can be evaluated,
and an identification of costs with accomplishments,
so that efficiency can be assessed.

Unified System of Accounts
As the complexity and diversity of the functions
performed by a governmental organization increase,
the demands on the accounting system increase proportionally. It has been the general tendency in the
past for large and complex governmental units to
develop a number of independently operating accounting subsystems to support the separate activities
of its divisions and to consolidate summary information for reporting purposes. This has been perpetrated
primarily out of necessity since no means was available
14

to consolidate all of the accounting functions into a
responsive central system.
Such a situation, however, generally results in a
serious fragmentation of top level management information. Thus, there is no mechanism for generating
accurate and timely data concerning programs which
are to be achieved through the contribution of several
operating units. Independent classification structures
developed as the result of independent accounting
systems make it difficult, if not impossible, to combine
or compare the cost data from various divisions. Such
a comparison is mandatory if the efficiency and effectiveness of the government's progress toward the accomplishment of its mission is to be measured and
the usefulness of the data is to be maintained.
To alleviate this problem, all accounting should be
unified into a single integrated system. The activities
carried on by each of the operating divisions should
be accounted for through the use of a single set of
general ledger accounts, a uniform classification structure, identical input procedures and compatible processing techniques. Although this approach is not new,
previous attempts to provide a workable solution to
the problem have, in general, not been overwhelmingly
successful.
With extended use of the third generation computer, however, this type of accounting is both practical and advantageous. Utilization of a unified set
of general ledger accounts is possible through the
implementation of a highly structured classification
scheme accommodated by input, processing and data
storage techniques heretofore unavailable in traditional computerized accounting. This approach,
proven in direct application by three local level governments, is the subject of this article.'
The structure outlined in this article was designed for use by a local -level
government. The concepts, appropriately altered, however, are equally applicable
to many other organizations, including colleges, universities and units of Federal
government.
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General Ledger Account Structure
The general ledger accounts are structured to provide the framework for the accumulation of all data
applicable to the organization. Assuming the governmental unit maintains its accounting entities in accordance with the recommendations of the National
Committee on Government Accounting,' the basic
accounts can, and should, be used for each fund.
As organizations become larger and operations become more complex, the general tendency has been
a proliferation of general ledger accounts. Increased
computer capabilities have provided the means to add
more and more accounts and the rationale has been
that better and better information is provided. The
authors suggest that less meaningful information results.
The number of general ledger accounts employed
in a system should be maintained at the essential
minimum. Rather than becoming more detailed, the
accounts should, as their name implies, be made more
general as the operations become more diverse.
At this level, the accounts should be stated in very
broad terms and be used to accumulate a variety of
similar, but not necessarily identical information. Expenditures for gas and oil for fire department vehicles
are different from expenditures for the construction
of a school, but each is charged to a single general
ledger account — "Expenditures." Likewise, proceeds
from the issuance of bonds are not the same as revenue
generated from utility taxes or income occasioned by
the sale of fixed assets, but, each is credited to a single
account — "Receipts."
In this way, the accounting function is based on
a concept that emphasizes the total inflow /outflow
of resources. A subgeneral ledger classification scheme
is used with all of the receipt and expenditure transactions to capture that detail which reflects the characteristics of each of the operating units. This provides
overall data commonality at higher management
levels, while maintaining the tailor -made individuality
necessary for operating management.

Transaction Concept
The actual accounting for events and actions in the
system under discussion is accomplished through the
use of a series of predetermined transactions. A study
was undertaken to identify every unique type of accounting event that would be encountered by the
governmental unit. Uniqueness in this case was determined by the effect the event has on the general
ledger: What account is debited and what account
is credited? For each action that causes a different
pair of accounts to be affected, a separate code is
established.
Each code is then analyzed in terms of the total
system's ramification of its input. It must be determined, for example, what files are updated as the result
of this entry, what other entries are generated and
the like. This information is then stored in the Decision Table which is a file that acts as the central nerve
network of the system.
2

National Committee on Governmental Accounting, Governmental Accounting,
Auditing and Financial Reports, Municipal Finance Officers Association, Chicago,
Ill.. 1968.
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When an entry in the form of a transaction is input
to the system, it is assigned through manual codifications and computer look -up tables all applicable
classification data. The Decision Table indicates the
affected accounts and files and after the transaction
passes numerous edit requirements, it is posted to all
appropriate files.
Each receipt and expenditure transaction is categorized by:
1. PRIMARY FUNDS— identifies the accounting entity
responsible for initiating the action that causes the
generation of the transaction and whose accounts
are affected by the entry.
2. SECONDARY FUND— indicates any additional accounting entity whose accounts are affected by a
receipt or expenditure transaction initiated by a
primary fund. For example, if bonds were sold to
finance specific construction, the event would be
recognized in the accounts of the capital projects
(or primary fund) to record the cash received and
in the long term debt group (or secondary fund)
to record the liability.
3. CHARACTER —gIVeS the transaction a fiscal period
reference, identifying it as current or capital in
nature, or as being related to debt transactions.
4. FUNCTION— associates the event with a predetermined performance category of the government,
such as "Public Safety."
5. A G E N c Y — identifies responsibility for the accounting event to an organizational unit, such as the
"Police Department."
6. PROGRAM— relates the transaction to a specific plan
of action performed by an agency, such as "Traffic
Control."
Below this level, receipt and expenditure transactions have separate classification schemes, each of
which is designed to provide the most meaningful
identification of the individual event. Receipt items
are further categorized by:
1. SOURCE— identifies the basic origin of the receipt,
such as fines or general taxes.
2. MAJOR TYPE— provides a further breakdown of the
source of the receipt. For example, fines could be
classified by major types, such as "Traffic Violations," "Ordinance Violations," and the like.
3. DETAIL. TYPE — identifies the specific type of receipt
collected. Traffic fines could be detailed, for example, by parking and moving citations.
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Expenditure transactions are further classified by:
1. ACTIVITY— designates a specific line of work performed by an agency for the purpose of carrying
on a program. "Traffic Safety Education" might
be an activity performed in carrying out the program "Traffic Control."
2. SUBACTIVIT y — provides a further analysis of an activity, identifying, in greater detail, particular lines
of work. Under the activity "Traffic Safety Education," a breakdown between "Primary School
Safety Lectures," "Secondary School Safety Lectures" might be subactivities.
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COST AccouNT— describes the purpose for making
the expenditure and indicating the type of resource
used. This classification provides a means for assembling and recording all costs incurred to accomplish a purpose, carry on an operation, or complete a unit of work or specific job. Each major
element of cost would be identified separately
while minor elements would be grouped into a
single category.
OBJECT CLASS–reflects the general type of item
purchased or services obtained as distinguished
from the results, the reason or the purpose for the
expenditure. These are such items as regular salaries, overtime salaries, and office supplies. Their
main purposes are for budget presentations and
external reporting.
LOCATION—further clarifies organizational costs
when the same activities are carried on at different
locations. Receipts may also be classified by location if such a distinction is warranted.
In any cost accounting system, the emphasis for the
accumulation of data must be at the lowest practical
level. From this base, each piece of information entered into the system is funneled into the higher level
classification elements. Thus, each accounting event
that results in the recognition of a receipt or expenditure must be properly reflected throughout the entire
classification structure. This is automatic regardless
of whether the event is one of merely filling a police
car's tank with gasoline or of selling ten million dollars
of general obligation bonds to finance necessary con-

struction. Each of these events must be first recognized
at the lowest level, a cost account for expenditures
and a detail type account for receipts, and subsequently throughout the entire classification scheme.

Identification of Data Interrelationships
In most situations, an accounting clerk must determine and manually code all significant data required
to relate the transaction to each appropriate higher
level of detail. This typically results in the coding of
a 20 to 25 digit number to reflect all of the expense
classifications. The clerk is forced to decide which fund
is to bear the burden of expense; whether any other
fund, such as a fixed asset group, is affected by the
transaction; also what the nature or character of the
outlay is and so on down the line.
In addition to being inefficient, this method is
generally ineffective, since the margin for error is so
substantial. It seems presumptuous to assume that a
clerk, skilled merely in the techniques of bookkeeping,
would have the training necessary to properly identify
each affected classification. These are management
defined relationships and to understand them, an
overall view of the situation is necessary. Assuming
that each of the levels could be properly identified
by the clerk, there is still a high probability for a
transposition or other similar type error. Through
careful preplanning, these prevalent coding problems
can be virtually eliminated. A fixed relationship of
every cost account and detail type receipt account
utilized in the system to each of the higher level
classifications mentioned earlier (that is, the primary

Exhibit 1
PSEUDO CODE EQUIVALENCE TABLE
0
INTERNALLY STORED
CLASSIFICATION DATA

DESCRIPTION

H

<

s

s LL

GENERAL FUND
PERSONAL SERVICE EXPENSES
PUBLIC SAFETY
POLICE DEPARTMENT
ADMINISTRATION
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
SAL ARIES - OFFICERS
SALARIES - OTHERS
OTHER CURRENT EXPENSE
OTHER EXPENSES

01
1
038
1
1
38602

PERSONNEL SERVICE EXPENSES
CRIME CONTROL AND INVESTIGATION
CRI IN L INVESTIGATION
JUVENILE INVESTIGATION
SALARIES- DETECTIVES
SALARIES- OTHER

040
02
07
38618
8 1
03
38620
38621

01
02

1

12 1

1
38700
38701
38702
7
3870
38705

n6
4

-

5

16

386020 00208220380 0007

38618010010822040020701
38619010010822040020702

38620010010822040030001
3862101001082204003000 1

SUPPORT SERVICES
070M0TIVE SERVICES

045

7
38751

INTELLIGENCE
SALARIES - DETECTIVES
SALARIES- OTHER

38600010010822038010001
38601010010822038010002

7
08

HER CURRENT EXPENSE
MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION
GAS OiL
TIRES TUBES
PARTS
REPAIRS
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
OTHER
GENERAL FIXED ASSET 6ROUT
OF ACCOUNTS
CAPITAL OUTLAY
PURCHASING
OTHER VEHICLES

38 7 0001 Do 26 82 7n3T7TTU7—
0
38702010020822045121103
38703010020822045121104
0 0
0
OS
0822045121106

0

0
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fund, secondary fund, character, function and the like)
can be determined in advance. This transfers the decision- making process from the accounting clerk to the
proper level: management. These pyramidal relationships can be identified following a matrix pattern
shown by Exhibit 1. The last 18 digits of the numbers
in the right most column represent selection of all
existing combinations of classification data. Each cost
account is uniquely tied to each of the higher level
classifications.
Each series of relationships is identified by a pseudo
code, which means, simply stated, that one number
stands for another. The first column in Exhibit 1 shows
the pseudo code assigned to identify each of the
finite classification combinations included in the table.
The code 38756 identifies the series of classification
elements that would be affected if a decision were
made in the police department to purchase a patrol
car. This event is uniquely related to each of the higher
level classifications as follows:

Level
Cost account
Subactivity
Activity
Program
Agency
Function
Character
Secondary fund
Primary fund

Title
Automobiles
Purchasing
Automotive services
Support services
Police department
Public safety
Capital outlay
Fixed asset group
General fund

Number

Exhibit 2
LISTING OF AVAILABLE PSEUDO CODES
(Police Department)
PSEUDO CODE

94

38620
38621

Operation of the System
To illustrate the operation of the system and the
single transaction concept, the decision to purchase
the police car can be examined in more detail. A clerk
in the police department initiates a purchase order
(Exhibit 3) for the vehicle through the regular process.
It is necessary to indicate on the document which cost
account or pseudo code is to be charged with the
purchase, the object class of the item to be purchased,

SALARIES - OFFICERS
SALARIES - OTHER
OTHER EXPENSES

38600
38601
38602

38618
38619

01

COST ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION

07
10
12
045
22
08
5

If a fire chief's car were purchased, each of the
classifications, with the exception of agency, might
remain the same. The responsible agency would, of
course, be the fire department. This series of classification element relationships would be identified by
another pseudo code. A similar code is established for
each cost account and detail type receipt account used
in the system. This data is the input to the computer
and is contained in an internally stored look -up table.
Instead of requiring the clerk to code an 18 digit
number which can be developed only with an understanding of the entire classification scheme, all that
is required is the input of a five digit pseudo code.
Although thousands of codes exist in a large system,
individual operating units have only a limited number
to which they reference transactions. For any one unit,
then, the clerk merely chooses the proper code from
a listing which might appear somewhat like that illustrated by Exhibit 2. In some cases, an operating unit
may have as few as five or ten available pseudo codes.
Others may have more, but the listing indicates the
proper account to be charged with each expenditure
or receipt transaction.
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and the location where the cost is to be incurred. In
this example, object class 64 indicates equipment, and
code 123 identifies the main police station.
All decision - making responsibilities have been removed from the clerk preparing the purchase order.
All pertinent classification is either fixed, such as
location, or provided from a table, such as the pseudo
code and object class.
The completed purchase order document is sent to
the accounting section for processing. Again there are

JUVENILE INVESTIGATION
SALARIES - DETECTIVES
SALARIES - OTHER
INTELLIGENCE
SALARIES - DETECTIVE
SALARIES - OTHER
MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION
GAS, OIL
TIRES, TUBES
PARTS
REPAIRS
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
OTHER

38700
38701
38702
38703
38704
38705

AUTOMOTIVE SUPPORT
AUTOMOBILES
OTHER VEHICLES

38756
38757

Exhibit 3
PURCHASE ORDER
(Police Department)

MP54321

VENDOR'S NAME & ADDRESS:
MARYLAND FORD
6728 NORTHEAST AVE.
BETHESDA, MARYLAND 23037
L o c a t i o n 123
QUAN.

I

ITEM DESCRIPTION

POLICE CAR

OBJECT CLASS

1

64

I

PSEUDO CODE

I

AMOUNT

1

38756

1

$3,000
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no decisions to be made concerning the input to
recognize the event in the system. From the source
data, a standardized input transaction coding form
(Exhibit 4) is completed to enter the data into the
system. Fields 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 12 must be completed as indicated. The remainder of the columns
are not applicable to this particular transaction and,
as a result, are left blank. Coding clerks are provided
a sample of a completed input transaction coding form
for every transaction code to show the columns which
must be filled in for each of the individual entries.
(Less than 200 transaction codes exist in a system for
a county with a budget of $300 million, and more
than 90 percent of the total activity is recorded using
only 10 transaction codes.)
Thus, the decision - making process has been effectively eliminated from the coding procedure. The
accounting clerks who are responsible for inputting
the Bata to the system rely solely upon look -up tables
and source documents for all pertinent information.
Simplification of the input process does not, however, result in a loss of valuable classification data.
By using the pseudo code as an entering argument
into-the classification table, which is internally stored,
all related fixed classification codes are extracted and
associated with the incoming entry. In addition, the
two variable classifications, location and object are
identified by the input data and are also related to
the transaction. The resulting information which relates to the decision to purchase a police car is stored
in the system as a single record in the Transaction
File.
The Decision Table, which is keyed by the transaction code, indicates the other files that are updated
as the result of the input of the encumbrance entry.
Those affected include the General Ledger File, the
Appropriation File and the Document File. These files
and the type of information contained in 'each are
shown in Exhibit 5. The General Ledger File provides
an up-to -date balance of the cumulative debits and
credits entered against each doubly classified trans-

action. This entry causes a debit to account 306, "Encumbrances," and a credit to account 285, "Reserve
for Encumbrances." The only classification data maintained in this file is primarily fund, identifying the
accounting entity responsible for the entry.
The Appropriation File maintains a record of all
activity against each appropriation made by the government. In this illustration, appropriations are made
to agencies by fund and character of expenditure.
Consequently, the file shows that the police department (agency 22) has been appropriated $400,000 for
capital outlays (character 5). Additionally, the General
Fund (fund 01) is to finance the expenditure. This
file provides one of the system's links between the
budgetary and operating accounts. Since transactions
are posted to the appropriate files as soon as they
are input, a current balance of the unencumbered
appropriations is maintained. Although this amount
is not actually kept in the file, it is readily calculable
by deducting the sum of columns 5 and 6 from column
4. The unencumbered balance in the example shown
is $105,000.
Also affected is the Document File which receives
all of the classification data input with the transaction.
The Document File serves two primary purposes. It
maintains a history of all liquidation activity against
a particular document, and perhaps more importantly,
it permits the data contained in this file to be accessed
and associated with transactions that are input at a
later time. In this fashion, the subsequent transactions,
which reference a document number previously input,
are identified by each of the classifications of items
of the original entry. This is best illustrated by continuing with the example of the purchase of the police
car.
Assume that the police department receives delivery
of the car for which the vendor's invoice is $2,800.
Upon receipt of an authorized voucher to make payment for the automobile, the accounting clerk prepares
an input transaction coding form, as shown by Exhibit
6. Again, effective preplanning has anticipated this

Exhibit 4
COMPLETION OF THE INPUT CODING FORM
FOR THE ENCUMBRANCE TRANSACTION

EXPLANATION OF ITEMS COMPLETED NT
CODING CLERK
(1 )

A PREDETEARINED COD[ USED TO ENCUOBER
FUNDS. IT CAUSES A DfBIT TO ACCOUNT
101: ENCUNBRANCES. AND A CREDIT TO
ACCOUNT 21E: RESERVE FOR ENCUMBRANCES

(2 )

THE PAEPRINTED NUMBER OF THE PURCHASE
ORDER

11)

THE PSEUDO CODE TO BE CHARGED WITH
THE EIPENOI TUNE. THIS IS SNOW ON
THE PURCHASE ORDER

(B)

THE LOCATION OF THE-UNIT INITIATING
THE ACTION. THIS IS SHOWN ON THE
PURCHASE ORDER

(P)

THE LAST 016IT OF THE CURRENT FISCAL
TFAR

(10) THE OBJECT CLASSIFICATION OF EQUIPMENT.
THIS IS SHOWN ON THE PURCHASE ORDER
(1 2) THE ESTIMATED COST OF THE CAN. THIS
MUST BE SNONN 00 THE PURCHASE ORDER.
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situation and removes virtually all decision - making
responsibilities from the accounting clerk. The only
variable to be decided is the bank account against
which the payment check is to be drawn. All other
data used on the input coding sheet is either shown
on the pa y m e n t vou cher or prov ided for in look -up
tables.
In this situation there are two transaction records
necessary to properly reflect the situation. The input

of Transaction Code 041 to recognize the expenditure
generates Transaction Code 216, which reverses the
encumbrance that is on the books. Although no pseudo
code or variable classification data are input with the
expenditure entry, the transaction records are identified fully with each of the classification elements.
Using the document reference number, P 54321, the
number of the original purchase order, the system
enters the Document File, retrieves each of the clas-

". . . t w o

transaction
records .. .
reflect the
situation."

Exhibit 6
COMPLETION OF INPUT CODING FORM
FOR THE EXPENDITURE TRANSACTION

EXPLANATION OF ITEMS COMPLETED BY
COOING CLERK
(1 )

THIS IS A PREDETERMINED TRANSACTION CODE USED
TO RECORD AN EXPENDITURE FOR AN AMOUNT PREVIOUSLY
RECORDED AS AN ENCUMBRANCE.

(2)

THIS IS THE PREPRINTED NUMBER OF THE PAYMENT
VOUCHER

(� )

THESORI6 INALNTRANSACT ION. THEUPURCNAS ETORDEAI T NAT
ESTABLISHED THE ENCUMBRANCE.
ON THE PAYMENT VOUCHER.

(A)

(Ii)

THIS MUST BE SHOWN

THIS IDENTIFIES THE CHECXING ACCOUNT AGAINST
YNICH THE CHECK IS TO BE DRAWN (BANK 17) AND THE
NUMBER OF THE CHECK TO BE WRITTEN (2306)
THIS IS THE AMOUNT ACTUALLY PA' 0 FOR THE AUTOMOBILE,
TNIS MUST BE SNOYN ON THE PAYNE NT VOUCHER
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sification items, and properly relates them to the two
transactions.
As in the case with all entries, each of the affected
files is updated simultaneously when the transactions
are processed. In this example, there are five conventional -type entries which would have to be made to
provide full accounting recognition of the event. These
are as follows:
In the General Fund (the fund financing the purchase):
1. Dr. 305 Expenditures
$2,800
Cr. 101 Fund Balances with
Treasurer
$2,800
To record the expenditure
and the reduction of the
Fund Balance.
2. Dr. 285 Reserve for Encumbrances $3,000
Cr. 306 Encumbrances
$3,000
To reverse the encumbrance.
In the Treasurer's Fund (where all cash is maintained):
3. Dr. 701 General Fund Equity
$2,800
Cr. 117 Cash in Bank
Number 17
$2,800
To record the reduction of cash
and the General Fund's equity.
4. Dr. 217 Outstanding Checks Drawn
on Bank 17
$2,800
Cr. 300 Total Outstanding
Checks
$2,800
To record the outstanding
checks.
(This entry records both the outstanding checks written against the account in Bank 17 and increases the
total outstanding checks on a government -wide basis.
This entry is reversed when the check clears through
the bank and is returned to the municipality).
In the Fixed Asset Group of Accounts (the fund
recognizing the acquisition of a fixed asset):
Dr. 164 Equipment
Cr. 290 Investment in
Fixed Assets
To record the increase in
equipment

$2,800
$2,800

The General Ledger File (Exhibit 5) will be updated
as the result of the input of a single transaction code.
Also updated is the Appropriation File. The entry to
recognize the expenditure caused "Encumbrances
Outstanding" (Column 6) will be reduced by $3,000
and "Expenditures -to- Date" will be increased by
$2,800. The unencumbered balance of the appropriation has thus been increased $105,200 since the
police car actually cost less than had been anticipated.
Finally, the Document File reflects the expenditure
transaction. The records show that the total amount
of the encumbrance established by the document
P54321 has been liquidated. Trailer records are used
to identify date, method, and amount of individual
liquidations; elements which are necessary for audit
purposes.
Depending on the needs of management, other files
20

might be maintained. If, for example, the governmental unit required that specific data be accumulated
on each vehicle owned, a Subsidiary File would be
utilized. Similarly, if the unit kept records of payments
to each supplier, a Vendor File would be established.
The information needs of management determine the
files whch are maintained. Regardless of the number
of types, however, the Decision Table is programmed
to provide an automatic update of each file with the
processing of transactions.

Types of Information Available
To justify its existence, a computerized accounting
system must be capable of providing management with
the type of information necessary to make timely,
rational and informed decisions. When diverse operations are performed by an organization, however, no
single information basis can effectively serve all levels
of management. A successful system must be sufficiently flexible to be able to respond to the varied
information requests of the different managers.
The single transaction approach to accounting has
been designed specifically to meet this criterion. Since
the information, represented by each transaction record is maintained in the system as an individual
element, data is available through the system in many
different levels of detail and summary. By relating
selected combinations of transactions, accurate and
timely data are available in a variety of formats.
Management can easily determine, for example, the
total capital expenditures incurred in the performance
of the government -wide function of "Public Safety"
and which were financed by the General Fund. This
is accomplished simply by sorting all expenditure
transactions by the appropriate character, fund and
function. Data can be obtained by the selection of
any combination of classification elements. In addition, reports are available on a variety of accounting
bases as follows:
1. On a funds -flow basis, through which receipts and
expenditures can be classified for many purposes.
2. On a program basis, whether the expenditures are
current or capital. Reports of this type are essential
for planning, programming, and budgeting and for
analysis of the economic impact of the government's activities.
3. On a cost basis, with costs either on a funded or
unfunded basis. Total costs are necessary for some
government operations, such as determining total
reimbursable costs or for establishing user charges.
4. On a strict income and expense basis, for the
management, revolving, and enterprise funds. This
can be on an accrual or cash basis.
5. On a status -of -funds basis, including allotments and
appropriations, which is used as a basic control for
government operations.
6. On an encumbrance basis, with the data provided
at any level of responsibility or classification that
is needed by management.
7. On a balance sheet basis, with a separate set of
self- balancing accounts for each fund and accounting entity providing an accountability for government properties.

Continued on page 24
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ATTITUDES OF
MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTANTS ON THE
STATE OF THE ART
A Unique, Though Not Original, Method Is Used To Evaluate The Attitudes
Of Those Who Are Involved In The Preparation Of Financial Statements
And Who Deal With These Problems On A Day -To -Day Basis

By Arthur J. Francia and
Robert H. Strawser
An investigation was undertaken to determine the
adequacy of financial reporting, as perceived by those
who are involved in the preparation of financial state ments and who deal with these problems on a day -today basis. Specifically, the study determined the perceptions of management accountants as to the current
problem areas in financial reporting in terms of: (1)
the present state of the art, (2) what they feel the
state of the art should be, and (3) their assessment
of the importance of these problems. This investigation parallels two recent studies by the authors on
attitudes about financial reporting; the first with respect to accounting educators and the second with
CPA's.'

Questionnaire
Questionnaires' were sent to the controllers of each
of the 500 largest industrial firms in the United States.
A total of 269 usable responses was returned for a
response rate of 53.8 percent. The items included in
the questionnaire were arranged randomly but are
presented below in three general categories or classifications.
1. GENERAL CONSIDERAT IONS IN
FINANCIAL REPORT ING

Generally accepted accounting principles
Comparability in financial reporting
Consistency in financial reporting
Uniformity in financial reporting
Objectivity in financial reporting
Definition of income
The timing of revenue recognition
II. CURR ENT PR OBL EMS IN
FINANCIAL REPORT ING

The accounting for business combinations
(purchase, pooling, goodwill)
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1972

The calculation of earnings per share
(possible effects of dilution)
The operations of conglomerates
(product -line reporting)
The accounting for leases
The accounting for intangibles
The accounting for pension plans
Income tax allocation
III. PROPOSALS FOR IMPROVED
FINANCIAL REPORT ING

Accounting for human resources
Disclosure of operating statistics
(order backlogs, approximate share of the market,
etc.)
Budgetary disclosure on financial reports
Disclosure of rate of return on investment
The use of subjective probability statements in financial reporting
Current or market values
The effects of price -level changes
Executory contracts
The controllers were provided with the following
instructions in the questionnaire:
"In recent years much attention has been given
to the many problems faced by the accounting
profession. Both the financial press and the
professional literature have often been highly
critical of the efforts made to resolve these
controversies. On the following page of Part I
of this questionnaire certain of the items which
have been identified as problem areas are listed.
'See Arthu r Francia and Robert H. Strawser, "Perceptions of Financial Reporting Practices1.by Acco unting Educators: An Emp irical Study , The Accoun ting
Raysew, April 1971; and Arthur 1. Francia and Rob ert H. Strawser, "Perceptions
of Fin an cial Repo rtin g Practices b y CPAs;' Th e Jo urnal of Accountancy. De•
cember 1971.
2 The questionnaire used in the present research was adapted from a format used
to measure the perceived deficiencies in need fulfillment of managers; see Lyman
W. Po rter, "lo b Attitu d es in Management: 1. Perceived Deficiencies in Need
Fulfillment as a Function of Job Level:' Journal of Applied Psychology, December
1962, p. 378.
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PLEASE PROVIDE THR EE RATINGS FOR EACH ITEM:

a. How much information do you feel is now
available to the users of financial statements
with regard to the item? (Or —what is the
"current state of the art " ?)
b. How much information do you feel should
be available to the users of financial statements with regard to the item? (Or —what
should the "current state of the art" be?
c. How important is this item, in your opinion.7

presented below. For each item, the arithmetic mean
was computed for the information still needed (the
amount of "information deficiency ") and the "importance" of the item.

Findings
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS IN
FINANCIAL REPORTING

Table 1 in Exhibit 1 presents the mean values of
the scores reported by the controllers for the seven
items classified as "general considerations in financial
reporting." The items considered the most deficient
For each item regarding financial reporting pracwere the timing of revenue recognition, objectivity
tices, the management accountants were asked to circle
in financial reporting, comparability in financial rea number on a rating scale from 1 to 7; low numbers
porting, and consistency in financial reporting. Among
represented minimum amounts and high numbers
the seven items included in the category, the above
represented maximum amounts. Each rating was to
items were ranked seventh, second, third, and first,
be made on a seven -point scale shown here:
respectively, in importance. Generally accepted accounting principles was ranked as the least deficient
Minimum
item and fourth in importance. Uniformity in financial
None
1
reporting and the definition of income were perceived
Very little
2
as being equally deficient, (fifth), and, fifth and sixth
Little
3
in importance, respectively.
Average
4
The "general considerations" were considered to be
Good amount
5
the most important and the least deficient of the three
Great amount
6
major categories of financial reporting problems and
Maximum amount
7
practices used in this study. Although it is difficult
Maximu m
to draw specific conclusions from the data in this
category because of the general nature of the items,
The specific instructions given were as follows:
it is interesting to note the high degree of importance
placed on consistency in financial reporting and the
low perceived deficiency of generally accepted ac"Please circle the number on the scale that repcounting principles.
resents the amount of information on the item
being rated. For example, if you feel that no
CURRENT PROBLEMS IN
information is now provided, you would circle
FINANCIAL REPORTING
the numeral 1. If you feel that there is a 'good
Table 2 in Exhibit 1 presents the mean values of
amount,' you would circle the numeral 5 and
the reported scores for items which are classified as
so on. For each scale, please circle only one
"current problems in financial reporting." The operanumber. Please do not omit any scales."
tions of conglomerates, the accounting for business
A typical item appeared as follows on the question- combinations and the accounting for intangibles were
reported to be the most deficient in terms of t he
naire:
information currently available and were ranked third,
INF ORM ATI ON O N CU R R E N T OR MARK ET VALUES:
second, and sixth, respectively, in importance. Ranked
next in information deficiency were the accounting
a) How much is there now?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 for leases, income tax allocation, the calculation of
b) How much should there be? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 earnings per share, and pension plans (in that order).
c) How important is this to me? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 The importance rankings for these items differed
somewhat; the calculation of earnings per share was
The response to part (a) of each question is a measure of the accountant's evaluation of the adequacy ' Ibid. —This method of measuring perceived deficiencies is an indirect measure
of present practice. Part (b) indicates what he would derived from answering both part (a) and part (b). The method has two advantages,
according to Lyman W. Porter who devised this technique in order to measure
like to have made available. The response to part (c) perceived deficiencies in need fulfillment of employees. Commenting on these
measures the relative importance of each item. The advantages, Porter states:
amount of perceived information deficiency for each -1. The subject is not asked directly concerning his satisfaction. Therefore, any
tendency for a simple response set to determine his expression of satisfaction
of the items was calculated by subtracting the rating is probably reduced somewhat. It is more difficult, although by no means impossifor part (a) of an item ( "How much is there now ? "), ble, for the respondent to manipulate his satisfaction measure to conform to
what he thinks he 'ought' to put down versus what he actually feels to be the
from part (b) of the item ( "How much should there real situation.
2. Secondly, this method of measuring need fulfillment is a more conservative
be ? "). For example, if a respondent circled "2" in an- measure
than would be obtained by a single question concerning satisfaction.
swer to part (a) and "6" in answer to part (b), his defi- It takes into account the fact that higher level positions should be expected
to provide more rewards because it utilizes the difference between obtained and
ciency score would be "4." The larger the difference, expected satisfaction. In effect this method asks the respondents: 'How satisfied
when part (a) is subtracted from (b), the larger the are you in terms of what you expected from this particular management positions
Thus,it is designed to be a meaningful measure in comparing different management
degree of dissatisfaction or the smaller the degree of groups."
satisfaction with the financial reporting practices.'
If the reader substitutes "opinion as to financial reporting practices' for - satisThe results of the analysis of the questionnaires are
faction' in the above, these advantages also apply to the present research.
1,
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ranked as the most important, income tax allocation
was ranked fourth in importance, followed by pension
plans, and finally, the accounting for leases.
It appears that the opinions of the Accounting
Principles Board and the related Accounting Research
Studies may have had an impact on the management
accountants' perceptions of current problems in financial reporting. There were four Accounting Principles
Board Opinions and three Accounting Research Studies directly concerned with four of the questionnaire
items in this category' These items were ranked:
fourth (the accounting for leases), fifth (income tax
allocation), sixth (the calculation of earnings per
share), and seventh (pension plans) in information
deficiency.
On an overall basis, the respondents ranked the
"current problems" as first in overall information
deficiency and second in importance among the three
categories studied.
PROPOSALS FOR IMPROVED
FINANCIAL REPORTING
The rankings on the information deficiency and
importance factors for the questionnaire items which
deal with the "proposals for improved financial reporting" are presented in Table 3, Exhibit 1. As a
group, these items were reported to be second in
overall deficiency and the least important of the three
categories included in the current study. This finding
was somewhat unexpected since the items in this
category are concerned with proposals for improving
financial reporting and because few have been implemented to any significant extent in practice. It would
appear that the accountants surveyed are not as interested as one might have expected in those proposals
for improving financial reporting practice which were
included in the current study.
It is also interesting to note that accounting for
human resources was given the highest ranking for
information deficiency, but was ranked only fifth in
importance. The effects of price -level changes was
ranked second in information deficiency and sixth in
importance while the disclosure of the rate of return
on investment was ranked third in terms of information deficiency and reported to be first in importance.
The use of subjective probability statements in
financial reporting was ranked lowest in terms of information deficiency. This ranking is somewhat noteworthy since there is virtually no implementation of
this proposal in actual practice. This subjective probability item was also ranked lowest in importance
among the items included in this category. It appears
that the extremely low importance ranking assigned
to this item may have affected the rankings on information deficiency. In addition, many users of financial
staternents no doubt consciously or unconsciously assign some type of probabilities to the amounts included in the financial statements on their own and
* APB Opinion No. 5 Reporting of Leases in Financial Statements of Lessee
(1964); John H. Meyers, Reporting of Leases in Financial Statements - Accounting
Research Study No. 4 (1962); APB Opinion No. 8 Accounting for the Cost of
Pension Plans (1966); Ernest L. Hicks, Accounting for the Cost of Qension
Plans- Accounting Research StudyNo. 8 (1965); APB Opinion No. 11 Accounting
for Income Taxes (1967); Homer A. Black, Interperiod Allocation of Corporate
Income Taxes- Accounting Research Study No. 9 (1966); APB Opinion No.
15- EamingsPer Share(1969), American Institute of Certified Public Accountants,
New York, The APB Opinions on business combinations and intangibles were
issued after the studv was completed so they could not have affected the responses.
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this may well have lead to some confusion on this
particular item.
The respondents reported that the executory contracts item was fourth in terms of information deficiency, followed by disclosure of operating statistics,
current or market values, budgetary disclosure on financial reports, and, as previously mentioned, the use
of subjective probability statements was ranked last.
The importance rankings for the above items were
identical to their information deficiency rankings with
the exception of disclosure of operating statistics (fifth
in deficiency and second in importance) and current

Exhibit 1
QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES
MEAN VALUES OF REPORTED SCORES
Table 1: General Considerations In Financial Reporting
Information
deficiency'
Generally accepted accounting
principles
Comparability in financial reporting
Consistency in financial reporting
Uniformity in financial reporting
Objectivity in financial reporting
Definition of income
The timing of revenue recognition

Importance-

.78
1.27
1.12
1.05
1.29
1.05
1.44

5.42
5.45
5.81
5.04
5.52
4.90
4.70

Information
deficiency"

Im por t anc e-

1.71

5.26

.80

5 -47

1.90
1.03
1.43
.75
.91

4.80
4.29
4.38
4.44
4.54

Information
deficiency'

Importance "'

1.49

3.75

1.33
.86
1.44

4.37
3.16
4.67

.36
1.07
1.46
1.27

2.64
3.96
3.69
3.84

Table 2: Current Problems In Financial Reporting

The accounting for business combinations
(purchase, pooling, goodwill)
The calculation of earnings per share
(possible effects of dilution)
The operations of conglomerates
(product -line reporting)
The accounting for leases
The accounting for intangibles
Pension plans
Income tax allocation
Table 3: Proposals for Improved Financial Reporting

Accounting for human resources
Disclosure of operating statistics
(order backlogs, approximate share of
the market, etc.)
Budgetary disclosure on financial reports
Disclosure of rate of return on investment
The use of subjective probability statements in financial reporting
Current or market values
The effects of price4evel changes
Executory contracts

Note: The higher the average mean value the greater the information deficiency and
the importance. Information deficiencies can range from 0.00 (no deficiency) to 6.00
(maximum deficiency) and importance scores can range from 1.00 (no importance)
to 7.00 (maximum importance).
'The amount of perceived deficiency for each of the items was calculated by subtracting
the rating for part a of an Item ( "How much is there now? "), from part b of the Item
( "How much should there be ? ").
"The scale used was as follows: 1 -none; 2 -very little; 3- little; 4- average; 5 -good
amount; 6 -great amount; 7- maximum amount.
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or market values (sixth in deficiency and third in
importance).

Exhibit 2
SUMMARY OF RANKINGS

Consistency in financial
reporting
Objectivity in financial
reporting
The calculation of
earnings per share
(possible effects of
dilution)
Comparability in financial
reporting
Generally accepted
accounting principles
The accounting for
business combinations
(purchase, pooling,
goodwill)
Uniformity in financial
reporting
Definition of income
The operations of
conglomerates
(product -line reporting)
The timing of revenue
recognition
Disclosure of rate of
return on investment
Income tax allocation
Pension plans
The accounting for
intangibles
Disclosure of operating
statistics
(order backlogs,
approximate share of
the market, etc.)
The accounting for leases
Current or market values
Executory contracts
Accounting for human
resources
The effects of price -level
changes
Budgetary disclosure on
financial reports
The use of subjective
probability statements in
financial reporting

Information
deficiency

Importance

12

1

9

2

19

3

10

4

20

5

2

6

14
14

7
8

1

9

5

10

5
17
21

11
12
13

7

14

8
16
13
10

15
16
17
18

3

19

4

20

18

21

22

P2

Exhibit 2 summarizes the overall rankings by the
management accountants of the information deficiency and importance factors for each of the 22 items
included in the study. It appears that there is little
correspondence between the two rankings for most
items and there is no reason why one ranking for an
item should "follow" the other ranking. For example,
the information deficiency associated with the accounting for human resources is high since it has not
been implemented in current practice but the importance ranking is relatively low because respondents are
not as concerned with this issue as they are with some
of the other issues.
Con cl u s i on s
The purpose of this article was to report the attitudes of management accountants on financial reporting practices and to suggest how the experience of
this group plight be brought to bear in dealing with
the problems faced by the profession. The discussion
should be regarded as exploratory; to draw definitive
conclusions on specific issues or to resolve specific
problems was not our purpose. The results of this study
do suggest, however, the usefulness of ascertaining the
opinions of the preparers of financial statements as
to the nature, extent and importance of "problems"
in financial reporting. The experience and knowledge
of those who deal with these problems on an everyday
basis is an invaluable resource in the accounting profession's continuing search for solutions to the many
problems it faces.
This resource merely waits to be tapped. For example, the Accounting Principles Board might give consideration to the type of information presented in this
paper in its efforts to deal with the financial reporting
problems faced by the accounting profession. Research
efforts designed to periodically monitor the perceptions of the financial community with regard to financial reporting and to identify specific problems for
consideration and resolution by the Accounting Principles Board would seem to offer some promise.

A TOTAL SYSTEMS APPROACH TO GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTING
Continued from page 20
On a functional basis, with data that cut across
organizational boundaries and through appropriation and fund lines, departing from the conventional financial reports. This information may
represent total operations or it may be for selected
transactions. These data may be used in preparing
the government -wide reports or in reporting on the
functional, program, and economic classifications
basis of government operations.
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The single- transaction concept for an integrated
accounting system offers the flexibility necessary to
satisfy the many requirements placed on the accounting function and provides current financial information needed by management while retaining, if not
strengthening, the internal controls required for stewardship accounting. It provides for full utilization
of third - generation EDP equipment, is simple to
maintain and update, and, at the same time, satisfies
in a responsive and flexible fashion and at a minimum
cost, the numerous demands placed on it.
❑
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FINANCIAL MODELING
AND
'WHAT IF' BUDGETING
The Difference Between Modeling And Budgeting
Can Be Loosely Described As
A Top -Down Versus Bottom -Up Approach

By Donald A. Krueger and
John M. Kohlmeier
Many business managers are finding it increasingly
productive, if not imperative, to devote more of their
time and energy to planning future activities and
programs. More and more, the executives responsible
for directing the organization are placing increased
emphasis on business strategy and the quantification
of alternatives. This has all been made possible by
the increased use of the computer. After years of
merely processing clerical transactions, it now appears
that the computer has progressed to the point where
it provides management with useful tools for the
planning process. Two of the most powerful tools
available are financial modeling and "what if" budgeting. To place these tools in perspective, it is desirable
to review the management planning process and then
to define the underlying concepts of financial modeling and "what if" budgeting and describe how they
are similar and how they are different.

Management Planning Process
Management initiates the planning process by first
establishing goals or objectives. The next step is to
develop the policies and programs which will best
achieve these objectives. At the top level, both the
goals and the related policies and programs are likely
to be broad in nature. For example, some companies
state their top level goal in terms of a desired growth
rate of earnings per share. Their top level programs
identify the major businesses they want to be in and
whether to achieve their objective through internal
growth or through acquisition.
At the operational levels in the organization there
is a narrowing of the scope of concern and greater
emphasis on timing. For example, goals at this level
are expressed in terms of a time phased, desired market -share penetration. The programs embrace the introduction of specific new products or services and
the related promotional campaigns. To develop these
programs and policies, management would:
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1. Determine the market potential and the competitive climate,
2. Assess the strengths and weaknesses of their own
organization,
3. Define alternative courses of action
4. Evaluate the alternatives, and
5. Select the best program to follow.
As a starting point, historical data relating to markets and competition, costs, technology and financial
results often provide the first clues about the future.
When this data is properly manipulated, it often
suggests relationships and trends useful in projecting
the future. But the past does not always repeat itself,
and a key ingredient in planning is management's
expectations as to how future conditions will differ
from those of the past.
The planning process may encompass many different time horizons. Logically, top - level, longer -range
plans would precede the development of more detailed
shorter -range plans. The horizon of the long -range
planning process is determined by the time necessary
to change the business such as building a new plant,
introducing a new product, developing a new market
or acquiring raw materials.
The first output should be a long -range plan. This
overall plan might include a marketing plan, research
and development plan, an operating plan. a capital
expenditure plan, a cash -flow plan and a profit plan.
Obviously, these individual plans should be consistent
and well coordinated.
Although in some instances the word "plan" may
have a rigid, frozen, monolithic connotation; a plan
should be a flexible, dynamic set of guidelines for
action. As such, a plan is subject to review and revision
by management at any time.
In addition to long -range plans, a well- managed
company requires a short -range plan or budget. This
plan would contain many of the same elements as
the long -range plan and should logically be coordinated with it. A common failure of the planning activities of many companies today is a lack of proper
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"The starting

coordination between the current -year plan and the
long -range plan.
Current -year plans typically encompass considerably
more detail than the long -range plan because the
freedom to change things is much less in the short

point is, of
course, a sales
forecast. "

Now, however, through the use of the computer
and the technique of financial modeling, these problems of long -range planning can be overcome. Our
experience has shown that using these tools, it is
possible to:

run.

Long-Range Planning Problems
In many companies, there is a failure to quantify
plans and to perform adequate quantitative analysis
of alternatives. This is unfortunate because the process
of putting numbers on concepts and ideas provides
a realistic hard - headed approach to planning. The
failure to carry out this function can be attributed
to the amount of detail involved and the need to
recognize many business interrelationships. Those
companies that do put numbers on their plans typically
find the process slow and time consuming. It is not
unusual to wait weeks or even months for the develop me nt o f a n o ve ra ll p la n. B ec a u se o f th is slo wn ess a n d
co n se q u e n t expe nse, ma ny co m p a n i e s lim it th e
n u m b e r of a lterna tives conside red a nd cu rta il th e
sco pe o f th eir a na ly si s.
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In order to understand the use of a model in the
planning process it is necessary to review and illustrate
the steps involved in developing a comprehensive
long -range plan.

Planning Interrelationships
Consider the problem of developing a long -range
financial projection for a manufacturing company. The
starting point is, of course, a sales forecast. This projection would be derived from a study of:
1. Past trends,
2. Expected changes, and
3. Knowledge of the markets involved.

PROFIT PLANNING
INFORMATION BASE

1. Recognize the significant interrelationships,
2. Consider all the reasonable alternatives,
3. Determine the full financial effect of each alternative, and
4. Do all of these at computer speed.

oPERAn NG

CAPITAL
CASH FLOW

PROFIT

Based on the sales forecast, projections of the labor,
raw materials, and productive facilities required are
made. Usually, these projections would reflect the
activity levels implied by the sales forecast and the
cost rates expected to prevail. These projections of
labor, raw materials and overhead would then lead
to a determination of the cost of sales.
Next, new construction of plant and equipment
mu st b e c o n si d e re d . Pla nt e xp en di tu re d ec isio ns l og ica l ly d ep e n d o n e x pe c t ed sa l e s v o lu m e s, th e de v e lo p -

ment of new markets or products and the relative
efficiency of existing plant facilities.
Finally, general and administrative expenses and
debt interest costs must be projected, and all the tax
consequences must be considered. The changes in
sales, cost of goods sold, new construction, selling,
general and administrative expenses, and debt interest
directly affect the amount of taxes to which the company would be subject, including both Federal and
sta te income ta xes a nd loca l ta xes a s well. At this point
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inte rre la t ion shi ps.
T h e se int err ela tio nsh ips b e c o m e gra phica lly mo re
a p p a r e n t when the effect of all these cha nges on
a v a il a b le ca sh a n d t h e r eq u i re m en t s fo r c a sh a r e co n si d e re d . Ad d it i o na l sa l e s wi ll g en e r a t e mo r e c a sh b u t
these fu n ds will be offset by ex p e nd i t u r e s incu rred
for:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

La bo r,
Ra w m a t eri a l s,
N e w C o n st r u c t i o n ,
Se ll in g, g e ne ra l a n d a dm in istr a t i ve c osts,
D e b t i n t e r e st , a n d
Taxes.

T h i s in tu rn lea ds to a c on sid e ra t io n of fin a nc in g
which plays su ch a crucia l role in bu siness pla nni ng
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today. Logically, financing plans are developed after
giving consideration to all cash requirements and the
amount of cash generated internally to meet such
needs. And, of course, no consideration of financing
is possible today without first considering mergers and
acquisitions and their impact on the financial structure
of the company. And finally, the objective of all these
interrelated calculations is reached which is a projection of net income and earnings per share.
The significance of these interrelationships is that
when one component of the projection is changed,
several other components are likely to be affected.
And, changing components of the projection is exactly
what an alert management and planning group want
to do. No sooner is a projection completed than a
wide range of questions arise; questions such as:
What if raw material prices increase 10 percent?
What if we drop a product line?
What if we close a plant?

to project sales whereby sales this year are set equal
to sales last year increased by a growth factor. This
approach involves the use of projection power. A truly
flexible model would provide for either use of the
relationship or user input.
A more complex illustration of projection power
is the set of relationships shown below which might
be used to project cost of sales.
Notice that these relationships are basically simple
and arithmetic in nature and would be understandable
to most businessmen. These are the type of relationships contained in most financial planning models.
Turning to the design of a model, an important
consideration is the proper balance between coin plexity and simplicity. All models are abstractions and,
as such, represent a compromise between complexity
and simplicity.
By adding details and relationships to a model and
thereby increasing complexity, the model builder provides greater realism and the ability to explain more
phenomena. Complexity, however, reduces our ability
to understand the model and its relevance to the real
world, and extraneous detail often clouds the real

"

Use o f t he

model
facilitates
answering
' w h a t if '

type

que sti ons ."

What if we acquire another company?
To answer each of these questions would require
a complete re- analysis which, using conventional manual methods, would be slow and time consuming. This
is the place where the use of financial models and
th e c o m p u te r i s a d v a n t a g e o u s.

Financial Planning Models
A financial planning model is a representation of
a company based on a set of assumed conditions. The
model is capable of generating pro forma or projected
operating and financial statements. Use of the model
facilitates answering " what if " type questions.
In operation, a model requires data representing the
current status of the company. This type of data is
routinely produced by a good information reporting
and control system. In addition to current status data,
a model requires data describing the future; these are
management's planning assumptions. The model itself
is a set of logical business relationships and the output
is a set of projected results.
Models basically provide two types of services: data
management functions, and projection power. Data
management includes: the definition and establishment of a data base, facility to update this data base,
provision for access to the data for use in projections,
capability to compare and summarize the data, facility
to display or print the data, and the ability to retain
the data for future use.
Projection power is the capability of a model to
perform computations and make projections. The goal
of projection power is to transfer the routine clerical
computational aspects of planning from the planner
to the computer. This frees the planner to concentrate
on the more important creative aspects of planning.
To illustrate this concept, consider the problem of
Projecting sales over a five-year period. One approach
would require the user to input a sales figure for each
year. This approach involves no projection power and
such a model would be little more than a typewriter.
Another approach, however, might use a relationship
M A N A G E M E N T A C C O U N TI N G / M A Y 1 9 7 2
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another
difference
between
modeling and
budgeting can
be loosely
described as a
top -down
. . .

versus
bottom -up
approach."

issues. Furthermore, complexity results in higher cost
and greater difficulty in operating a model.
A satisfactory balance between complexity and simplicity is one of the most important considerations
in the use of models.
Some of the important contributions of the modeling approach to planning are as follows:
First, the process of developing an overall model
of a company forces everyone to take a top - level,
overall viewpoint. Second, since a model must be
capable of evaluating alternatives, the major thrust
of the effort is to discover and use relationships between key factors, which leads to a better understanding of the business itself. Executive participation in
a model building project can result in an unparalleled
learning experience. Third, a model projects over several time periods and forces consideration of lead /lag
precendent relationships which can be lost in a single
period analysis. Furthermore, it forces consideration
of whether important sectors are growing or declining.

Annual Profit Planning
During the long -range planning process, manage-
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Typical Budgeting Problems
In far too many instances, the budgeting process
is hampered because it starts with an inadequate determination of the ground rules and assumptions under
which the budget will be prepared. In practice, too,
the benefits resulting from budgeting have frequently
been minimized, if not negated, by some apparently
chronic budgeting problems, such as:

DIRECTOR OF
MANUFACTURING

M A RB FT ( IA N

ment must develop a strategy for the future, and by
examining alternative programs, must identify those
that appear to be superior. Further, from this process
a valid starting point will be developed for current -year
action. The current -year budget is then, in some respects, the first year of the longer -range plan. This is
the first difference between financial modeling and
budgeting —the time horizon used.
Functional and department budget guidelines are
developed by executive management from the planning process in order that the task of coordination
and involvement of key supervisors can result in specific action plans for their departments. These guidelines are distributed to the organization for detailed
development of specific plans as well as the development of the revenue and cost data associated with
the plan. The interpretation which flows back up level
by level, is the budget. In this manner, another difference between modeling and budgeting can be
loosely described as a top -down versus bottom -up
approach.
In a common timing sequence, the steps involved
in preparation of the annual profit planning budget
include development of the market plan, the research
and development budget (and related projects), the
sales item forecast and the marketing expense budget.
After allowing for changes in inventory levels, an
inventory and production plan, a manufacturing budget for labor, material, and expense are developed,
and then the general and administrative expense budget. All of these must be coordinated with the capital
expenditures budget in order to prepare the balance
sheet, cash flow, and final profit plan.

EX P EN S E B U D G E T

EX P EN S E B U D G E T

- MA B RF T I M G

- M ANUFACTURI NG

B A L A N C E S N E F T.
CA S H FLOW .
P RO FI T P L A N

EX P EN S E B U D G E T
_G A A

1. The budgeting process is time consuming both in
executive and clerical effort and also in elapsed
time. Many companies start a calendar year budget
in summer and end six or seven months later —
exhausted.
2. The budget process is prone to clerical error because the mass of detail involved almost automatically precludes supervisory review.
3. Few companies have an adequate historical record
that can be examined in order to exclude nonrecurring activity and provide a proper base to project
new programs.
4. The clerical effort involved discourages analysis.
As a result, very few of these alternatives are ever
really examined in depth.
5. Finally, the end budget is frequently changed
by executive management when the return on
investment and earnings per share are not up to
expectations. Insufficient time remains to correct
the underlying budgets with the result that departmental plans do not support the overall corporate
plan.
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Wh a t if unit sales increase 15 percent through
changed marketing programs?

"What If" Budgeting
The use of the computer in budgeting not only
provides the ability to perform the normal planning
process and develop a basis for evaluating performance
in terms of actual activity compared to planned activity but, in addition, such systems enhance the budget
preparation process by:
1. Providing the ability to retrieve historic data for
analysis,
2. Requiring minimal clerical effort through the use
of turnaround documents and computer processing
for computations and summaries, and
3. Making possible a budget cycle that could start
in the fall and conclude prior to the start of the
calendar year —a significant reduction in the budget
time cycle.

is

Such a budget system could be processed on the
computer in about four hours for a medium -sized
company. Thus the computer budgeting system encourages a rigorous analysis of alternatives and facilitates the preparation of departmental and corporate
plans on a coordinated basis. Further, an integrated
budgeting system enables management to track current
and projected performance against the original target
for the full year and obtain better information regarding the results for the full year.
useful to
An overview of the data base required
explain the specific, detailed data used in "what if"
budgeting as compared to an average relationship used
in modeling.
The system (through programmed instructions and
a detailed data base of lead times, desired inventory
levels, production capacities, standard data and standard costs) develops preliminary operating plans that
would include the sales forecast, production plan,
responsibility reporting budgets, standard costs, and
profit plan. Budgets may be on either a fixed or
variable basis.
Typical of the reports produced during this process
would be a sales profitability forecast— summarized by
key product, key customer and by district. The production plan would include reports as to manpower
and material requirements. And the responsibility
reporting modules would provide departmental and
summary reports which would include the latest estimates for the current year for purposes of review
and evaluation. Illustrative of this is the quarterly
budget summary of expense for the manufacturing
manager. Illustrative of the completion of the initial
budgeting process is the quarterly profit plan compared to the latest estimate for the current year:

Analysis of Alternatives
Now the company executives must decide whether
the annual plans developed by the management team,
in response to the budget guidelines, are satisfactory
in view of the company's long -range objectives. Net
profit, earnings per share, cash and inventory positions
are only a few of the items management will screen
during this review period. Some or many of these
elements may appear undesirable and management
may then start to examine alternatives such as:
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Wh a t if we add a second shift to accommodate
a revised marketing program?

"Budgets may
be on either a
fixed or
variable basis."

What if wage rates increase 5 percent because of
pending union negotiations?
What if selected expenses are cut 10 percent to
improve earnings per share?
Typically, these questions are narrower in scope than
those suggested during the long -range planning process
and represent more a fine turning and balancing process. As a result of this reexamination phase, new profit
plans are developed. Any factor which is changed will
be discussed with the responsible supervisor for review
and comment.
This process will continue until the management
team has settled on an agreeable plan. At this point,
it can be finalized as the formal operating and profit
plan for the year which can be characterized as a type
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of contract between executive and operating and supervisory management for the coming year.

The Budget in Use
During the year, the budget is used as a standard
of performance. Usually, the question arises each
month as to what the full year will look like. Rather
than do a straight -line projection, the computer budgeting system permits a rapid, supportable answer to
that question and is capable of responding to changed
business conditions. Note the columns "current estimate" and 'original target" which illustrate how
comparisons can be developed during the year of
projected activity while maintaining the base checkpoint of the original budget.

INCOME STATEMENT
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"What If" Budgeting Summary
Having now briefly defined "what if" budgeting and
illustrated certain of its features, the key benefits of
this approach can be summarized as:
First, the process facilitates the preparation of the
preliminary budget by providing a coordinated basis
for each supervisor to begin the budgeting process,
by permitting the work of preparing the budget to
take place nearer in time to the period being planned
and by minimizing the clerical effort while improving
accuracy through an integrated approach.
Second, "what i f' budgeting facilitates analysis
through a fast, comprehensive response that encourages management to consider new alternatives with
the realization they can in fact receive an answer
capable of being reviewed in a short period of time.
These analyses can be performed with the assurance
that departmental goals are properly related to overall
corporate plans because of the comprehensive and
integrated processing of the computer budgeting system. This consideration of alternatives greatly improves the validity and reliability of the final budget.
Third, a "what if" budgeting system not only provides the traditional budget basis for performance
measurement but also provides the ability during the
year to project and compare revised plans with the
original plan.

Conclusion
Management today is becoming increasingly aware
of the practical tools available to assist it in areas
that are uniquely its responsibility. These tools may
be implemented on either in -house or service bureau
facilities, and accordingly, company size is no barrier
to their use. Rather, the main limitation would be
management philosophy about the future.
❑
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PPBS AND PROPOSAL
FORMULATION
A Proposal Forms The Basis From Which A Customer Is Able To Determine
Which Contractor Is To Be Chosen To Complete The Work Desired

By Wayne L. Welsh
The introduction of planning, programming, and budgeting systems (PPBS) in the Executive Branch of the
Federal Government has had far - reaching effects. Use
of the system has changed the orientation of the
decision making process in the Federal Government
from inputs to outputs. Greater emphasis has been
placed on an analytical approach to choosing among
alternative programs. In addition, it has also had an
effect on those who have dealings with the Government, such as defense contractors.

The Analysis of Alternatives
The placing of objectives and goals of government
activity in the forefront has caused decision makers
to look upon current programs and alternatives to
these programs not as ends in themselves; but as means
to achieving the goals stipulated by policy objectives.
As a result, a very important part of PPBS is the
analysis of alternatives to determine which choice
meets the program objectives most effectively and
efficiently.
Alternative means of achieving defense objectives
do not offer quantifiable dollar benefits or results.
Consequently, alternative military program designs
must be judged on the basis of other common denominators (i.e., the program's effectiveness in achieving
a certain mission). Cost - effectiveness analysis relates
to the cost of alternative means of attaining a specified
national security objective in such a way as to determine which alternative produces the greatest effectiveness for the least cost.
Cost - effectiveness analysis can take one of two approaches. First, given a fixed level of effectiveness,
the analyst seeks to pinpoint that alternative which
produces the desired level of utility with the least
economic cost. Second, the analyst may be constrained
by a specified level of budgeted appropriations and
therefore will attempt to determine which of the
available alternatives yields the greatest effectiveness.
Many government objectives and goals cannot be
reached within the course of one budget year. These
objectives require that gradual and long -term efforts
be made to achieve them. This fact necessitates the
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involvement of long -range planning in government
decision making. Additionally, major changes, in objectives, operating practices, and budget allocations
cannot be implemented within a year's time. To make
any significant change requires several budget years.
Consequently, the decision maker must resort to planning programs on a long -term basis and then fitting
the yearly budget to the long -range plan. Through the
use of PPBS he provides for the planning and compilation of costs for the duration of an entire program.
It is therefore necessary to project not only the current
budgetary commitments required for a certain program, but also all future commitments which will arise
from the decision to implement the program in question.

Contract Proposal Formulation
A proposal forms the basis from which a customer
is able to determine which contractor is to be chosen
to complete the work desired. In order for its presentation to be effective, a proposal must convince the
client that the firm possesses superior managerial and
technical abilities. The proposal must also emphasize
economic efficiency subject to the requirements of the
problem, and indicate that the bidder has adequate
capacity to perform the needed research, development,
testing and production. Above all, the proposal must
instill confidence in the customer of the firm's capability to administer the program.
The proposal is composed of three major subdivisions. Each of these subdivisions relates to one specific
criterion (i.e., technical expertise, managerial ability,
and economy of execution). The technical proposal
demonstrates how the engineering and production
requirements of the contract will be fulfilled. It includes an explanation of the proposed technical approach, the tasks to be performed, systems engineering
concepts, provisions for quality assurance and maintainability and a description of related company experience and present facilities. Emphasis is placed on
the outstanding competitive advantages which accrue
from the company's unique facilities, personnel capability and /or unusual technical approach.
The second major proposal subdivision is the Management Proposal. This section designates the manag-
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"In the PPB
system, budget
appropriations
are justified in
terms of the
objectives
achieved . . . "

ers to be provided and the relationship these managers
will have to the project in terms of scope and performance. In order to demonstrate the management
ability possessed by the firm, a history of the experience and achievements of the company is usually
presented. A short explanation of the techniques employed in project management and control could also
be given. Finally, a summary of data relative to the
financial capability, cost reliability, and accounting
policies of the firm must be included.
The cost proposal contains an estimate of the expenditures required to complete the productive and
engineering tasks described in the technical proposal.
The cost data compiled for purposes of proposal formulation are a collection of approximations of probable costs which will be incurred given the program
requirements and the conditions anticipated during
contract performance. The importance of an accurate
estimate cannot be overstated. Under most contract
arrangements, if an underestimate materializes, the
company will have to absorb a portion (if not all)
of the excess cost incurred. On the other hand, an
overestimate may mean that the company will not
be competitive and hence it may fail to win the contract.

Effect of PPBS on Contract
Proposal Formulation
Defense contractors conduct some internally financed research in areas they are interested in pursuing.
They are motivated to undertake research in order
to acquire or maintain an acceptable level of technical
expertise. In the course of these studies, a contractor
frequently discovers a novel innovation possessing
potential appeal to one of the agencies of the Department of Defense. The contractor will then submit an
unsolicited proposal to the government agency outlining the discovery with the hope of sparking interest
in the idea among defense officials. If the agency
agrees that the item in question is indeed useful, the
agency will allocate sufficient funds for additional
research and development and eventually full -scale
production.
A consequence of the PPBS emphasis on the delineation of government objectives, and the mission orientation of plans and programs, has been the reliance
of government contractors on stated defense objectives
to justify unsolicited proposals. The more effectively
a contractor demonstrates that his proposal satisfies
a specified government objective, the more likely his
proposal will result in a contract award. In the PPB
system, budget appropriations are justified in terms
of the objectives achieved by the commitment of
government resources. Therefore, if the contractor can
point to a program objective for support of his unsolicited proposal, the chances that his proposal will
be adopted by the government are, of course, increased
substantially.
As a consequence of the introduction of PPBS in
the Department of Defense, the unsolicited proposals
submitted by government contractors are more closely
coordinated with long -range defense plans. In reality,
all research work performed by government contractors
must be previously approved by the Department of
Defense.
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Analytical Techniques Used in Contract
Proposal Formulation
PPBS stresses the use of systematic analysis as a
basis for choices made by government decision- makers.
That is, selection of an alternative approach to achieving a government objective is to be based not only
on reasoned judgement, but also on an exhaustive
examination of the potential benefits of various alternatives and their associated costs.
An outgrowth of the contract work described in the
previous section are the specifications to be used in
the conceptual development of a weapon system. Proposals submitted for the purpose of gaining a development contract not only demonstrate a contractor's
technical ability, but also describe the system design
as produced by the contractor's systematic analysis of
alternative approaches. Contractor use of analysis at
this state is characterized by an emphasis on system
effectiveness rather than the design of effectiveness
criteria, determination of national objectives, or predicting the future social, economic and political environment. The contractor does not attempt to gain
a broader perspective because lie lacks the cost, performance, and environmental data required to invent
an alternative to the system he is designing. In addition, the fact that a contractor deals more frequently
with a military service instead of the office of the
Secretary of Defense (OSD) accounts for the contractor's more specific outlook. The service will likely be
interested in new technical designs rather than broad
objectives as the OSD would be.

DD Form 633
Another product of the PPB system is the use of
the uniform proposal cost form, DD Form 633. Before
the introduction of DD Form 633, contractors utilized
a diverse array of cost classifications for proposal formulation purposes. As a result the Government's review and comparison process was unduly complicated.
The Government representative who was presented
with five proposals was very likely faced with five
different classification schemes. Such divergence made
a cost -based evaluation and review of the proposals
nearly impossible.
The difficulty encountered in contract proposal
evaluation benefited the government contractor. The
use of uncomparable costs and the exclusion of detailed
cost justifications permitted the government contractor to cloud the proposal evaluation issues. DD Form
633 has forced government contractors to use a comparable format for presenting cost estimates and provides a means of organizing cost support data.
The amount of data which must be submitted in
support of the results of the analysis performed in
proposal formulation has increased significantly in the
last ten years. Before PPBS was introduced, a contract
proposal submitted to the Department of Defense
consisted of a technical proposal, a management proposal, and a cost proposal. Presently, in addition to
the above items, the proposal must contain plans
relevant to the training of system users, an analysis
of the manpower needed to support the system in
the field, the manner in which the contractor will
conduct Category I, II, and III testing of the system
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1972

prototype and the planned support for each of those
test phases, an extensive quality control plan, a personnel subsystem plan including experience resumes
of key technical personnel,' a configuration management plan, and a data processing and handling proposal. Of course, all of the plans are to be supported
by the results of systematic analysis.

Long -Range Cost Projections
Prior to the introduction of PPBS, government
resource planning was limited to a time span of one
year. The objective of many public activities could
not be met within a year's time; therefore, a need
arose for long -range planning and a means of integrating the budget process into a long -range plan. PPBS
has succeeded in making the two processes compatible.
Under the PPBS approach the yearly budget is merely
a segment of the overall, long -range plan.
The acquisition process involves five stages, each
of which is a necessary part of the development and
production of a weapon system.'
The first stage is known as the concept formulation
phase and is characterized by research efforts conducted by various government contractors with the
aim of solving a specific military problem. The Department of Defense provides the contractor with the
performance characteristics of the proposed system
(i.e., speed, range, and destructive capability), and
requests that a proposal delineating the system's general feature be submitted. Working under the restrictions imposed by the performance characteristics,
the contractor designs a system that, from the coritractor's point of view, meets most effectively the stated
specifications, and at the same time requires a minimum resource commitment.
A major feature of the concept formulation stage
is a joint attempt by government and industry to
determine a system framework and a feasible set of
program parameters. Concept validation, the second
phase in a system's life, is a stage begun only after
careful government deliberation on program merits,
scope, risk and requirements.
Efforts made during the concept validation phase
are directed toward the actual development of hardware in order to prove that the proposed equipment
is suitable for military use. Having accepted at least
two concept proposals, the Department of Defense
will engage either one or two contractors to validate
major program characteristics through extensive examination and hardware development. Validation may
consist of paper studies or actual prototype development. Prototype development, especially parallel development, is preferred because program characteristics are defined more clearly, risks are minimized
more easily, and the promise of ultimate success gains
greater assurance.
Upon completion of the validation or concept definition phase, the Department of Defense analyzes the
concepts proposed and chooses the one promising the
greatest effectiveness. Before production can begin,
' Before PPB was introduced, a contractor was required to merely indicate the
number of pers ons which would be involved in a particular project and the time
they would dedicate to it.
'Office of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering, U.S. Department
of Defense, Research and Development in the Department of Defense: A Management Overview, Washington, D.C., May 1970, p. 34.
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the contractor must refine his design, and fabricate
and test the weapon system and associated training
and maintenance equipment. The output of this stage
is a hardware model and the specifications required
to produce the system for inventory. This development
phase relates only to the details of materials and
production requirements which must be stipulated
before production can begin.
The fourth stage of weapon system development
involves the actual production of the system components. The last twenty years have seen a change in
the production management philosophy of the Department of Defense. During the 1950's the Government acted as a system coordinator. The Department
contracted separately for each part of the weapon
system. To build a jet fighter, for instance, a separate
contract was let to acquire the engine, another to
produce the airframe, and a third for the procurement
of the electronic equipment. These subsystems were
then brought together under still another contract to
assemble the final airplane. During the last decade
the Government has served as a high -level manager
rather than a systems coordinator. It has given the
responsibility for assembling a weapon system to the
prime defense contractor and has directed the contractor through the various phases of a system's life.
The final life -cycle phase involves the actual deployment of the weapon system. Once the production
phase is complete, provisions are made for the manpower and support activities required for efficient
operation of the weapon, the training of the system
users, and the system's retirement from active deployment. The system cannot be made operational without
logistic and engineering support from the contractor.
Thus, the final stage is known as the operational phase.
PPBS has produced two changes in the relationship
between a weapon system's life -cycle and defense contracts. The first modification in this relationship has
been the lengthening of the stages of the system's
life - cycle. The concept formulation and validation
stages are longer because of the additional analysis
which must be performed in order to support a concept
design. Before the introduction of PPBS, a contractor
was able to propose a system design with very little
justification. Generally, the rationale related to the
projected performance characteristics of the system
and how well these characteristics met the requirements specified by the Department of Defense. Current requirements stipulate that concept proposals
must be supported by a systematic analysis of design
alternatives.
The introduction of PPBS has had an influence on
the number of system development phases included
in a single procurement contract. Before 1961, a separate contract was awarded for each phase of the evolutionary process of weapon acquisition. As was noted
earlier, even multiple contracts were granted during
a single phase of system development (i.e., a separate
production contract was awarded for each component
or subsystem). To avoid the disadvantages of having
to negotiate a new contract at the beginning of each
system development phase, under PPBS, the Government began using a total package approach for weapon
procurement. That is, a single contract was awarded
Continued on page 43

"... the
Government
began using a
total package
approach for
weapon
procurement."
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Any manager who is faced with the task of placing
subcontracts is constantly concerned with the quality
of product he receives. An experienced manager will
thoroughly investigate subcontractors prior to any
issuance of contracts to insure that the vendors have
the capability, capacity, financial backing, and a system
to control the quality of product being manufactured.
This type of investigation should generally eliminate
all subcontractors that cannot at least meet his minimum requirements.
When a contract is placed for an item with a subcontractor, it is placed for an acceptable quality part
that will not be rejected when received or when used
by the buyer. Anything other than an acceptable quality part will be an additional expense to the buyer
due to the time and paperwork necessary to reject
the discrepant item. This additional cost of processing
the paperwork and handling the rejections should be
at the expense of the subcontractor and not the procuring organization.
This article will discuss and illustrate a means of
analyzing each subcontractor's past quality record for
rejections and show how this information can be used
to evaluate future proposals received from each subcontractor. The evaluation will consider the quoted
unit price of the item and the probable additional
cost per part for possible rejections from each subcontractor. By evaluating a quotation in this manner, it
may be found to be more economical to pay a higher
unit price rather than pay the additional cost of rejection procedures.

Probable Additional Cost
Two factors must be known to determine the probable additional cost for the rejection of subcontracted
items. The first factor is the estimated average cost
for each type of disposition of rejected parts within
the organization. This average cost should be esti34

mated based on the additional number of operations
and the additional time required to handle each type
of rejection. The second factor is the probability of
a specific disposition for a rejection of an item from
any subcontractor. This information can be obtained
by using the past quality performance records of a
subcontractor for each category of item manufactured
by him.
For the items inspected at receiving inspection, it
is assumed that a sampling technique of inspection
is used, whereby only a sample portion of the total
lot received is thoroughly inspected to specific requirements. Each lot of parts will either be accepted
or rejected based on the result of the inspected sample.
The probable additional expense to reject a shipment
of parts at this point will be approximately the same,
regardless of the quantity of parts in the shipment
or the unit price of each part. The quantity may vary
from one to 1000 pieces, but the probable average
cost associated with each rejection will be the same.
This assumption is also believed to be true whether
the parts cost $1 or $1,000 each —the average cost of
a rejection is approximately the same.
ADDI T IO NAL CO ST DUE T O
IN- COMING REJECTION

The formula used to calculate the probable additional cost for each lot of parts received from a subcontractor is given in the following equation:
G = (Ri X G ) + (Rz x C2) + . . . + ( R x G )
G is the probable additional cost to the procuring
organization for each lot of parts received from a
subcontractor for a particular category of item. R
represents the types of dispositions for the
rejected lot of parts based on the subcontractor's
previous quality record of rejections for that category
of item, and C represents the average cost associated
with the disposition. If there were four different possiMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1972

ble dispositions for rejected parts, (R; X G) would
convert to (R, X C,).
ADDIT IONAL COS T DUE T O
IN- PROCESS REJECTION

By using sampling techniques as a means of inspection, there is a certain probability that some of the
parts accepted by receiving inspection do not meet
the contracted requirements. These faulty parts will
be detected, in process, some time later during the
manufacturing cycle. Depending on where these discrepant parts are discovered will determine the cost
associated with the rejection of each part. The formula
to calculate the probable additional cost for each piece
rejected after the inspection by receiving inspection
is shown in the following equation:
CP

=

( R,

x

C.) + (Rb x Cb) + . . . + ( R , x G)

In this case, CP is the probable additional cost to
the organization for each piece received from a subcontractor for a particular category of item. R is the
probability of a specific disposition for a rejection of
a single part, and as before, C is the average cost
associated with the disposition.

Revised Unit Price
If it can be assumed that the subcontractor's past
quality performance will be an indication of the subcontractor's future quality, these probable additional
costs will be a realistic indicator of the expense to
the procuring organization for the quality of product
manufactured by a subcontractor. These probable
costs should be considered as part of the unit price
of procuring an item from a subcontractor. This can
be done by calculating a revised unit price for each
requirement to reveal the cost impact due to probable
rejections. The formula to calculate the revised unit
price is as follows:
P, = Pq + CP + C,(S /Q)
The revised unit price, P,, is calculated by adding
the quoted unit price, Pq, to the probable additional
cost for each piece rejected, CP and G (which is the
probable additional cost for each lot rejected by receiving inspection). G is converted to a cost per part
basis by multiplying by the estimated number of shipments, S, and dividing by the quantity of parts being
ordered on the requirement, Q.

Example
The proposed method for analyzing quotations can
be best illustrated by evaluating quotations for a requirement of 1200 machined assemblies which are to
be delivered at a rate of 100 pieces per month. Three
different vendors who have the capability and capacity
to manufacture these machined assemblies have submitted proposals. Vendor A quoted a unit price of
$45.39, Vendor B quoted a unit price of $48.32, and
Vendor C quoted a unit price of $51.16 for each
machined assembly. All subcontractors quoted cash
terms of net 30 days, FOB to be destination, and
delivery as requested per the quotation.
For this example, it is assumed that the procuring
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organization makes three different types of disposition
for items rejected at receiving inspection. These dispositions are (1) "Use as is," (2) "Rework at Facility
by the Supplier," and (3) "Return to Vendor for
Rework or Replacement." The management accountant must supply cost data about these kinds of dispositions. For a disposition of "Use as is," it is estimated
that it would require five operations on the part of
the inspection personnel and the engineering department to process the rejection. The average cost associated with this disposition is estimated at $10 for
each lot of parts rejected.
A disposition of "Rework at Facility by the Supplier" requires an estimated thirteen operations involving inspection personnel, the engineering department, the purchasing department, and the personnel
in the area where the parts are to be reworked. The
average cost assigned to this type of disposition is $18
per rejected lot.
The most costly rejection initiated by receiving
inspection occurs when the parts must be returned
to the vendor for rework or replacement. There are
an estimated twenty -four operations which must be
performed in order to process the rejection for the
parts, package the parts for shipment to the vendor,
and receive and re- inspect the parts after the rework
has been performed. The cost estimated for this type
of disposition amounts to an average of $42 for each
lot of parts rejected.
Those rejections that occur after the inspection by
receiving inspection are normally rejected on an individual basis. If the part is found to be faulty before
it is installed into the next assembly, the cost is considerably less than if it had been installed. Based on a
part being rejected prior to installation and assuming
that all parts rejected at this point must be returned
to the manufacturer, thirty different operations are
required to return the discrepant part to the subcontractor. The average cost assigned to this type of
rejection is estimated to be $220 for each item rejected.
If the part has been installed and the defect is then
discovered, the cost is estimated to be greater due
to the time lost in assembling and disassembling the
part from its next installation. The estimated average
cost for this type of rejection is $300 for each item
rejected.
With the knowledge of the average cost for each
disposition, it is then necessary to determine for each
vendor the probability of a rejection for each possible
disposition. This information is summarized in Exhibit
1 for Vendors A, B, and C. The quality records indicate
the percentage of rejections for each disposition based
on the total lots and total pieces received for this
category of item.
If this information is substituted into the equations
for G and CP, for Vendor A, the results are as follows:

G

"The most
costly
rejection ...
occurs when
the parts must
be returned to
the vendor for
rework or
replacement."

= (.03 x $10) + (.01 x $18) + ( . 2 6 x $42)
= $.30 +$ .18 +$10.92

= $11.40
CP

=

(.

020 x $220) + (.009 x $300)
= $4.40 + $ 2.70
= $7.10
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45.39 + $7.10 + ($11.40 x 12)/1200
= $45.39 +$7.10 +$.11
= $52.60
$

Pr

organization
. should be
added to the
quoted unit
price . . ."

These values of C r and Cp, based on Vendor A's
past quality record, indicate that it will cost the organization an estimated additional $11.40 for each lot
of parts received and an estimated additional $7.10
for each piece received. Assuming the past quality
performance of a subcontractor is an indication of the
subcontractor's future quality performance, these values are realistic indicators as to what the additional
cost will be for placing a contract with Vendor A.'
This additional expense to the organization due to
the quality of product manufactured by Vendor A
should be added to the quoted unit price to determine
the true cost of procuring these machined assemblies
from Vendor A. With the calculated values of C, and
Cp for Vendor A, the revised unit price to procure
these 1200 assemblies can be calculated as follows:
=

"This
additional
expense to the

The revised unit price for Vendor A, $52.60, is the
quoted unit price of the machined assemblies plus the
probable additional cost for rejections of the assemblies based on Vendor A's past quality record for this
1
This assumption can be changed based on the manager's subjective judgement
about the likelihood of changes in the future quality performance of particu lar
subcontractors.

Exhibit 1
QUALITY PERFORMANCE RATINGS
MACHINED ASSEMBLIES
Disposition of rejections initiated by receiving inspection

Vendor A
Vendor B
Vendor C

Rework at facility
by supplier

3%
2%
2%

1%
1%
1%

Return to vendor
rework or
replacement
26%
16%
7%
for

Use as is

Pieces rejected after receiving inspection

Vendor A
Vendor B
Vendor C
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Prior to Installation
2.0%
1.2%
0.8%

After Installation
0.9%
0.3%
0.1%

type of item. The same procedure is used to calculate
the revised unit prices for Vendors B and C. Vendor
B's revised unit price is $51.93 and Vendor C's revised
unit price is calculated to be $53.25 for each assembly.
If a purchase order had been placed based on the
original quoted unit prices, Vendor A should have
received the contract for the 1200 machined assemblies. This could be justified by stating that the total
value quoted by Vendor A is $3,516 less than the
quoted total value of the next low bidder, Vendor
B. With the additional information obtained by analyzing the subcontractor's previous quality record for
this category of item, the contract should not be placed
with Vendor A but should be placed with Vendor
B. The probable cost of rejections for the machined
assemblies manufactured by Vendor A more than
offsets the savings as was calculated by the original
unit price. Based on the revised unit prices, placing
the contract with Vendor B rather than Vendor A
should result in a probable savings of $804.
Conclusion
The simplified example outlined above illustrates
the possible false economy of placing contracts based
on the low unit price without giving the proper consideration to the probable cost of rejections. The cost
of rejections for discrepant material is not part of the
terns and conditions of a contract and should be at
the expense of the subcontractor. The proposed
method of analyzing quotations is a means of considering the probable cost of rejections prior to the
issuance of any contract. This method is an approach
to determining the optimum unit price by weighing
both the quoted unit price and the quality of an item
manufactured by a subcontractor. The management
accountant can play an important role in the develop•
fnent and interpretation of the cost information
needed for even the simplified example in this article.
The accountant's role becomes even more critical as
assumptions are made about changes or variations
occurring in the probabilities attached to rejection of
parts because of substandard quality performance by
subcontractors. The proposed system is only a tool
to be used in the decision making process —the final
decision on any contract must still be made by the
management of the organization.
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CONTRACTOR
COST RISK
DETERMINATION
A Prime Consideration In Soliciting Data From
Various Company Organizations Is To Assure
That They Are All Using The Same Basic Source Record

By Franklin M. Campbell, II

CWAS Data File

In order to qualify for exemption from certain administrative requirements under government contracts, including exemption from the challenging of
certain indirect costs on the basis of reasonableness,
an eligible contractor must determine his weighted
average share (CWAS) of the cost risk.' CWAS is a
voluntary technique, available to Department of Defense contractors, for determining and expressing numerically the degree of cost risk a contractor has assumed. It is based on an analysis of the contracts mix
which he has agreed to perform. This risk analysis is
based on the theory that a contractor who has only
cost - plus -a- fixed -fee (CPFF) contracts has a minimal
financial risk, because he will be reimbursed for every
dollar he spends as long as the expense is allowable
and allocable in accordance with ASPR Section XV,
is reasonable in amount, and does not result in an
unauthorized overrun of the contract limitation on
costs. On the other hand, in the case of commercial
and firm fixed -price (FFP) contracts, the contractor's
financial risk is great because he will receive an exact
price for the performance of his contracts regardless
of costs incurred in their performance. There is a
definite incentive for him to minimize his expenses
because his opportunity for profit is greater.
In this article, we will consider a major contractor
with multiple divisions, as defined in ASPR 3- 1003.3,
and who has a wide range of weapons systems and
contract mixes. Hence, the contractor's risk can be
identified only by determining percentages of total
costs incurred by type of contract during the fiscal
year. Cost incurred represents all costs (whether or not
allowable), including cost of direct labor, direct materials, subcontracts, and direct services as well as all
properly allocated overhead (indirect costs) except as
indicated in ASPR 3- 1003.2 (c).

The company must maintain a CWAS data file.
Individual company preference will dictate the scope
of this file. As a minimum it should contain the
company's CWAS policy and procedures, appropriate
sections of ASPR, government regulations, and published articles on the subject. Furthermore, a section
should be maintained for each year's initiating memorandum, divisional submissions together with their
relevant remarks, consolidated reports with their
transmittal letters, and the official CWAS ratings
received.
As with any well organized file, this will provide
management with a ready reference, support record
retention requirements, highlight problems, disclose
shortcuts, and standardize data collection procedures
and report consolidations. There is the further benefit
of documenting the consistency and reliability of data
collection and reporting.
Once the file is initiated, it should be reviewed
periodically for currency with government regulations
and for the occurrence of events which may affect the
contractor's CWAS rating factors as described in
ASPR 3 -1005 (e). Significant changes in the nature
of the contractor's work, competitive position, future
or follow -on contacts, known procedures, or other
unusual circumstances may affect the con tractor's position. If they do not show comparability and do not
consistently reflect the contractor's cost risk, motivation, or controls, they may be reason for denial of
application or for revocation of the CWAS rating.
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Preliminary Planning for Solicited Data
The CWAS "focal -point organization," upon initiating the requests for CWAS submissions, shall have
' Contractors Weighted Average Share (CWAS) in cost risk as described in Armed
Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR), Section III, Part 10.
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"The
focal -point
organization
should make
its requests
timely . . . "
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established in advance who is to furnish the data. An
orderly collection of information is essential in order
to meet the submission date of 105 days after the
close of the fiscal year. (See ASPR 3 -1006 (a).) Owing
to year -end adjusting entries, review and consolidation
at higher management levels, this may mean only 50 -60
available calendar days for data collection, contract
mix analysis, and CWAS risk computations.
The focal -point organization should make its requests timely and should provide for:

tracts are less than 35 percent of the total dollar
costs incurred for all business at such profit
centers."

Contract Mix Identification

The CWAS focal -point organization should establish with the program controllers their source of information as to type of contracts in their area; e.g., a
contract master log by contract or an active contract
index. This source should contain the essential information as to type of competitive and noncompetitive
firm fixed -price (FFP) contracts, contract numbers,
1. A data due date
2. A copy of relevant guidelines and report format contract dollars, share ratios, ceilings, target prices,
dates of award, etc. (It should be noted that contract
instructions
3. A current copy of ASPR Section III, Part 10, with dollars are usually "obligated funds," not costs inimportant sections of 3 -1005 underlined and ex- curred.)
Most contract types fall easily into classifications
panded for clarity including sample illustrations—
(Personnel collecting data should read this, not just in accordance with ASPR 3 -1005 (e). Letter contracts,
fixed price incentive (FPI) and firm fixed. price (FFP)
the applicable supervisor.)
contracts may require separate analysis. Letter con4. Sources of incurred costs and contract mix
5. Procedures for coordination of problems and rec- tracts until finalized are assigned a risk factor of zero.
onciliation of prime versus subprofit center re- Costs incurred under letter contracts should be verified
to assure cutoff on dates of definitization. Costs incorded costs
curred subsequently should be classified as to contract
In most instances, a realistic due date must be type for proper risk factor qualification.
A further distinction should be made between nonestablished sufficiently in advance to permit focal point organization review, data incorporation, and competitive FFP contracts in excess of one million
reconciliation of differences in recorded costs, as shown dollars (awarded value) and other FFP contracts. The
CWAS section of ASPR defines a noncompetitive
in Exhibit 1.
FFP contract as a firm fixed price contract or subconSource of Incurred Costs
tract in excess of one million dollars which was
A prime consideration in soliciting data from various awarded on the basis of certified cost or pricing data
company organizations is to assure that they are all (see ASPR 3- 807.3), and such contracts are assigned
using the same basic source record. For a major De- a risk factor of 80 percent. "All other FFP" and compartment of Defense contractor, there are many mercial "contracts are to be considered as competitive"
weapon system programs, different contract mixes, and and a 100 percent risk is assigned. This distinction
various program financial reporting requirements; e.g., may cause some confusion for program controllers and
total program costs, direct costs, progress payment management. It is the one place where contract value
billings, and total sales. The focal -point organization plays as important a role as current year's incurred
should specify to each program controller that the costs if the contract was "awarded on the basis of
solicited incurred costs will come from only one source, certified cost or pricing data." (See ASPR 3 -1005 (e)
such as the work -in- progress ledger detail for his pro- (6).)
gram.'
Sub- divisional and
Furthermore, the reported work -in- process detail
Inter-divisional Interface
should be fully burdened with allowable as well as
One of the corollary duties of the prime division
unallowable costs. Interdivisional billings should be
identified by type of contract, and profit center work - CWAS focal -point organization is to coordinate sub in- process should be adjusted to reflect reconciled divisional and inter - divisional support. Because of the
billings received and billings made. This will also serve lead time required, the various CWAS focal points
as a source of verification for other profit centers which should have been alerted shortly before final year -end
closings to initiate some of the preliminary planning,
report their inter - divisional billings. (See Exhibit 1.)
At this point the CWAS focal -point organization collect (and verify) non -cost source data, and appoint
should be able to start summarizing work -in- process subdivision CWAS coordinators. This will assure that
dollars by program and type of contract including an orderly collection of data will occur in a timely
adjustments for inter - divisional billings. Before pro- manner. Once the reports start arriving, the prime
ceeding further, the contractor should check his mix CWAS focal -point organization can start to enter the
to the requirements of ASPR 3 -1004 (e) which states: information on control worksheets and tackle the
significant reconciliation problems, as shown in Ex"The CWAS technique or rating shall not apply
hibit 2.
The examples in Exhibit 2 are illustrative of the
to any profit center of the contractor where the
reconciliation problems faced by the CWAS focal total dollar costs incurred for commercial work
point organization. It will help if the inter - divisional
and Government competitive firm fixed consupport both "in" and "out" is listed, confirmations
, It would be helpful if accounting has classified the work -in process ledger
are sent to respective inter - divisional billing centers,
supporting data into fixed price, commercial, and cast -type contracts, with detail
by contract or program. (This assistance will be important in contract mix analysis
and
a procedure is established to reconcile differences.
for risk computations.)
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Exhibit 1
CONTROL WORKSHEET
BEFORE RECONCILIATION
(Dollars in thousands)
Prime Division A

$20

$60

$ 570

-

$

$

500

$-

(100)
$(10)

83.51

=

$570

+

$476

—

$ -

$20°

$600

CW AS Rating

60

Adjusted
incurred
costs
90
20
460

$

$(toy

Plus costs billed out (Note 1)
Division
Division
Division
B
C
D

$ -

$(100)

$

Less costs billed in (Note 1)
Division
Division
Division
B
C
D
-

Unadjusted
incurred
costs
$100

%

%

Contract CWAS
No.
X -10
0
Y42
80
Z -20C
100

Risk on
Incurred
costs
$16
460
$476

Prime Division A Qualified

Division B
X-10
Y-42
TR -1

0
65 4
100

$too

$-

$-

$-

$

$20

$

$ 120
180
20

$ 117
2C

$320

$(20)

$ -

$

$

$20

$

$ 320

$137

100
200
40

60
150
32

200
20

(20)"

CW AS Rating — $137 + $320 — 42.81 %

Division B Not Qualified

+

$242

$340

$

340

$

$

$
$

$

$

71.18%

$

$

$

-

$

$
=

=

$340
CW AS Rating

$

$100
200
40

$

60
75
80

$

Ax
8-1
Y-42

-

Division C

$242

Division C Qualified

Division D
Costs were determined to be correct and no adjustments are needed.

CW AS Rating = $50 + $200 = 25.0%

Company

$ 50

$1,430

$905

Division D Not Qualified

(Note 2)

CW AS Rating = $905 + $1,430 — 63.29%

$ 200

Company Not Qualified

Notes
1. The treatment of costs billed in and costs billed out for CW AS determination purposes must be consistent with the treatment of such costs
in developing the overhead allocation bases in each division.
2. T his is the total for the four divisions. It assumes that all corporate /home office expense has been distributed to the four divisions, which
presumably constitute the entire company.
3. Division A shows only $10,000 billed in from Division B which shows $20,000. Reason: Billing lag by Division B as it did not submit year -end
JE before final closing. The focal point organization must increase billed -in by $10,000, and the unadjusted incurred costs to $110,000. The
adjusted incurred costs remained at $90,000.
4. Division B used a CW AS rating of 65% for contract Y-42. A check with the submitter determined he has omitted certain added factors and
the 10 points from the Secretary of the Procuring Department on a competitive FPI contract.
5. Division A billed out $20,000 to Division C. Division B was the accounting center for Division C and instead of recording on Division C's
books, entered it as a Division B cost. The focal point organization must eliminate the $20,000 shown by Division B and show it on Division
C's reconciliation. (See Exhibit 2.)
These reconciliations now mean that the company is CW AS qualified as are Divisions A and C.
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Not only must the dollars be reconciled by type of
contract, but the contract numbers, types, share percents, ceiling percents, and CWAS percents must
agree. This may pose real problems; therefore, data
collection and reconciliation should be accomplished
well in advance of the submission due date.

Conclusion

will aid greatly in solving most of the problems for
the prime CWAS focal -point organization including
those involved in the interface between sub - divisional
and inter - divisional billing support. The submission
of all data will thus become standardized but flexible
enough to meet changing circumstances. Furthermore,
it will greatly assist government agencies in validating
the data and computation techniques and in making

Adequate planning, identification of source data
and information, and provision of sufficient lead time

an orderly determination of the contractor's CWAS
ratings.
❑

Exhibit 2
CONTROL WORKSHEET
AFTER RECONCILIATION
(Dollars in thousands)
Prime Division A

120
180
20

$144
20

320

$164

60
150
32

$

$(100)

83.51%

=

$570

+

$476

$

$

$20

$-

$20

-

$476

20'
$(20)

Risk on
incurred
costs
$

$ 570

-

$60

$

-

$

$

60

Adjusted
incurred
costs
90
20
460

-

$

$

%

=

Plus costs billed out (Note 1)
Division
Division
Division
B
C
D

(100

500
$610

CW AS Rating

-

Less costs billed In (Note 1)
Division
Division
Division
C
D
B
$(20)'

Unadjusted
incurred
costs
$110

Contract CWAS
No.
X -10
0
Y-42
80
Z -20C
100

16
460

Prime Division A Qualified

Division B

54.37%

$

(20r

100
200
40

$360

$(20)

340

$242

200

$ 50

$1,430

$932

$340

71.18%

$-

-

$
$
-

$
-

$

$

$-

$

$-

-

$-

$

$-

$

$-

=

$242

$100
200
60

+

CW AS Rating

=

60
75
80

$

Division B Not Qualified

Division C
Ax
B -1
Y -42

-

$
-

$
-

$
$

$320

$20

$-

-

$164

=

CW AS Rating

+

$300

$-

$-

$

$-

-

$100
180
20

0
80'
100

-

X -10
Y-42
TR -1

Division C Qualified

Division D
$

CW AS Rating = $50 + $200

Company

m

Costs are correct —no adjustments needed

25.0%

Division D Not Qualified

(Note 2)

CW AS Rating — $932 + $1,430 = 65.17%

CompanyCW AS Qualified

Notes: Same as Exhibit 1.
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE
VERSUS
PURCHASING POWER
GAINS AND LOSSES
If foreign Gains Or Losses Are Never To Be Realized
They Can Be No More Than Mythical Gains Or Losses

By Larry F. Konrath
Let us consider the two possible situations whereby
potential gains or losses in foreign exchange might
arise. First, consider the U.S. importer or exporter who
consummates transactions which give rise to foreign
payables or receivables. To the extent he owes, or is
owed, an amount fixed in terms of a foreign currency,
he is exposed to gain or loss from fluctuations in the
rate of exchange between the foreign currency and
the U.S. dollar.

Exchange Gain or Loss
For example, assume that a U.S. firm sells $1,000
of merchandise to a British importer, and the claim
must be settled in dollars. Prior to settlement, England
devalues its currency such that the value of the pound
declines from $2.40 to $2.20. Inasmuch as the claim
is to be settled in U.S. dollars, there is no loss to
the American exporter. The British importer loses,
however, because his obligation, in terms of pounds,
has now increased from approximately 417 pounds to
455 pounds. Were the claim to have been fixed in
terms of pounds rather than dollars, the U.S. firm
would have suffered the loss on devaluation. In either
instance, the loss occurs only because currencies are
to be converted, and because the devaluation occurred
prior to this conversion.
The other possible situation involves a domestic
company operating a subsidiary in a foreign country
during a period in which the rate of exchange between
the domestic and the foreign currency fluctuates. If
the domestic company does not intend to repatriate
monetary assets, no gain or loss can arise, because
conversion will not take place. A fluctuation in the
rate of exchange does not automatically give rise to
a gain or loss on foreign exchange. The real test must
be the probability of conversion. Realistically, therefore, a gain or loss on foreign exchange should be
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1972

computed and reported on the income statement only
under the following conditions:
1. A fluctuation in the rate of exchange has occurred,
and
2. Conversion has either taken place or is highly
probable.

Mythical Gains or Losses
The conventional practice of viewing gains and
losses on foreign exchange as being related to fluctuations in exchange rates results in recognizing gains or
losses which may never be realized (especially in the
case of a newly- formed and growing operating subsidiary). And if they are never to be realized (i.e.,
conversion is unlikely), they can be no more than
mythical gains or losses.

Purchasing Power Gain or Loss
Although low probability of conversion should recommend against recognizing gains or losses on foreign
exchange, a different but related kind of gain or loss
may very well have occurred —a purchasing power gain
or loss. As Wells states, devaluation usually accompanies a period of inflation in the country devaluing
its currency.' In the United States, at the present time,
adjusting financial statements to reflect the effects
of inflation is not considered generally accepted accounting practice. However, the effects of inflation
have been more severe in certain other countries, and
accounting practices in some of those countries sanction the recognition of inflation in the accounts. The
point is, regardless of whether or not financial state ments are adjusted for inflation or deflation, foreign
exchange gains and losses should not be confused with
purchasing power gains and losses.

L. F. KON RATH
is Assistant Professor
of Accounting at the
University of Toledo.
He holds B.B.A. and
M.B.A. degrees from
the University of
Toledo and a Ph.D.
degree from the
University of
Michigan. Dr. Konrath
is currently,in Ireland
on sabbatical leave to
study that country's
auditing practices.

Michael T. W ells, "Devaluation and Inflation and Their Effect on For
Operations;' Readings in International Accounting, Houghton -Mifflin Co., N.
Y., 1969, p. 262.
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"The loss on
foreign
exchange is
potential
only . . . "

Example

Managerial Impl ica ti on s

Most companies which conduct foreign operations
include in their reporting systems periodic surveys of
the firms' exposure to risk of exchange loss in the event
of devaluation. Alternative ways of viewing this risk
are apparent in practice. Some accountants, for example, advocate including only net monetary assets
Cash
beg. bal.
1,000 1,500
disbursements among assets exposed to risk' Others would include
inventories to the extent cost cannot be recovered.'
receipts
2,000
Still others advocate including inventories regardless
of prospective changes in selling prices.' And, one
Accounts Receivable
would include all assets exposed to risk.'
beg. bal.
600 1,200
receipts
Much of the disparity may result from the praotice
sales
1,000
of recognizing exchange losses and gains during the
period of rate fluctuation rather than at the point
Accounts Payable
of conversion. A more realistic practice would be to
disbursements
1,0001 800
beg. bal.
view the exposure to risk as being restricted to that
1,200
purchases
portion of monetary assets at the point of devaluation
which is likely to be converted to U.S. dollars following
At the beginning of the year, the exchange rate was devaluation. This would be consistent with the pro$2.40 to the pound and the purchasing power index posed practice of recognizing exchange gains and losses
was 100. At the end of the period, the purchasing only upon conversion or where conversion is highly
power index advanced to 110, and the exchange rate probable. It would also result in an exposure figure
declined to $2.20 to the pound. All transactions were which more accurately reflects the potential loss from
consummated prior to these changes.
devaluation. This, in turn, should lead to more rational
Conventional practice would call for converting the decisions concerning protective measures designed to
net monetary assets at the current exchange rate, i.e., minimize the potential loss.
$2.20 to the pound and recognizing a loss on foreign
exchange in the amount of $180. This loss is computed A Recommended Solution
as follows:
Given fluctuations in the rate of exchange as the
sole criterion, the result is to confuse foreign exchange
Dollar equivalent at previous exchange rate
losses and gains with purchasing power losses and gains.
($2.40 x 900)
$2,160 As a proposed solution, it is recommended that the
Dollar equivalent at current exchange rate
following criteria be utilized in computing and report($2.20 x 900)
1,980 ing both types of losses and gains as they relate to
Loss
$ 180 U.S. firms consummating foreign transactions or to
U.S. firms operating foreign subsidiaries.
The loss on foreign exchange is potential only, and
is contingent upon whether or not pounds are, or are FOREIGN EXCHANGE GAINS AND LOSSES
likely to be, converted to dollars by the subsidiary 1. To the extent an importer or exporter owes, or
and remitted to the parent company. If the policy
is owed, an amount fixed in terms of a foreign
is to remit all or part of the net working capital in
currency, he is exposed to a gain or loss upon a
the form of a dividend, recognition of the exchange
fluctuation in the rate of exchange between the
loss is justifiable. If, on the other hand, the subsidiary
foreign currency and the U.S. dollar.
follows a policy of reinvesting net working capital in 2. With respect to a U.S. firm operating a foreign
inventories and /or other nonmonetary assets, recognisubsidiary, a gain or joss on foreign exchange arises
tion of the loss in the income statement would appear
under the following conditions:
(a) A fluctuation in the rate of exchange has octo be inconsistent with the going concern concept.
If British accounting practices sanctioned recognicurred, .and
(b) Conversion has either taken place, or is highly
tion of the effects of inflation in the accounts, a
purchasing power loss of $198 may be recognized in
probable.
lieu of the foreign exchange loss. This loss is computed:

A United States firm operates a wholly -owned subsidiary in England. The following activity occurred
(expressed in pounds) in the monetary accounts of
the British subsidiary during the period:

I

Effects of inflation 900 x 110 /100
Actual monetary position
Loss in pounds
Current exchange rate
Loss in dollars

990
900
90
$2.20
$198

This practice would apply only to the extent the
subsidiary reinvests rather than remits working capital.
The disparity between the foreign exchange loss and
the purchasing power loss arises from the fact that
fluctuations in the rate of exchange need not precisely
parallel changes in the general price level.
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PURCHASING POWER GAINS AND LOSSES

A U.S. firm operating a foreign subsidiary should
recognize a purchasing power gain or loss on monetary
items under the following circumstances:
1. General price level changes have occurred in the
foreign country, and
= Ibid., p. 265.
' Elliot C. Willard, "The Lower of Cost or Market Test for Foreigh Inven tories '
Readings in International Accounting, Houghton - Mifflin Co., N.Y., 1969,
p. 293.
' Alan Teck, "Financial Planning in Nations with Fluctuatin g Currencies," Management Accounting, January, 1970.
' Alfred M. King, "Budgeting Foreign Exchange Losses," Management Acco unting
Octo ber, 1969, p. 40.
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2. Accounting practice within that country sanctions
recognizing the effects of inflation, and
3. The subsidiary follows a policy of reinvesting rather
than remitting net working capital.

Conclusion
One can observe from the above discussion that the
only real difference between a foreign exchange loss
and a purchasing power loss is that the parent substains
the exchange loss, whereas the foreign subsidiary
suffers the purchasing power loss. Only one or the
other should be recognized —not both. The only dif-

ference that exists from a consolidated point of view
is the disparity between fluctuations in the exchange
rate and changes in the general price level. Nevertheless, these two types of loss should not be confused
in the accounts.
By following the above criteria, consistency in recognizing gains and losses will be maintained, and the
real nature of each situation will be reflected. In
addition, the suggested approach to computing gain
or loss from foreign exchange should lead to a more
realistic appraisal, by management, of risk exposure
from possible devaluation of currencies.

E]

". . .

the

parent sustains
the exchange
loss, whereas
the foreign
subsidiary
suffers the
purchasing
power loss."

PPBS AND PROPOSAL FORMULATION
Continued from page 33
which covered all phases of arms creation and acquisition, from concept formulation to actual usage.

Total Package Procurement
A contract proposal submitted under the total package procurement approach includes estimates of all
development, production, and system support costs.
The distinguishing factor being that the contract price,
performance characteristics and commitments for a
feasible amount of system support are made at the
beginning of the system's life - cycle. Other alterations
in proposal formulation are noted by Reimer in the
following statement:
"In addition to the additional data that must
be submitted to the Government in support of
a total package proposal, the contractor must
engage in in -depth analysis and projection of
cost figures, and in all probability, initiate some
preliminary design efforts in order to provide
himself with the required degree of confidence
inherent in a total package commitment." '
The total package approach to contracting has met
with limited success. The plan was not successful
because the proposals submitted were so complex that
comparison of one bidder's approach with another's
was nearly impossible. In addition, contractors were
not enthusiastic about submitting bids because proposal preparation under this approach is• extremely
expensive and time - consuming. Finally, such contracts
have been characterized by enormous cost overruns.
To avoid the problems associated with the total
I

W . H. Riemer, Handbook of Government Contract Administration, Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliff; N.J., 1968, p.75.
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package concept, the Department of Defense is now
dividing the package into more manageable portions.
As a result, the Department contracts separately for
the concept formulation and validation phases, and
the advanced research and development and production stages (which includes the operational phase).
This approach preserves some of the advantages of
total package contracting (i.e., reduction in set -up
costs, insuring greater competition among defense
contractors, and forcing the contractor to assume the
risk of price changes); at the salve time, the multi -year
approach reduces the cost of proposal preparation and
simplifies the review process.
Con cl u s i on
As a result of the introduction of PPBS, defense
objectives have been stated more explicitly and therefore have been made available for use as support for
contract proposals. Instead of awarding contracts for
each step in the weapon development process, the
Department of Defense grants contracts for multiple,
life -cycle stages. Consequently, proposals prepared for
such contracts must consider the long -range aspects
of production, installation and operation costs. However, contracts for the preproduction phases— concept
formulation and validation — require more time for
completion because of the increased amount of analysis required by PPBS. Therefore, proposals prepared
for concept development contracts take into account
the additional expense and time requirements of these
phases. In effect, contract proposals have been altered
in such a way as to harmonize the formulation process
with the objectives of the PPB system. National security objectives, systematic analysis and long -range projections of program costs and achievements are all
major considerations in contract proposal formulation.
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CUMULATIVE
PROBABILISTIC
SALES FORECASTING
This Process Provides Management
With A Far More Realistic Basis for Establishing
Staffing Levels, Overhead Budgets, And Facility Plans

By Harley M. Courtney and
Frederick V. Brooks
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Administration from
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Washington, D. C.

Rather than weighting the dollar values of each project
and summing to obtain a single weighted estimated
sales value, the alternative proposed is to calculate
the probabilities attached to a range of estimated sales
volumes. This process provides management with a
far more realistic basis for establishing staffing levels,
overhead budgets, and facility plans.
In order to clarify the necessary distinction between
the securing of a contract or project for a particular
sales value, and the sales billings or revenues which
are collected upon delivery of contract items, the term
"net sales estimated" will be used throughout the
following discussion for total contract values to be
negotiated, and the term "net sales billed" for revenue
to be recognized for delivered items, assuming the
contracts are received.

While many companies are in the enviable position
of having a large number of small individual sales
during a period, other companies can expect to consummate only a few relatively large sales during a given
fiscal period. Companies in the first category can
project sales by product lines or even total dollar sales
with some degree of reliability. If the largest potential
sale of such a company represents one thousandth of
the expected sales and the probability of that individual sale being consummated is estimated as 0.5, it
[Hakes little difference whether or not the sale occurs.
However, if the potential sale involved represents 25
percent of the total expected sales, then that potential
sale becomes crucial. In order to meet this problem
Initial Sales Projections
of accurate sales budgeting, corporate planners have
The sales estimating and budgeting functions under
traditionally applied a probability weighting factor to
this
proposed method are somewhat simplified for the
each potential sale. Then, by summing the product
of the value of each item and the associated proba- directors of various units of the company. Each unit
bility, the planner is able to project an "expected" director is furnished with a form similar to Exhibit
sales volume for a stipulated period. This expected 1. Information to be entered by the unit director is
value method, however, may result in sales budgets the project number, NSE value of each project
that are unlikely to be achieved. As a consequence, number, and the probability of obtaining the contract
material, labor, equipment, and financing plans result for each project. He must then assume that each
in acquisitions that are either inadequate or excessive. project is obtained, and he must budget the expected
In contrast, those firms whose sales volume is com- NSB under that project. For example, project 1 is
posed of relatively large contracts will find the cumu- indicated as having a NSE value of $50,000 with a
lative probabilistic sales forecasting method a reliable 0.9 probability of being obtained. Then, having astool for planning. Using it, management may assess sumed that project 1 is obtained, the unit director
the likelihood of attaining a given sales goal, and determines that billings will occur in the third quarter
thereby choose the preferred trade -off between risk of the calendar year 1970 in the amount of $10,000,
aversion and sales aspiration. Moreover, the sensitivity in the fourth quarter in the amount of $15,000, and
of the sales forecast to errors in subjective probability in the first quarter of 1971 in the amount of $25,000.
In this example, unit directors were required to restrict
is available to management.
The cumulative probabilistic technique proposed probability classifications to those indicated on the
here has been tested in practice and found to alleviate form in order to minimize calculations involved. It
some of the problems of evaluating sales projections. should be emphasized again that no weighting of
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expected dollars is done by the director. He assumes
that the sales will be consummated and then estimates
the full amounts of his billings.
Above the unit level, the division staff combines
the NSE projections of all unit directors, grouping
them by probability category. Exhibit 2 is an example
of such a worksheet. Note that line 1 is composed
of information obtained from Exhibit 1. In Exhibit
1 there are three items having a probability of 0.9;
that is, project 1 for $50,000, project 2A for $15,000,
and project 4 for $900,000: thus,a total of $965,000
sales have been assigned a probability of 0.9. This is
entered in column 3 of Exhibit 2. Column 4 (probability factor of 0.5), is composed of projects 213, 3A,
and 413. Column 5 (probability factor of 0.3) is composed of projects 313 and 4C. Directors for planning
units 2 through 5 also submit projections for their
units similar to that indicated in Exhibit 1, and are
the basis for the remainder of entries in Exhibit 2.
Finally, totals for each probability category are obtained by summing the columns.
In the same way as for NSE, the division staff
combines the NSB projections for all unit directors,
grouping therm by probability. Exhibit 3 is an example
of this summary. Note, however, that in this case the
summary includes only NSB's estimated for the four
quarters of 1970.

Cumulative Probabilities
Exhibit 4 is a tabular calculation of the cumulative
probabilities of obtaining various NSB levels. The
minimum NSB possibility is the $250,000 arising from
activities of unit 2 during the year, with a probability
of 1.0. This is represented on the first line of Exhibit
4. The first column of Exhibit 4 indicates the cumulative dollar value of NSB obtained, and the second
column is the NSB probability combinations from
which they may be obtained. The third column is the
overall probability that the combination of probabilities in column 2 will occur, and the final column
is the cumulative probability that all the previous
levels of NSB will occur.
Looking at the first line of Exhibit 4, the combination shown is for all contracts having a probability
of 1.0 being obtained and no others. The cumulative
NSB level if this occurs is $250,000. The probability
that only this combination of contracts will be obtained is .0315, although the cumulative probability
of this NSB level being achieved is a certainty, or
1.0. This may be explained as follows: If the contract
of $250,000 is obtained by unit 2 and no other contract
is obtained, then the probability of that combination
occurring is 1.0. If we now multiply the probability
of obtaining the $250,000 contract, 1.0, times 0.1 (the
probability of not obtaining contracts in the 0.9 probability category) times 0.5 (the probability of not
obtaining contracts in the 0.5 probability category)
times 0.7 (the probability of not obtaining contracts
in the 0.3 probability category) times 0.9 (the probability of not obtaining contracts in the 0.1 probability
category), it gives us the probability of .0315 that this
particular combination will occur.
The next step in our calculation requires that we
isolate the smallest addition to NSB which will occur
if all contracts from any probability category are obMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1972

tained. The smallest total in Exhibit 3 is the $327,000
in the 0.5 probability column. Thus, our next combination in Exhibit 4 is 1.0 and 0.5, for a cumulative
NSB level of $577,000. The probability of that combination, and only that combination, of contracts being
obtained is also .0315 (this probability is the same
as the one above inasmuch as the probability of the
0.5 level occurring is the same as the probability that
it will not occur). The cumulative probability of billings is then equal to (1.0 - 0.0315 = 0.9685). The
third step in constructing Exhibit 4 is to select the
next minimum level of NSB above $577,000. Inspecting Exhibit 3, we find that the 0.1 probability level
of $350,000 is the next lowest dollar figure, which when
added to $250,000 gives us $600,000. Calculations of
the remainder of line 3 proceed in the same manner
as they did for the preceding line. When one reaches
line 5, all of the combinations of two probabilities
have been utilized; therefore, the combination of 1.0
and two additional probability levels of NSB figures
representing the minimum increase over the preceding
line of $642,000 must be obtained. Since the 0.5 and
0.1 probability columns yield the smallest totals, they
are added to the total in the 1.0 column to get
$927,000.
Exhibit 4 contains a considerable amount of information regarding the probability of obtaining given
NSB levels as well as the cumulative probability that
billings occurring within a given year will occur. Such
information is quite useful. Exhibit 5 graphically depicts the information in Exhibit 4. The vertical axis
is the cumulative probability of obtaining a given NSB
level during the year, and the horizontal axis represents
the dollar level of NSB involved. For example, it will
be noted that the probability of obtaining at least
$250,000 in NSB is indicated as 1.0, and the probability
of obtaining at least $577,000 in NSB can be read
from the vertical axis as approximately 0.9685.

"The most
useful
information
which can be
obtained ... is
through
sensitivity
analysis."

Sensitivity Analysis of NSB
The most useful information which can be obtained
from Exhibit 5 is through sensitivity analysis. The
slope of the curve indicates the sensitivity of the
projection to changes in probability. For example, an
NSB goal established between $1,900,000 and

Exhibit 1
SALES PLANNING PROJECTIONS BY UNIT 1

Project
title

Contract
sales
value (1)

1
2A
2B
3A
3B
4A
4B
4C

$ 50
15
5
100
30
900
100
20

Totals

NSB Assuming projects are awarded
Prob.
1970
(2)
1st Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr
.9
$ 10
.9
.5
.5
$ 25
25
.3
10
.9
$225
250
250
.5
25
25
.3
$225

$300

$320

4th Qtr

1st Qtr

$ 15
8
2
25
12
175
50
_ PO

$25
7
3
25
8

$307

$68

1971
2nd Qtr

1. Thousands of do llars with all overheads and p rofit included.
2. Use probab ility factors of 1.0, 0.9, 0.5, 0.3, and 0.1 only.
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Exhibit 3
SUMMARY OF NSB PROJECTIONS
BY PROBABILITY FACTOR
(Thousands of dollars)

Exhibit 2
SUMMARY OF NSE PROJECTIONS
BY PROBABILITY FACTOR
(Thousands of dollars)
Unit
1
2
3
4
5

Probabilities
0.9
0.5
$205
$ 965
100
100
250
75
300

1.0
$500

Totals

$500

$1,590

$405

0.3
$ 50

0.1
$ 75
100

725
25

75

$800

$250

Unit
1
2
3
4
5
Totals

1.0
$250

$250

Probabilities
0.5
0.9
$177
$ 533
50
100
90
75
200
$1,398

$327

0.3
$ 42

0.1
$ 75
100

325
25
$392

175_
$350

Exhibit 4
PROBABILITIES OF CUMULATIVE
NET SALES BILLED
Probability
combinations
&

1.0
1.0 0.5
1.0 0.1
1.0 & 0.3
1.0, 0.5 0.1
1.0, 0.5 0.3
1.0, 0.3
0.1
1.0, 0.5, 0.3
0.1
1.0 & 0.9
1.0, 0.9 0.5
1.0, 0.9,
0.1
1.0, 0.9 0.3
1.0, 0. 9, 0.5
0.1
1.0, 0.9, 0.5 0.3
1.0, 0.9, 0.1 & 0.3
1.0, 0.9, 0.5, 0.3 & 0.1
&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

$

Cumulative
NSB (1)
250
577
600
642
927
969
992
1,319
1,648
1,975
1,998
2,040
2,325
2,367
2,390
2,717

Prob. of
combination
occurring (2)
.0315
.0315
.0035
.0135
.0035
.0135
.0015
.0015
.2835
.2835
.0315
.1215
.0315
.1215
.0135
.0135

Cum. prob. of
reaching NSB (2)
1.0000
.9685
.9370
.9335
.9200
.9165
.9030
.9015
.9000
.6165
.3330
.3015
.1800
.1485
.0270
.0135

Note:
L Obtained by adding together dollar amounts in Exhibit 3 for corresponding probability
combinations.
2. See text for method of calculation.

Exhibit 6
PROBABILITIES OF CUMULATIVE
NET SALES ESTIMATED
Probability
combinations

Prob. of
combination
occurring (2)

Cum. prob. of
not exceeding
NSE (2)

1.0
1.0 0.1
1.0 & 0.5
0.1
1.0, 0.5
1.0 & 0.3
1.0, 0.3 0.1
0.3
1.0, 0.5
1.0, 0.5, 0.3 0.1
1.0 0.9
1.0, 0.9 0.1
1.0, 0.9 0.5
1.0, 0.9, 0.5
0.1
1.0, 0.9 0.3
1.0, 0.9, 0.3 0.1
1.0, 0.9, 0.5
0.3
1.0, 0.9, 0.5, 0.3 0.1

.0315
.0035
.0315
.0035
.0135
.0015
.0135
.0015
.2835
.0315
.2835
.0315
.1215
.0135
.1215
.0135

.0315
.0350
.0665
.0700
.0835
.0850
.0985
.1000
.3835
.4150
.6985
.7300
.8515
.8650
.9865
1.0000

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

$ 500
750
905
1155
1300
1550
1705
1955
2090
2340
2495
2745
2890
3140
3295
3545

&

Cumulative
NSE (1)

Note.
I. Obtained by adding together dollar amounts in Exhibit 2 for corresponding probability
combinations.
2. See text for method of calculation.
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$2,000,000 will be relatively insensitive to changes in which would not be particularly sensitive to the accuprobability. That is, it should be relatively safe. racy of the probability predictions.
Within this range a reasonable error in probability
assessments would not substantially alter the goal Conclusion
selected. Goals established between $2,000,000 and
The crucial point in most budgeting systems is that
$2,300,000 will have a higher dependence on the accu- of the sales budget. The more potential sales there
racy of the data, since a change in the probability are on the planning horizon and the smaller or more
will result in a substantial change in the goals.
uniform in size these potential sales are, the more
To illustrate this effect, consider the following ex- likely that a useful figure would emerge. However,
ample: Suppose a NSB goal of $2,300,000 is chosen
many businesses operate on the basis of some relatively
and projected for the current budget year. Now, if
large contracts in relation to their operations, and find
management's initial probability assessments were in
themselves in considerable difficulty when depending
error by more than 10 percent, this NSB goal of on such an analysis for planning purposes. When faced
$2,300,000 could be missed on the high side by approx- with such uncertainties, management cannot use the
imately $100,000 and on the low side by as much as weighted sales estimate to evaluate the risks involved
$300,000 (a variable range of $400,000 or nearly 20 in employing personnel, physical resources, or financpercent of the total NSB goal). However, suppose an ing. In contrast, the cumulative probability technique,
NSB goal of $1,900,000 is chosen for the current bud- as illustrated in this article, indicates to management
get year. Management's initial probability assessments the probability of achieving any given level of NSB
can now vary in accuracy by approximately .4 or 40 or NSE during the year.
percent without any significant variation from the
There are, however, limitations to the accuracy and
NSB target. In addition, it can be seen that the proba- usefulness of the system as described, as well as limitability of achieving that NSB goal declines as the goal
tions arising from the data. First, the probabilities of
increases in dollar amount.
each sales contract must be independent. It is obvious
that this assumption is not always correct. When a
Sensitivity Analysis of NSE
project is broken into smaller units in order to reflect
Now let us consider this type of analysis with NSE. varying probabilities of success, the units cannot be
However, instead of calculating the probability of completely independent. For example, if the governachieving a certain level of NSE, let us compute the ment requires a project to be divided between (1)
cumulative probabilities of not exceeding given NSE research and (2) development, then the company relevels. (See Exhibit 6.) The probability of not reaching ceiving the research contract may be more likely to
an NSE level of $500,000 is zero inasmuch as we have receive the development contract than if such a divia certainty of reaching that level. (For construction sion is not made. Thus, it is obvious that our assumpof Exhibit 6, we refer to the totals summarized in
tion is not always correct. However, the impact of
Exhibit 2.) Therefore, the probability of not exceeding this error is minimized by the very nature of the area
$500,000 in NSE is the same as the probability of
in which it most commonly occurs. Generally, when
attaining that specific $500,000 level, or .0315; cal- enough is known about a project to predict varying
culated, as before, it is the product of (1.0 x 0.1 x degrees of sales success, the probability of the initial
0 . 5 x 0 . 7 x 0 . 9 = .0315).
portion approaches 1.0. The additional pieces of the
The next step is to select a combination of two contract will generally be independent of each other;
probability categories which gives the smallest level
thus, the error induced by not considering them as
of NSE. In this case the 0.1 probability column repre- conditionally probable is minimized. Further error
sents the smallest increment. Thus, the cumulative reduction can be obtained by limiting the division of
NSE level would be $750,000 and the probability of
projects to those instances when the probabilities are
that combination existing would be 1.0 times 0.1 times vastly different.
complements of the other probabilities (0.1, 0.5, and
A second limitation is caused by the summation
0.7) which yields .0035. The cumulative probability of the projects within probability categories, and the
of not exceeding an NSE of $750,000 is the sum of
limiting of probability selection. Both of these factors
the probabilities of combinations to this point (0.0315 are introduced in order to reduce the number of
+ 0.0035). The remainder of the combinations in calculations to a manageable level for manual preparaExhibit 6 are obtained in a similar fashion.
tion of the report. The result is an approximation of
Exhibit 7 illustrates the information in Exhibit 6. the true cumulative probability curve.
We note that the probability of not achieving an NSE
These two examples, while obviously dependent on
of $500,000 is zero, and that the probability of not
the data selected, point out the substantial gain in
achieving sales of about $2,000,000 is 0.1. By looking perception which management receives from the cuat NSE in this manner, management is able to determulative probability technique. For the goals which
mine the amount of risk associated with a given sales
he sets, the manager can determine the amount of
level goal. For example, any goal between $500,000
risk which he is accepting. He can determine the
and $2,000,000 will have essentially little risk, while probability of needing the support of a given level
a goal above that level will entail substantially greater of staffing and facilities, and he can determine the
risk. The establishment of a goal between $2,350,000 sensitivity of his decisions to errors in sales probability
and $2,500,000 would provide a goal of reasonable risk estimates.

"For goals
which he sets,
the manager
can determine
the amount of
risk which he
is accepting."

El
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LETTERS to the editor
days after obtaining employment are deductible as moving expenses subject to certain dollar limitations.
There is no requirement that the whole family move before
For instance: using Mr. Calas' formula for computing selling
such
expenses are deductible. Further, House Report No. 91 -413
price variance, the firm's sales department could be judged cur(part
2) 91st Congress, 1st Session, page 50, indicates such expenses
rently on the sales prices actually received as compared to that
may
occur
while the taxpayer is looking for a permanent residence
projected. More emphasis could be directed toward customers who
or
while
he
is waiting to move into a new residence which he
have not come across with the planned increases.
To add further sophistication and meaningfulness to these anal- has already found.
Perhaps Mr. Lee was misled by the statement contained in
yses, a firm could update its calendarized budget by issuing quarterly or, if feasible, monthly sales and profit forecasts and measure House Report No. 91 -413 (part 1) 91st Congress, 1st Session, page
actual results against these forecasts and the plan. This would 76, which says temporary living expenses at the new job location
keep top management from assuming that the plant or plants are include costs of meals and lodging for the taxpayer and members
going to meet their predetermined plan and would signal any of his household at the new job location while they are waiting
troubled areas that may be corrected if immediate action is taken. to move into permanent quarters. This is not a limiting statement
but a statement designed to include the situation where the family
Paul Spigler arrives at the new job location prior to the time the household
Plant Accountant goods arrive or the situation where the family moves to the new
North American Rockwell Corp. location but the new permanent residence is not ready for occupancy.
Ashtabula, Ohio
A minor point which also could be clarified is that Regulation
1.217 -2 (d) (3) as proposed 3/18/71 offers an alternative to reporting as income in the subsequent year unallowable moving expenses
Christmas Chuckle
previously deducted. The alternative is to file an amended return
Thank you for the Christmas chuckle in "Mr. Kringle Snows for the previous year, excluding the unallowable moving expenses.
the Auditors," December 1971. The auditors that I shared it with
Dale R. Ellery
enjoyed it as much as I did.
It seems to me that your little fable may have a moral hidden Southgate, Mich.
in its humor. Too often accountants as well as auditors are blinded
to human values in their search for hard facts. If this isn't the
I agree with Mr. D. R. Ellery's statement about Section
case at least we often appear to ignore these values.
217(b)
(1) (D) of the Internal Revenue Code as amended by the
Sometimes we all need to be reminded that accounting itself
Tax
Reform
Act of 1969. My definition of deductible temporary
is a language. It is merely a means of communicating the essence
living
expenses
is too limited by the provision that such expenses
of what businesses are doing and have done both for and with
must
be
incurred
after the move by the taxpayer and his family.
people. If this basic premise is kept in mind perhaps we can add
warmth to our sometimes cold image and clarify our own vision. My apologies to MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING readers for this misleading statement and my sincere thanks to Mr. Ellery for his
Marsha P. Niles letter on this subject.
Stanley B. Lee, Jr.
Miami Chapter
Tax Manager
Coral Gables, Fla.
Norton Company
Worcester, Mass.
Continued from page 8

Timely and Well Written ... But
Mr. Stanley B. Lee, Jr.'s article titled "The 1969 Tax Reform Required Reading
Act and Employee Moving Expenses" (January 1972) was very
Jan R. Williams' article, "Time and Use Depreciation," (January
timely and well written. However, I disagree strongly with one
point. Mr. Lee indicates temporary living expenses (i.e., meals and 1972) presents, in an easily understandable form, the theory that
lodging) at the new job location are deductible only if incurred many depreciable assets experience a decline in usefulness due
after the move by the taxpayer and his family during which time not just to the passage of time or actual usage but from some
they occupy temporary quarters at the new job location, while rate that considers both variables.
As an accounting instructor, I sometimes am guilty of becoming
waiting to move into the permanent residence. This is amplified
by his statement that interim period living expenses incurred prior "locked in" to established methods and textbook definitions of
to the move of t he family of the transferred employee (such certain accounting topics. It is, therefore, refreshing when a realistic
expenses include lodging, meals, laundry, and return trip travel alternative such as this is presented. Particularly so, when it is
costs) are not deductible by the employee. This indicates that, adaptable to a broad range of businesses and uses. In too many
if an employee must report to work before his family moves, all instances an article deals with a concept unique to so few compatemporary living expenses incurred by the employee in the new nies as to preclude its consideration by all but a small number
job location are personal expenses and, therefore, not deductible. of readers. Not so here.
My compliments to Mr. Williams for writing it and you for
My point of disagreement is with the words "after the move by
printing it. It is now required reading for my accounting students.
the taxpayer and his family."
Internal Revenue Code Section 217 (b) (1) (D) as amended
William C. Thompson
by the Tax Reform Act of 1969 simply says that meals and lodging
Kokomo Area Chapter
while occupying temporary quarters in the general location of the
new principal place of work during any period of 30 consecutive Kokomo, Ind.
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NOTICE OF ANNUAL MEETING
Notice is hereby given to all members of the Association that
the Annual Meeting of the National Association of Accountants will be held at the Bellevue Stratford Hotel in Philadelphia, Pa., on Monday, June 26, at approximately 10:30 a.m.,
or immediately following the conclusion of the opening session, to receive the report of the Nominating Committee and
to transact such other business as may properly come before
the meeting.
William M. Young, Jr.
Executive Director

New York
May 1, 1972

Nominating Committee Report
To Members of the National Association of Accountants
The 1971 -72 Nominating Committee is
pleased to present the following
members as nominees for election to
international office at the Annual
Meeting of the Association to be held
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Monday,
June 26, 1972.
Under the Constitution and By -Laws
of the Association, 14 international officers —the president, 12 vice presidents,
and the treasurer —are elected to serve
a term of one year. Fifty international
directors are elected to serve a term of
two years. Their terms overlap with
those of 50 current directors, thus assuring continuity on the Board of
Directors.
This report also includes nominees

for the Nominating Committee for
1972 -73, who are also elected at the
Annual Meeting.
In all cases, the nominees' service on
chapter boards has been extensive and
exemplary. Each has served as president
of at least one chapter, not necessarily
the one with which the nominee is
currently affiliated. We recommend this
group of outstanding members, confident that they will carry out the responsibilities of their offices in the same
praiseworthy fashion as they have conducted themselves heretofore.
Respectfully Submitted,
Nominating Committee
1971 -72

Nominating Committee 1971 -72
CHAIRMAN:

ETTORE BARBATELLI, MILWAUKEE

R. LEE BRUMMET, RALEIGH- DURHAM
ROBERT R. ELLIOTT, BALTIMORE
WILLIAM L. FERRARA, CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA
JOHN J. FOX, DETROIT
VINCENT B. GRANDE, KNOXVILLE
GORDON A. JOHNSON, ROCHESTER
HAROLD E. LITTLE, WASHINGTON TRI- CITIES
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1972

RAYMOND J. LUTJEN, DES MOINES
WILLIAM R. McCAMY, FORT WORTH
JAMES E. MEREDITH, JR., NEW YORK
GRANT U. MEYERS, NORTH TEXAS
WADE B. SALISBURY, SAN JOSE
JAMES C. STEPHENSON, LAKE ERIE CENTRAL
ROBERT J. WEAFER, BOSTON
49

Nominee for President

ROBERT BEYER
Milwaukee (1942): Director of Employment,
1945 -46; Director of Program, 1946 -47;
Director of Education, 1947 -48; Vice President, 1948 -50, and President, 1950 -51. National Director, 1960 -62, and Chairman, Special Committee on Conference Planning,
1960 -61, and member, Committee on Research Planning, 1%2-63; National Director,
member of the Executive Committee, and
Chairman, Committee on Research Planning,
1964 -67. He was elected NAA Vice President,
1 %7 -68; member of the Planning Committee, 1968 -69; member of the Committee on
Management Accounting Practices and appointed member of the Executive Committee, 1 %9 -72. Currently affiliated with
Colorado Springs - Pueblo, he is Managing
Partner, Touche Ross & Co., New York, N.Y.
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Nominees for Vice Presidents
W ILLIAM D. LEE

WARREN W . BYRNE

&

"

New York (1944): Director of Special Activities, 1948 -49; Director of Employment,
1949 -50; Director of Public Relations, 195051; Vice President, 1951 -53, and 1954 -55;
President, 1955 -56. He was elected National
Director, 1960 -62, and served as Chairman
of the 1960 Annual Conference Committee.
He was a m em ber of the Com mittee on
Finance, 1970 -72. Now a member of Illinois
Northeast Chapter, he is President, Byrne
Co., Lake Forest, III.

Long Beach (1956): Director of Special Activities, 1958 -59; Director of Programs,
1961 -62; Treasurer, 1962 -64; Vice President,
1964 -65; President, 1 %5 -66. Western Regional Conference Hospitality Chairman,
1968 -69. He was elected National Director,
1 %9 -71. Member, Committee on Public Relations, 1971 -72. Currently a member of
Orange Coast Chapter, he is Vice President,
Super Temp Corp., Santa Fe Springs, Calif.

JAMES E. McMILLEN
ROBERT L. CHAPLIN

Dallas (1948): Director of Communications,
1954 -55; Director of Education, 1955 -56; Vice
President, 1956 -57; President, 1957 -58; National Director, 1958 -59, and 1 %9 -71. Now
a member of Central Texas Chapter, he was
on the Committee on New Chapter Forma tion, 1971 -72. He is Vice President —Administration, Oil City Iron Works, Inc., Corsicana, Texas.

-

Peoria (1952); Fort Wayne: Director of Special Activities, 1960 -61; Director of Manuscripts, 1 %1 -62; Secretary, 1 %2 -63; Vice
President, 1 %3 -64; President, 1964 -65.
Member of the Board of Directors, 1%7-69,
and a member of the Committee on Education, 1%7 -72. He is Assistant Corporate
Controller, The Magnavox Co., Fort Wayne,
Ind.

ROBERT B. OAKLEAF

-

Olean- Bradford Area (1958): Director of
Meetings, 1 %1 -62; Director of Program,
1 %2 -63; Director of Membership, 1963 -64;
Vice President, 1964 -65, and President,
1 %5 -66. He was elected National Director,
1%7 -69. He served on the Committee on
Public Relations, 1969 -71, and on the Committee on Publications, 1971 -72. He is Chairman of the Board of the F. H. Oakleaf Co.,
Inc., and President of Oakleaf's, Inc., Olean,
N.Y.

'

Florida West Central (1960); Mid - Florida:
Director of Programs, 1964 -65; Vice President, 1964-65, and President, 1 %5 -66. He
served as National Director, 1966 -67, and
1969 -71, each term on the Committee on
Chapter Operations. He is Comptroller,
Florida Gas Co., Winter Park, Fla.

„

ROBERT L. CRAMER

g

G. W ILLIAM FAHEY

&

ROBERT L. PYLE
(

San Francisco (1953): Director of Membership, 1 %3 -64; Director of Manuscripts,
1964 -65; Secretary, 1%5 -66; Vice President,
1966 -67, and 1967 -68; President, 1968 -69;
General Chairman of the 1970 Western Regional Conference. Elected to the Board of
Directors, 1970 -72, he served as a member
of the Committee on Publications. He is
Chairman of the Golden Western Council.
He is Secretary, Stecher, Traung Schmidt,
San Francisco, Calif.

Akron (1955); Cleveland: Director of
Member Attendance, 1 %3 -64; Director of
Programs, 1964 -65; Vice President, 1965 -66;
1966 -67, and 1967 -68; President, 1968 -69. He
served as National Director, 1970 -72. He is
Vice President, American Appraisal Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio

CHESTER R. KENNEDY
Pittsburgh (1959): Director of Membership,
1964 -65; Director of Special Activities and
Public Relations, 1%5-66; Director -at- Large,
1966 -67; Vice President, 1 %7 -68, and 1968 69; President, 1%9-70. He was elected to the
NAA Board of Directors, 1970 -72. H•e is Financial Vice President and Treasurer, Washington Steel Corp., Washington, Pa.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1972

VERNON C. QUARLES

Q

Delaware (1 %2): Director of Meetings,
1 %3 -64; Director of Manuscripts, 1964 -65;
Director of Program, 1965 -66; Vice President,
1966 -67, and President, 1967 -68. He was
elected National Director, 1970 -72. He is
Assistant Manager, Control Division, E. I.
Du Pont de Nemours, Wilmington, Del.
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Nominees for Vice Presidents
CHARLES T. SMITH, Jr.
Piedmont (1957): Director of Public Relations, 1957-58; Director of Membership,
1958. Western Carolinas: Director of Manuscripts, 1 %3 -64; Treasurer, 1964 -65; Vice
President, 1966 -67, and 1967 -68; President,
1968 -69. Atlanta Chapter: he served on the
NAA Committee on Membership, 1969 -72.
He is a Partner, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell &
Co., Atlanta, Ga.

ARTHUR S. TAYLOR
Boston (1951): Director of Employment,
1960 -61; Director of Membership, 1 %1 -62;
Treasurer, 1962 -63; Vice President, 1 %3 -66,
and President, 1966 -67. He served as a National Director, 1 %7 -69, and on the
Committee on Accounting Development,
1969 -70. He is a Partner, O'Brien, FitzGerald,
Taylor & Keaveney, Waltham, Mass.

4W

Nominee for Treasurer
CLEMENS A. ERDAHL
New Orleans (1951); New York: Director of
Education, 1959 -60; Vice President, 1963 -64,
and 1964 -65; President, 1 %5 -66. He was
elected to the Board of Directors, 1966 -68,
and elected Treasurer, 1970 -71, and 1971 -72.
He is a Partner in Price Waterhouse & Co.,
New York, N.Y.

Nominees for International Directors

DAVID B. AYRES, Jr.

JEROME F. BEESON

Richmond; Roanoke; Hawaii (1950). He
is Comptroller, Commonwealth of Virginia, Richmond, Va.

Boise (1965). He is Manager, Touche
Ross & Co., Boise, Idaho.

JERRY M. BALDW IN

MIL

Baton Rouge; Dallas (1962). Member,
Public Relations Committee, 1971 -72.
He is Comptroller of Schuylkill Metals AYRES
Corp., Baton Rouge, La.
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Nominees for International Directors
ALBERT J. BOVA

DONALD J. DiCLEMENTE

Lehigh Valley (1955). He is a Partner,
Haskins & Sells, Allentown, Pa.

Harrisburg Area (1955). He is Group
Controller, AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, Pa.

FRANCIS D. BOWMAN

EDWARD F. FEITH

Hampton Roads (1960). He is a Partner,
Daniel A. Robinson & Associates, CPA's. BOVA
Chesapeake, Va.

BOWMAN

CEDRIC D. BRIDGER
Buenos Aires (1968). He is Finance
Director, Hughes Tool Co. S.A.C.I.F.I.,
Buenos Aires, Argentina.

BRIDGER

San Antonio (1 %5). He is Treasurer Assistant Secretary, Southwest Foundation for Research and Education,
San Antonio, Texas.

LILLIAN V. FILARDO
Greenwich- Stamford (1957). She is
Principal and Owner of Lillian V. Fi-

.

lardo, CPA, Stamford, Conn.
BROWN

CALLANAN

CEBROWSKI

JAMES W. BROWN
BLISS R. FINLAY

Nashville (1 %2). He served on the
Committee on Publications, 1971 -72. He
is Chief Accountant, Baird -Ward Printing Co., Nashville, Tenn.

Detroit (1951). Member of Committee
on Chapter Operations, 1971-72. He is
a Partner in the Audit Div., Ernst & Ernst,
Detroit, Mich.

A20A

PATRICK 1. CALLANAN

DAV I D

East Bergen- Roc kland (1 %3). H e is a CORBOY

DECKER

DAVIS

Partner at Arthu r Anders en & Co. , New
York, N. Y.

Princeton; Trenton (1 %5). He is Manager, Collection and Credit, Dow Jones
& Co., Princeton, N.J.

ELMER F. FISHER

RICHARD L. CEBROWSKI
Waukesha Area; Milwaukee (1964). He
is Owner of Richard Cebrowski, Inc.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
DiCLEMENTE

JAMES J. CORBOY
Dallas (1965): Regional Coordinator,
Socio- Economic Committee, 1971 -72.

FEITH

FILARDO

Frankf urt (1970). M e m b er , C om m i t t ee
on International Chapters , 1971 -72. He
is a Partner, T ouc he Ross & Co., Frankf ur t, W es t G erm an y.

W I L L IAM M. HARTMANN
f~.. ..,

Central Arkansas; Oakland -East Bay
(1961). He is Treasurer and Controller,

�

H e i s D i r ec t or of S ys t em s an d P r oc edures, Dres ser Industries, Dallas, Texas. '`

BRUCE L. DAVIS, Jr.

J. FISHER

Jac uzzi Bros ., Inc ., Little Roc k, Ark.

FINLAY

D. I. FISHER

E. F. FISHER

PETER R. LASUSA
New York (1956). He is a Partner, Arthur
An ders en & Co., New Yor k, N .Y.

M i a m i ; Jac ks onville (1959). H e is a
Partner, Has kins & Sells , Miami, Fla.

DON D. DECKER

11'

CARLYLE O. LIVINGSTON
Conejo Valley; San Fernando Valley; Los

Mid- Mis s ou ri ( 1 % 7). Memb er of C ommittee on Education, 1971 -72. He is Assistant Con tr ol ler , A.P. G reen Refrac-

Angeles (1964). Member, Committee on
New Chapter Formation. He is a Partner,
Ar t hu r Anders en & Co., Los Angeles ,

t o r i e s C o . , Me xi c o , Mo .
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H A R T MAN N

_

LASUSA

LIVIN GST O N

Cal if.
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Nominees for International Directors
GO RDO N E. LO UVAU

JOHN E. OVERMYER

Oakland -East Bay (1 %3). Committee on
Education, 1 %9 -70. He is Staff Analyst,
Data Processing, Safeway Stores, Inc.,
Oakland, Calif., and Assistant Professor,
John F. Kennedy University, Martinez,
Calif., and President, What -If, Inc.

Fort Wayne (1 %5). He is Controller,
Tokheim Corp., Fort Wayne, Ind.

WALTER L. MASSIE

JAMES H. POHL
LOUVAU

MASSIE

MCLEOD

North Texas; Dallas (1954). He served
on the Committee on Membership,
1971 -72. He is President of Massie Office
Supply, Inc., Richardson, Texas.

Cuyahoga Valley (1 %1). Member of
Committee on Chapter Operations,
1971 -72. He is Vice President and
Treasurer of The Davey Tree Expert Co.,
Kent, Ohio.

CHARLES A. RAINAUD
Raritan Valley (1 %3). He is Assistant
General Controller, Johnson & Johnson,
New Brunswick, N.J.

JAMES W . MCLEOD
Merrimack Valley (1958). He is Partner,
James and McLeod, CPA's, Lawrence,
Mass.
MCMANUS

MEYER

MOORE
J. B. REHNSTROM

FRANCIS T. MCMANUS, Jr.

Cedar Rapids (1 %1). Member of Committee on Chapter Operations, 1971 -72.
He is Treasurer, Iowa Electric Light &
Power Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Northern New York (1960). He is Vice
President, W ager Construction Corp.,
Watertown, N.Y.

RALPH E. MEYER
Ohio Mid-Eastern; Canton (1 %7): MOTEKAITIS
Member, Committee on Chapter
Operations, 1971 -72. He is Controller,
Marlite Division of Masonite Corp.,
Dover, Ohio.

11
NEWBERG

O'REILLY

TW jF

EUGENE M. ROCK

HAROLD C. MOORE
Baltimore (1957). He has served on the
Socio- Economic Committee and the
Committee on Chapter Operations. He OVERMYER
is Vice President and Treasurer, Clark
Machine Cor p'' Baltimore Md

POHL

RAINAUD
_
%

TONY J. MOTEKAITIS
Muskegon (1960). He is Vice President
and Secretary of Midwest Machine &
Manufacturing Co., Muskegon, Mich.
JOHN M. NEWBERG
REHNSTROM
Sioux City; Omaha; Des Moines (1959).
Committee on New Chapter Formation.
He is Treasurer of the Needham Packing
Co., Sioux City, Iowa.

JOHN L. RHOADS
Birmingham (1946). Member, Committee on Public Relations, 1971 -72. He is
a Partner, Ernst & Ernst, Birmingham,
Ala.

Fox River Valley; Rockford (1943). He
is Assistant Treasurer, DeKalb Agresearch, Inc., DeKalb, III.
ROBERT L. ROSENBLATT
Boston
W ILL IAM
(1956). Member, Committee on
Socio- Economic Programs, 1971 -72. He
is a Partner, Harris, Kerr, Forster & Co.,
CPA's, Boston, Mass.
E. SAUDER

RHOADS

ROCK

Peoria; Jackson (1941). He is Controller,
Westinghouse Air Brake Co., Construction Equipment Div., Peoria, III.

ARTHUR X. SCHMALTZ
THOMAS J. O'REILLY
Pittsburgh (1957). He is Partner -inCharge, Pittsburgh office, Lybrand, Ross
Bros. & Montgomery, Pittsburgh, Pa. ROSENBLATT
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SAUDER

SCHMALTZ

Western Wayne; Detroit (1943).
Member, Committee on Chapter
Operations, 1971 -72. He is Vice President and Treasurer, Brooks & Perkins,
Inc., Livonia, Mich.
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Nominees for International Directors
NEILL R. SCHMEICHEL
Ann Arbor (1960). He is a Partner, Ernst
& Ernst, Jackson, Mich.

ROBERT F. WEST

91,

Seattle (1960). He is Chief Accountant,
Port of Seattle, Seattle, Wash.

ARTHUR T. SW ICK
Chicago (1955). Member, Committee on
Chapter Operations, 1971 -72. He is Se- SCHMEICHEL
nior Partner, Walton, Joplin, Langer &
Co., CPA's, Chicago, III.

SWICK

JOHN W . W IELDE

TAYLOR

St. Paul (1956). He is Corporate Secretary, American Hoist & Derrick, St. Paul,
Minn.

EDW IN T. TAYLOR
San Jose; Detroit (1948). He is Budget
Coordinator, Lockheed Missiles & Space
Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif.
TRICE

TURNER

WALIGORE

LESLIE E. WILLIS
Bangor - Waterville (1957). He is Controller, Viner Bros., Inc., Bangor, Maine.

CHARLES A. TRICE
Charlotte (1957). He is a Partner, Haskins & Sells, Charlotte, N.C.
GUY B. W ILSON
RODERICK G. TURNER, Jr.

WEST

WIELDE

Orange County (1963). He is Partner in- charge, Ernst & Ernst, Santa Ana, Calif.

WILLIS

Atlanta (1952). He is Division of Revenues Accountant, Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph Co., Atlanta, Ga.
RAYMO ND P. W IT HROW
ROBERT S. W ALIGORE
San Francisco (1949). He is President of
Morris Plan Company of California, San
Francisco, Calif.

WILSON

Beaver Valley; Pittsburgh (1948). He is
Division Cashier, Stainless Steel & Alloy
Div., Colt Industries, Crucible, Inc.,
Midland, Pa.

WITHROW

Nominees for
1972 -73 Nominating Committee
CHAIRMAN —J.

G. UNDERWOOD, HARRISBURG AREA

ETTORE BARBATELLI, MILWAUKEE
L. DEAN CARPENTER, CHICAGO
HARRY W. CHERRY,

W ILMINGTON

FRANK E. DOELER, INDIANAPOLIS
WILLIAM J. FOX,

HARTFORD

CHARLES R. KNUTSON, SAGINAW VALLEY
CHARLES W. LAMDEN, NEW YORK
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CLARENCE LANGER, MIAMI
JAMES E. MEREDITH, JR., NEW YORK
GRANT U. MEYERS, NORTH TEXAS
RAYMOND A. REHFELD,

ALAMEDA COUNTY -SOUTH

DAVID F. ROBERTSON, DALLAS
A. T. SAMUELSON, WASHINGTON, D.C.
EMIL SCHARFF, SAN DIEGO
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PHILADELPHIA PROGRAM
FOCUSES ON
ECONOMY, PRINCIPLES
AND CONTROLS
Topics On 1972 Annual Conference Program Reflect Current
Business Concerns, Ranging From Financial Reporting And
Accounting Principles To Price Controls And State Of The Economy

Peter G. Peterson, Secretary of the U.S. Department
of Commerce, will deliver the keynote address on June
26 when the 1972 Annual International Conference
convenes in Philadelphia this year.
Other speakers include an internationally -known
economist, a top executive from a major drug company, a member of the Price Commission and partners
from two of the "Big Eight." A series of concurrent
sessions on accounting topics will be led by experienced financial executives from industry and the NAA
educational staff.
The wide- ranging program was put together under
the guidance of Arthur P. Bartholomew, program
chairman for the 1972 Conference. Mr. Bartholomew,
partner, Ernst & Ernst, said he believes this program
will be exceptionally interesting to NAA members
because of its relevance to today's problems, as well
as its attention to traditional accounting areas.
An inspirational presentation on personal and
professional development of the individual will be
delivered by Dr. Wayne J. Holman, Jr., on Monday.
Title of the address is "How Men Become Better."
He is a member of the Executive Committee of Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N.J.
After the opening address, the Annual Meeting will
be called to order and the Nominating Committee
report presented. Members present will elect 14 international officers and 50 international directors. During
the Annual Meeting, a number of awards will be
presented.
On Monday afternoon speakers will discuss "The
Future of the Economy." Dr. Henry C. Wallich, professor of economics, Yale University, New Haven,
Conn., will discuss "The Outlook for Controls."
Dr. George Cline Smith, chairman and chief executive of Mackay - Shields Economics, Inc., New York,
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N.Y., will deliver a talk on "Politics and Economics
1972 and Beyond."

Financial Reporting
The technical program on Tuesday will be devoted
to "Financial Reporting and the Development of
Accounting Principles." The speakers on the program
include John C. Biegler, senior partner, Price Waterhouse & Co., New York, and Oscar S. Gellein,
partner, Haskins & Sells, New York.
A series of concurrent sessions on important management accounting subjects is planned for Wednesday morning and afternoon. In one session, members
will have an opportunity to ask questions about the
policies of the Price Commission and Pay Board.
William N. Daly, director of planning and coordination for the Price Commission's Program Operations
Office, will be on hand to discuss the price control
aspects of the Administration's program to control
inflation.
Other topics, and discussion leaders, of the concurrent sessions are: "Direct Costing for Planning and
Control." John T. Ahern, Jr., project manager, NAA,
and Frederick D. Finney, assistant controller, Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa., will lead the group
discussion.
"Economic Evaluation of Capital Expenditures."
The discussion leaders are Arthur V. Corr, director
of educational services at NAA, and Robert S. Hinds,
supervisor of investment analysis, Caterpillar Tractor,
Peoria, Ill.
"Management Audit of Operations." One of the
discussion leaders is W. David McKittrick, products
division controller- Eastern area, Atlantic Richfield
Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Paul Lavalle

"Recruiting, Training and Developing the Management Accountant." Led by James M. Cairoli, accounting education manager, IBM World Trade Corp., New
York City, and Ernest J. Pavlock, partner, director of
education at Touche Ross & Co., New York City.
"Planning and Controlling Maintenance Costs."
Robert F. Armstrong, controller, Cello Chemical
Corp., Baltimore, Md., and Joseph M. Cozzolino,
manager, Administrative Services Division, Arthur
Andersen & Co., Philadelphia.
"Effective Oral and Written Communications."
Robert L. Shultis, corporate controller, Technicon
Corp., Tarrytown, N.Y., and John L. McGrath, manager, Management Advisory Services, Price Waterhouse & Co., Newark, N.J.
"Financial Planning and Modelling." Dr. Michael
L. Shegda, director of research and development, Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery, New York, and Dr.
Donald L. Struve, principal, management consulting,
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., New York.

NAA Families in Philadelphia
While the breadwinner is brushing up on what's
going on in the world of business and accounting,
families of NAA members will be participating in
complete programs of entertainment and education,
planned to capitalize upon the unique environment
of Philadelphia and Pennsylvania. For example, the
opening event of the Conference —the National Officers' Reception on Sunday night —will be held in the
Philadelphia Museum of Art with entertainment by
one of Philadelphia's famous Mummer's Bands.
An equally spectacular setting will form an unusual
backdrop to the new event scheduled for Monday
night. This is the "NAA Music Hall," which is schedMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1972

uled to be held in Philadelphia's historic Academy
of Music.
It should bring back nostalgic memories when Paul
Lavalle and the 30 -piece Band of America open an
evening of music and comedy. Conductor Lavalle,
currently musical director of Radio City Music Hall
in New York City, has become famous through his
appearances on television and his many hit records.
Another nostalgic favorite will entertain NAA families on the same program. June Valli, star of the Lucky
Strike "Hit Parade," will sing some popular numbers
which are still enjoyed by millions. As for the comedy,
Billy Kelly —a comedian who has entertained the last
three Presidents —will keep you chuckling at the foibles
of life.
Every woman is interested in houses, so wives of
NAA members will be right at home when they are
taken on a guided tour of a great colonial home on
Monday, as the first event of the Ladies' Program.
The beautiful Henry Francis du Pont Winterthur
Museum in Winterthur, Del., is a treasurehouse of
domestic architecture, furniture, paintings, silver,
pewter and textiles. After the visit, the ladies will have
lunch at Hotel DuPont in Wilmington and then visit
Longwood Gardens.
Tuesday's program features a tour of historical Philadelphia. The afternoon will be free for shopping and
sightseeing. On Wednesday, the ladies will be entertained by guest speaker Lisa Richette who is a judge
on t he Cour t of Common Pleas. Judge Richette is
the author o f T h e Th r o wµ wa y C h il d re n .

Youngsters will
tour Civil War
battlefield

As an alternative to the tour of Philadelphia, something new has been added to the Ladies' Program this
year. Two speakers will advise the ladies about "Planning for Family Financial Security." They are P.
Thomas Austin, partner, Ernst & Ernst, Detroit,
Mich., and Robert S. Skinner, partner, Ernst & Ernst,
Cleveland, Ohio.
A real -life history lesson — that's what teen and preteens will be treated to when they accompany their
parents to Philadelphia for the Annual Conference.
The youngsters will visit historic sites, including Independence Hall, Shrine of the Liberty Bell, and Betsy
Ross's House. A guided tour of Philadelphia's great
seaport will enthrall the youngsters on Tuesday.
Among the stops is Admiral Dewey's flagship, "Olympia." The victor of Manila Bay is famed for his remark,
"You may fire when you are ready, Gridley."

(If the initial registrations are any sign, Philadelphia
seems to be attracting many children of NAA
members. Of the first 50 registrations, 22 children —
including teens and pre- teens —were registered for the
young people's events.)
A trip to the Amish country and a ride on the
old- fashioned Strasburg Railroad have been planned
for the Wednesday program of activities for the children. While they're doing that, the teen -agers will tour
the beautiful Delaware Valley and the Civil War
battlefield at Gettysburg. In the evening, while the
youngsters are entertained with a puppet show and
a magician, the teen - agers will swing at a dance.
Capping the week is the Annual Dinner which will
be held at a surprise location. Philadelphia Liberty
Bell Conference will wind up in a flurry of color, as
the annual competition awards are presented.

CMA PROGRAM
ELICITS WIDE RESPONSE
More than 350 inquiries about the Certificate in Management Accounting program have been received since
the program was announced in the March issue of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, and the mall Is still coming
in.
Judging from the letters, it is apparent that the
program is being greeted with widespread enthusiasm.
Letters from accounting teachers, in particular, demonstrate the interest of the academic community in
details of the program.
As announced in the March and April issues, the
Association has established a program to recognize
professional competence in the field of management
accounting. The program is open to everyone in the
field regardless of membership in NAA. To receive
and maintain the Certificate in Management Accounting, applicants will be required to pass a series of
uniform examinations and continue to stay current
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with the state of the art by attending a minimum
number of hours of educational programs.
The newly - organized Board of Regents (See April
1972 issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING) is now developing details of the program. In a series of meetings
this Spring, the Regents discussed experience requirements for admission to the program, the content of
the four -part examination and the continuing education requirements needed to maintain the Certificate
in Management Accounting in force.
Reports of the new program have been published
in a number of other accounting journals and the
Association has received some queries as a result of
these announcements. The Board plans to conduct
the first examinations by the end of the year. For
further information, write to Institute of Management
Accounting, 919 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10022.
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Close -Up

Robert Beyer, managing partner of Touche Ross & Co., speaks before a joint meeting of the
Milwaukee chapters of NAA and Wisconsin Society of CPA's. He is flanked on left by Richard
Harder, president of the Milwaukee Chapter of Wisconsin CPA's, and on right by Norman E.
Schley, president of NAA chapter. Mr. Beyer is the 1972 -73 nominee for president of NAA.

These NAA staff employees were recently awarded service plaques for more than 10 years
with the Association. They are, I. -r., Michael R. Cloney, Ida Szeremeth, and Walter M.
Kasunic. Executive Director William M. Young, Jr. (right) made the presentations at the
annual awards luncheon.
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THE SHAKEOUT
Starting Salaries Are Down For Accounting Graduates
According To Latest Robert Halt Survey, As Recession's Impact
Is Felt In Industry And Public Accounting,
Controllers And Corporate Tax Managers Show Gains

60

Remember when accounting graduates fresh out of
college were demanding and getting high beginning
salaries, creating unhappiness among staff accountants
with two or three years' experience?
Well, the shakeout has occurred, according to the
1972 salary survey compiled by Robert Half Personnel
Agencies. The survey shows that accountants with less
than a year's experience were earning 2.5% less than
their counterparts in 1971. Specifically, 1971 graduates
were earning $9,500 to $10,500 in a large -size firm;
in 1972 these figures had dropped to a range of $9,000

trollers, assistant controllers, assistant treasurers and
corporate tax managers showed gains. A corporate
controller in a company with more than $250 million
in sales was likely to be in a salary range of $40,000$80,000, as compared to $35,000 - $70,000, in 1971. This
represents an increase of 14.3 %. Tax managers realized
gains ranging from 5.3% to 17%, depending on the
size of the corporation.
At higher levels of experience in the public accounting firms, prevailing starting salaries changed very
little, if at all. Some salary ranges declined from a

to $10,500.
There was no change for accountants with less than
a year's experience applying for jobs at medium -size
firms. The survey showed the beginning salaries' range
was $8,500 - $10,000.
Perhaps to compensate for their neglect in prior
years, however, the prevailing starting salaries for accountants with 1 -3 years experience had increased more
than 2% in both large and medium -size firms.
The same pattern is clear for public accountants.
Prevailing salaries were down 2.3% in 1972, as compared to 1971, for graduates with less than a year's
experience who were hired by large accounting firms.
The levels were, respectively, $10,000- $11,500 and
$10,000 - $12,000. There was no change in starting salaries at this level in medium -size accounting firms.
Generally, prevailing salaries of corporate con-

year ago.
A Robert Half executive attributed the change in
prevailing starting salaries to a shakeout which was
bound to occur because of the recession. The recession's impact on the data processing field was also
obvious. In 1971, salaries for programmers and data
processing managers showed sharp declines, as compared to the year before. In 1972 the decline had
stopped but salaries were static, with little or no
changes. The business world's romance with data processing has waned for the time being.
The study is compiled by the Robert Half organization from the confidential position requisition files
of all R -H offices. It has conducted a study of prevailing starting salaries in the financial and data processing
fields since 1950. Copies of the 1972 survey are available from Robert Half.
❑
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20 - YEAR FINANCIAL SALARY SURVEY
( C o m p i l e d f r o m fi gu re s of t he 2 3 o ff i c es o f th e R ob er t Ha l f s ys te m i n t he U.S .)
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INTE RNA L A C COUNTA NTS , M A N A G E R

P U B L I C A C C OU N TA N TS , M A N A GE R
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1966

1967

1968

1969
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1980

1950

1955

1960

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1975

1980

' AC C O U N T AN T S, PU BLIC
to 1 year experience
1 -3 years
Senior
Manager

1,820
2,600
3,900
5,200

3,120
3,900
5,200
6,760

4,940
5,720
7,800
9,100

6,400
8,000
9,200
14,000

6,500
8,300
10,200
14,500

7,500
8,800
11,300
16,000

8,000
9,300
13, 000
18,000

8,800
10,200
13, 500
18,500

9,500
11, 000
14,500
20,000

13, 000
15,000
19, 500
28,000

17,000
20,000
26,000
35,000

"AC C O U N T AN T S, IN T ER N AL
(Audit , t ax Financ ial Analyst,
Cost, Budget)
To 1 year experience
1 -3 years
Senior
Manager

2,080
2,860
4,160
6,500

3,120
4,160
6,240
7,800

4,420
5,980
7,800
9,360

7,400
8,500
10,200
16, 500

7,600
9,500
11,500
17,500

8,000
9,750
12,200
18, 000

8,400
10,200
12,800
18, 800

8,800
10, 500
14,000
20,000

9,500
11,200
15,000
22,000

13,200
15, 600
21,000
30,000

17, 300
20,000
27,000
40, 000

9,000

11 , 0 0 0

12 , 5 0 0

13 , 5 0 0

14 , 00 0

15 , 00 0

16,000

17 , 0 0 0

18,500

26 , 0 0 0

33 , 5 0 0

Controller, Plant Controller
7,000
Corporate Controller
10,000
Assistant Controller, Division
Controller, Plant Controller
8,000
t50 -250 Corporate Controller
11,500
Assistant Controller, Division
Controller, Plant Controller
9,000
250+ Corporate Controller
16,000

8,000
12,000

8,500
14,000

10,000
17,000

11, 500
18,500

12,500
22,000

13,000
24,000

14,000
28,000

15,000
30, 000

21,500
42,000

27,000
55,000

9,000
13, 500

10,500
16, 000

12, 000
18, 500

12,800
22,000

14,000
26,000

15,000
29,000

17,000
36,000

18,500
40,000

26,500
55,000

28,000
72,000

10,000
20,000

11, 500
22,000

14, 000
28,000

15,000
32, 000

17,000
39,000

18,500
44,000

20,000
50,000+

22,000
55,000+

30,000
41,000
76,000+ 100,000+

12,000

14,000

18,000

19,000

20,000

22,000

24,000

26,500

37,000

C O N T R O LLER S
Manufacturing $ volume
in Mi ll io ns
5 -10
Co r p o ra t e Co n t r ol l e r
A s s i s t a n t C o n t r o l l e r , D i vi s i o n

10 -50

A s s i s t a n t C o n t r o l l e r , D i vi s i o n

Controller, Plant Controller

10,000

48,000

'L arg e fi rm s 1 5 % hi g he r
Sm a ll fi rm s 10 % low er

The table above, compiled by Robert Half, is a comparative analysis of median salaries
reported by the R -H system over a period of 20 years. The line graph at top shows how
salaries of corporate controllers employed by medium -sized manufacturers have risen,
compared to those of managers in public accounting and corporate accounting. The figures
are also projected to 1980.
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Chapter /Member News
pointed postal service controller, U.S.
Postal Service.

1 �

Florida West Central
president, was promoted to vice president
of finance, and ROBERT H. MULLIs to
treasurer of U.S. Home & Development
Corp.

TI M W . H U M P H R E Y ,

_ Y

Two Fox River Valley members were
named by Ideal Industries, Inc. W. H.
AW ALT was elected treasu rer an d W ARR EN
A . BI R K N E R , a s s i s t a n t t r e a s u r e r . . . K A R L
L. GR EITER h as b een n am ed trea s u rer an d

business manager of Pioneer Press, Inc.
. . . G E R R Y M. POSLUSZNY . was elected
treasurer of a newly- formed corporation,
ARi Industries.

I

Illinois Northeast,
has been elected vice president of finance
and administration, Rath Packing Co.

C H A R L E S W . S O L A D A Y,

When long -time NAA member George G. MacGregor recently retired
from National Cash Register Co., it represented a break in an
uninterrupted family chain with NCR. Both his grandfather and father
worked for company. Above, Mr. MacGregor acknowledges the tribute of
his colleagues.
Emeritus Life Associates
The designation of Emeritus Life Associate is
made available to retired members who have
had 20 years of active service, or ten years of
active service including five years as an elected
national or chapter officer or director. Those
so designated are relieved from payment of
annual dues. The intent of this provision of
the By -Laws is to recognize the debt which the
Association owes to members of long standing.
For additional information, write to the
Member Relations Dept.

Miami.
Baltimore.
E N G E L H A R D T , Toledo.

R A LP H E . CA DES,

LOUIS T . G IN TH ER , Pe o ri a .
P A U L M . JO N E S ,

Colorado Springs - Pueblo.

JO HN H . K EM P S TER ,
JOHN

Bosto n pa st pr esid en t.

J. M C M A N U s ,

MYRTLE PATRICK,

Augusta, I s n o w
troller at Ireland Electric Corp.

CLARENCE G .

HARD ING,

Baltimore,

Mo rtgage

Co.

. . . GER ALD W .

KING h as

been elected treasurer of Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co.

G.

MILLER ,

Cincinnati,

co n -
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A.

BLEICH,

Kansas

C ity,

has
joined Data Technology, Inc., as treasurer.

L. TRUBY, Lehigh Valley, was
elected vice president — finance at Lehigh
Portland Cement Co.
JOHN

Miami, has joined Giffen Industries, Inc., as controller and chief
accounting officer.

DAV ID WALLACE,

was

Columbia, is now assistant corporate controller, Shakespeare Co.

Catawba Valley, has

HUMPHREY
Fla. West Central

BOLADAY
Illinois Northeast

BR OW N HAMER ,

P ETE

L.

CISTONE,

Columbus, was pro moted to treasurer and elected a director

JR., Birmingham, was of Lattimer- Stevens Co.
recently promoted to treasurer of Stock - T H O M A S J . M A L O N E Y , Delaware, has been
ham Valves and Fittings Co.
elected vice president and controller for
R O B E R T J . P F A L ZE R , Buffalo, was named
the new ICI America, I n c . . . . W I L L I A M
controller of Northland Arrow Security E. MISSERT has been appointed manager
Products Co., a division of Roblin Indus- of taxes, National Railroad Passenger
Corp. (Amtrak).
tries.
CARTER,

WILLIAM

was

F O S TE R L . PA R S ON S ,

N.

controller, of Hope's Windows.

BEN K. BURK, Kalamazoo, has been
elected vice president and treasurer of
Wells Mfg. Corp. and Wells -Index Corp.

WOOD, Chicago, has been appointed vice president— finance of the
WILLIAM

appointed controller, E.T. & T. Leasing.

PHIL

RICHARD AH L -

JIMMY

elected assistant treasurer of the Stearns
& Foster Co.... A. F. MORTHORSr was
recently appointed controller, Fusite Corp.

Prom otions and New Positions
DORN,

Charlotte, was elected
treasurer of Marsh Realty Co., and Marsh
J. FR ANK DEAR IAN,

Jamestown- Warren

treasurer an d

Bra ni ga r Or ga ni za ti on , In c.

Detro it.

Nashville.

A N T H O N Y J . SA BBI A , B o s t o n .

WALLA CE

STR OM ,

been named vice president— finance at
Merchants Distributors, Inc.... JAMES R.
HUNTER, III, has been promoted to vice
president of finance and treasurer, Carolina Caribbean Corp.

KR A S I N S K I ,

named

L. A. ELDREDGE, Chattanooga, was promoted to treasurer of Bowaters Southern
Paper Co.

JO HN L . D O W E LL ,
C. A.

TH O M A S
was

JOHN R. BOWEN, Elmira Area, was ap-

M I T R I A. KHOURY, Milwaukee, is now
general manager, Hydraulic Power Equipm e n t C o r p . . . . HAL MAR SHALL W as n am ed

vice president at Russ Darrow Management Corp.
E L M E R F E H R I N G , Minneapolis, has been
named a vice president of Republic Acceptance C o r p . . . . A L L E N M O L B E R G is
now executive vice president of Ebenezer
H o m e So c i e t y . . . . RO BE RT RADANZ W as

promoted to vice president of manufacturing, Thermotech Industries, I n c . . . .
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he's tied up for the minute.

:r
The Razor's Edge
Bu si nessmen wh o ve nt u r e on college
ca mpu ses a re oft en su bje cted to intense
a nd ho st ile cr it ici sm. O u t of ne cessit y,
many have developed a barb -proof
a rm or a nd th e ability to squ elch kibi t z er s wit h a h u m or o u s r i p ost e .
W . P. Gu l la n de r , pr esid en t of th e
Na ti o na l Assn. of M a n u fa c t u r e r s, has
m a st e r e d t h e t e c h n i q u e . Ac c o r d i n g t o
Indu stry W e e k , one stu d ent a sk ed h im,
" H o w c a n y o u businessmen — knowing
wh a t yo u 'r e g o i n g to do a l l day —look
a t y ou r sel ves in the mi rr or whe n you
sh a v e i n t h e m or n in g ? "
"It's rea lly qu ite simple," replied Mr.

Gullander. "On those days when our
schedules call for killing women and
children we just don't shave."

Along the Sunny Side
One wou ld a ssu me t ha t e mplo yees ha d,
by t h i s t i m e , so u g h t a n d a t t a i n e d j u st
abou t every possible fringe benefit. Bu t
th e r e i s a r e p o rt t h a t wo rk e r s i n a petro le u m refinery in G r e a t Brita in a re
a sk i ng fo r " l on e l y m o n ey " t o c o mp e n sa t e for th e fa c t t ha t , wit h a u t oma tio n,
they ha ve too l ittle cont a ct with fellow
work ers.
Longview -Ea st T exa s Ch a p t e r

We do have an unlimited supply of
secretarial, bookkeeping and data
processing personnel who are ready
and eager to work. This is no line.
Acme Personnel Service, Inc. knows
good personnel and it is our business
to make sure they are screened to
meet your job requirements.
The next time you are "caught in the
bite of the line" just give Acme Personnel Service, Inc. a call and let us
prove how our 25 years of experience can be productive for your firm.
Ca ll c olle ct fo r NO W Se r vic e in
your city. (509) 924 -7363.

C
I

ACME
PERSONNEL
SERVICE
INC.

International Headquarters
Oppo rtun ity . W a s hin gto n 99 213
"7 1 O f f i c e s to S e r v e Y o u "
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RICHARD D. SCHULTZ is controller Of Hennepin County.
WILLIAM A. BROSZEK, Mohawk Valley,
was named comptroller, and JAMES A.
RAYMOND, administrative vice president,
at Oneida National Bank & Trust Co.

JOHN C. SCHUCHMAN, Raritan Valley, is
now plant controller of Mobil Chemical
CO. . . . GEORGE D. WILSON was named
marketing controller for the athletic and
dermatological divisions, Johnson &
Johnson.

JOHN J. KAROLE, New York, was appointed
vice president — government and international business development, American
Appraisal Co.

Author
PIERRE LAUZEL, France, has just published
a book titled Controle de Gestion et Bud-

gets (Management Control and Budgets).
The book is published by Editions Sirey,
22 re Soufflot, 75 —Paris 5e. Mr. Lauzel
is a vice president of the chapter.

In Memoriam

ROBERT W. ANDERSON, 43, Westchester,
1966.
ARON M. BALTUCH, 43, New York, 1958.
RUDOLPH F. BARON, JR., Orange Coast- NICK D. BUJANOVICH, 55, Milwaukee,
California, has been admitted as a partner
1958.
in the firm of Moss, Adams & Co.
C. MILTON CLARK, 83, New York past
WILLIAM KEATING, Pennsylvania Northpresident; Atlanta, 1923. ELA.
TRUSY
SHAFFER
west, was promoted to vice presLehigh Valley
Philadelphia
JAMES A. Cox, Philadelphia, 1945. ELA.
ident— finance, and J. M. JOHNSON, treasuGALEN H. FRIES, 86, Reading, 1920. ELA.
HUBERT E. CLARK, Reading, was promoted
rer, at Stackpole Carbon Co.
ARTHUR A. KLOss, 83, Columbus, 1927.
to controller of Reading Aviation Service,
ELA.
JOHN N. FuYuUME, Philadelphia, is now
Inc. . . . ROBERT LOUDIN has been apTYRRELL M. INGERSOLL, 69, Tri- Cities,
director of administration, Energy, and
pointed acting controller, Columbia - 1944.
Process Industries Group, International
Minerva Corp.
KARL S. KROPF, 40, San Jose, 1968.
Utilities Corp.... CHARLES W. HILL Was
recently named assistant to the vice pres- JAMES F. CALLAHAN, Rochester, has been C. DARELL MOOREHEAD, 29, Portland,
ident— finance and accounting, Penn Cen- named a vice president at FASCO Indus- 1970.
WILLIAM R. NOBLE, 47, Detroit, 1953.
tral Transportation Co.... F. W. SHAFFER tries, Inc.
has been promoted to controller, Rohm WILLIAM R. HANNAH, Springfield, Was MAYBEN P. NEWBY, 71, Kansas City past
president, 1926. ELA.
& Haas Co.
promoted to controller of Massachusetts
T. H. PETTERSCH, 38, Grand Rapids, 1968.
DANIEL M. DEERS, Pittsburgh, has been Mutual Life Insurance CO. . . . STANLEY EVA G. RUHL, 75,
Dayton, 1939. ELA.
named assistant controller of Wheeling - J. STRZEMPEK is now corporate controller, CHARLES L. RYAN, 55, Wichita, 1966.
Milton Bradley.
Pittsburgh Steel Co.
TED D. SNODGRASS, 47, Shreveport, 1963.
CHARLES MCTAMMANY, JR., Providence, W. L. WILKINSON, Stockton Area, is now HAROLD B. SWINDELLS, 66, Greenwich the secretary of Hart - Carter Pacific Corp. Stamford, 1949. ELA.
is comptroller of the Millard Wire Co.

M E M O R I A L

E D U C A T I O N

F U N D

You don't need a special reason to support the
NAA Memorial Education Fund. Any day is the right day to
help further the educat ional goals of t he Association.
Remember the NAA Memorial Education Fund today.
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NAAOFFERS

NEWCOURSES

INITSSPRINGPROGRAM
WASHINGTON, D.C.
JUNE 5 -9, 1972
MARRIOTT TW IN BRIDGES MOTOR HOTEL

MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING
FORHOTELS

PLANNING,PROGRAMMING,BUDGETING
FORLOCALGOVERNMENTS
ANDNONPROFITINSTITUTIONS

June 8 -9

June 5 -6
Planning, programming, budgeting system (PPBS) is a
term that describes a systematic approach t o strategic
planning and decision making. Alt hou gh this approac h
is generally applic able to all types of organizations, it has
rec entl y h ad a major imp ac t on govern men tal units and
non p r of i t ins titutions . This course provides an introduc tory coverage of the bas ic c oncepts of PPBS. Many
of the techniques can be ut il i zed wi th out th e n eed f or
implementing a full -scale system. The course is particularly appropriate f or managerial personnel in organizations such as local governments, schools, and health
c are ins titutions , who wis h to develop an unders tanding
of modern tec hniques for managing scarc e resources.

The importanc e of sound management decisions by
hotel managers demands that the acc ounting information
developed f or them be relevant, ti m el y and decision oriented. Kn owledg e of the prof it c ons equenc es of the
various alternatives is the foundation for hotel growth.
This c ourse f oc us es on the inf ormati on n eeds of hotels
and the role of th e m anagem ent ac c oun tan t i n m eet ing
them. It analyzes ac c ounting concepts and techniques
and shows how to use them to achieve more ef f ec tive
and prof itable hotel operations .
CO UR SE O U T L IN E
Thursday
• IN FOR MAT ION REQ UIR EME NT S

CO UR SE O UT L INE

• R E S P O N S I B I L IT Y A C C O U N T I N G

Mond ay

AN D C O S T B EH A V I O R A N AL YS I S

• C O NC E P T S A N D T E RM I N O L O G Y

• B U D G E T S A ND S T A ND A R D S

• O B J E C T IV E S AN D G O A L S

• DEVELOP ING T HE A NNUAL PRO FIT PLAN

• D E VE L O P IN G A P R O G R A M S T R U CT U R E
• C R IT E R IA A ND M EA S U RE S O F E FF E C T I V E NE S S
Tuesday

Friday
• P ER F O R M AN C E R E PO R T I N G
AND A PPR AI SIN G O PE RA T IO NS

• A N A L YT I C A L T E C H N I Q U E S

• PR IC IN G AN D PR O MO T I O N P O L IC IE S

• CO ST - EFFECT IVENESS ANALYSIS

• FOOD AND BEV ERAGE PLANNIN G AND CONT ROL

• C O S T A N A L YS IS A N D MU L T I -YE A R P LA N N I N G

• MO T IV AT I ON , O RG A NI Z AT IO N AL BE HA V IO R

• I MP L EM E NT A T I O N O F P PB S

AND BUDG ET S

CO URSE INST RUCT O RS

CO URSE INST RUCT O RS

D R . A L L A N R. DR EB IN, Professor of Accounting,
Department of Ac c ounting and Inf ormation Sys tems ,
Northwes tern Univers ity, Evans ton, Illinois .

D R . D O N A L D L . M A D D E N , Associate Professor of
Ac c oun ting, College of Business and Ec onomics,
Uni vers it y of K en tu c k y, Lexi ng ton, K en tu c k y.

MO RRIS C. MAT SO N, Assistant City Manager and
Direc tor of Financ e, City of Ft. W orth, Ft. W orth, Texas .

W I LL I AM J . T H O R , Direc tor of Financ e, The Plaza of
New Yor k , of New Yor k Ci t y.

Call or Write: NAA Regis trar
919 Third Av enue, New York , N.Y. 10022
(212) 759 -3444
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DETROI T
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111 P ear l St.
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The specialist does a better job

HOUSTON
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I NDI ANAPOL I S
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CITY, MO.
127 Weft 10th St.
( 816) 474 4583
L ON G I S L A ND

because he concentrates on a
li mi t e d a r e a o f c o v e r a ge .

ROBERT HALF is the largest
specialist in FINANCIAL &
DATA PROCESSING.
... More opportunities
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applicant ... More select
applicants for
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